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APRIL 13th,

More than One Million
EVERYBODY WANTS IT.
258th Edition.

BOSTON ENGLISH OPERA CO.

PATIENCE !
Foil Orehe»tr» and Chora*.

n_i

Tic e'B nt Stockbridge’s Music store Moudav
seats 36 and 50 cents.
morning, April Sd. Reserved
Admission 26 cents.
and 3o ce-ta; Chll25
seats
l*i alia* e—Reserved
dren 16 cents,
Half fare to Matinee on Maine Central Grand
Trunk and Portland & Rochester R. B. mh31dtd

Assembly
THE

Fifth Grand

ASSOCIATION.
Navy Hall,
Army and
Evening. April lotli.
ROWING

JJUMBIRLAND

THURSDAY

Mimic by CHANDLER.
Ad mission 50 cents.

Copies Sold!

JOST & MOBTOSI,

Everybody

Km.

ill

nil

/Votv ir.i-Htinn \

PARKED,

or VV. H.
4 Km fine > st., Boston, mass.
N. E.—The author may bo cont-uited on al. disease?- requiring skill and experience.
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AFTERNOON

SOTS’
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SOFT
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STIFF
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M. D.
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BOYS SHIRTb the
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which
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with the following east of characters:
VABBB1.L
Lorenuo, Chas. Green; Fiamimtt., Annie lihbj;
Pep «. < has Cram; Fredrick, Aanie Rogers; Rocco,
Louise Wells. Par ifonte. Gen. Clark; Matteo, Ed
Bibber; Luigi, Miss Eva Bartlett; Paolo, Miss Cora
Woodman; Fraueesca, Miss Eunice Hunter.
ap7dtd
Sale of teats, Monday, April lOtb.

BETTINA.Kin

Curtis

.Proprietor

&

#3"

$3^

BOYS’ SHIRTS

aprlO

KENDALL &

FORGET-ME-NOT.
Supported by ber own Powerful Company.

B 3

Paris.

by Worth,

14 JT%

Pj P

*

KJr Mift Jk iff

Carriages 10.30.
Commences at H.
Btisiieiiss Manaoeb (for Miss Ward) J. H. Cobbk
Gallery 3" c-nte.
Sea s S 1.00, 75 and 50 cents.
Sale cAseata commence, Wednesday, April 12tb.
diw
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WHITNEY,

KNOX
HATS.
of New York, has
Sole Agents for
the sale of his celebrated Hats
in Portland.
E. W.

TRUNKS
AND

Will open To-day

Tuesday Ereuiug, April 18, 1882,

;.

Tickets r‘<‘ cents, admitting gentleman and ladies.
T he committee will refuse tickets to all oi jectionabie parties.

13,14,15*18

EVER DISPLAYED IN PORTLAND.

FRANK CURTIS. PHOPEiETon

and

Please call and

Managed.

Thursday Evening,April 20

CONCERT

GRAND
BT

Inspect

Stock before Purchasing

our

LIEBIG

Seals *1.00, 75 and 50 cents.
rneu-oa Wednesday. April 12.

Sale of seats
__

-See Medical

com-

a

boo* for which Nations

ah

Prcec, Lancet, BriHeh Medical J

api-dtd
4fi, Maik Lane, London,

HALL,

CITY

"“iJaSeiii and

case*

of weak

digestion

mldfo*! gratcfn!.’
irnal etc.
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Brfi!

new

an<l stylish,

Ladles’ Front Lnoe Boots.
Ladies’ Clo h T-.IO Button.
Jjadiea’ Oil Goat Button.
Ladies’ French Kid Button.
Ladies’ and Misses’ White Kid
Ladies’ Fancy Slippers.
Ladies’ Newport Tics,

Fine Now

All widths,

Fine

al

St.,

WtarliuR Hitualiona 1

sale by
A«mi« ■«»” 2* CpwIk- Tickets for
.85 cents
Comrades and at tbe door Reserved seats
advance.
For sate at StockbrMge’s one week in
atd

ritiain
eo

Hi
V

to those In wont of

BOOTS and SHOES.
In order to reduee onr S<oek to make
11 manufacture.
room for Goods of our on
We offer at COST for the NEXT THIRTY DAYS our entire stock of Ladies’,
Gents’, Boys’, Misses’, aud Children’s
Boots and Shoes. Thi- is a rare opportunity as our Stock is large, acd cousi-ts
•of goods from Une hand sewed to comitnou medium grades, no not fail to call
And examine onr goods before buying

.elsewhere.

Our ilrst invoice of Carpetings having met with such a speedy sale we have
added a large variety of N't AY aim DESIRABLE patter h, and are now prepared to
show a fine line o» the same in .ill gr«d s fr.»n< the « heap*st to the Best.
b6B6U< In tbe
of P»*rflHiidj *4
W»* Arp Determined tnirive ill pc
line of Carpets, and we therefore MAKE THE STATEMENT that job can save from
It wM be for your interest to examine our
1C to 20 eer cent, by buying ot us.
Carpets and learn our prices before piuehasiug elsewhere.

INTO OIjD GOODS.
Remrtnr goods aie all NEW and STRl TLY FIRST-CLASS in every re-pect.
No
(Jive us a coll.
nants suitable for Mats, etc , at two thirds regular price.
trouble to show our goods.

GEO. A. GAY & CO.,
499 Congress Streci,

Corner off Brown.
T.Th&Stf

mar28

in the

point

prisoner’s

favor than to

give

appeal the lower

an

clouds that gorgeously repose
Around the setting sun,
Answer! have ye a home for those
Whose earthly race is run?
The bright clouds answered, “We depart
We vanish from the sky ;
Ask what is deathless In thy heart
For that which cannot die!”

President Angeli. of Michigan Univer-

present

the

sity, who negotiated

treaties

with the Chinese government, says regarding his interviews at Peking that the matter
of limitation of immigratiam, both in time

thou voice of God withlu!
Thou of the deep low one!
Answer me through life's restle*s din,
Where is the spirit flown?
And the voice answered, “Be thou still;
Enough to know is given;
Clouds, winds and stars their tasks fulfil,
Thine is to trust In Heaven!”

Speak, then,

and numbers, was broached by the Chinese
officials, and they asked what would be the
result if the immigrants were permitted to
come only in alternate years or were prohibited from coming for one, two> or three years.
They wished to know what legislation Con.

immigration.

The conversation

tin contrast with these lines reaa rope s one
Solitude” for au example of the mascaliue
Compare, also, this ode, which was
stylo.
written when the author was only twelve years
of age, with pieces written by the Davidson
i'irla at the same ag®, and the difference beas
tt’eeuthe masculine and feminine mind,th«
we« as diction, will be made apparent by
however,
remembered,
be
It must
contrast.
dicthat While the fair sex use a more ornat*
tiou they are not so prone to the elaborate
of
flowers
the
with
adornment of their stylo
rhetoric Their imagery comas to them more
their metaspontaneously. They do not veneer
artists
Dhors into the body of their dictioD. as
is
more like
Their
style
inake mosaic work.
the
the handwriting of a ready penman;
masculine style more like print. By that studtious elaboration which Milton evidently bestowed upon liia minor poems a female author
would spoil her work.
,,
,,
And here, by the way, 1 would call atienrather unactio.o to a fact which may seem
oiui.’tabte, that there is more silliness written
than by women. This
bv mi'n who make verses
because a puerile
may lr»we have happened
of
puerile thoughts, must
thought, or a series
or
be offensive.
utterauce
have a spontaneous
from the
Perhaps it arises in some measure
in men’s compogreater amount of love poetry
or
of
Burns
the
genius
It requires
sitions,
are not ludiMoore to write love verses which
We mus t a !so
authors,
crous to all except the
consider that of the two sexes there is a larger
minds
best
the
given to peetry
proportion of
and «>olite letters among females.
When critics speak of a forcible style, they
the
generally use the epithet with reference to tho
of
language rather thau the arguments
According to this general
author or speaker.
the word, female writers surpass the
nsa of
when e.other sex to the force of their style
Some may.doubt this,
gaged in controversy.
number of authors
but let the re wder examine a
nf each sex ana'compare them. A woman pours
of the male sex more
down
in return. Tl*ere
indignation than she receivesher antagonist. I
is more quiet in the style of
but bedo not say that -she is More personal;
is right, rod having
ing always sure that she
she
the
pu’s
enemy,
leS logical power thau
diction.
more vehemence into her
hut a
Female authors have a leftier ideal,
the other sex.
lower critical standard, than
\ ic or
like
write
who
There are more women
rhetorical
Hugo. They aro governed less by
lias studied
rulos thau men, even if neither
and
interesting
rhetoric. A certain pleasing
Oy a larger prostyle of writing is attainablethere
fewer
are
and
fair
sex,
the
of
portion
more than they can do.
women who attempt
and
oaths
Th«v press forward into pleasant
laurels, while multitudes
0 over themselves with
at the foot of Parnassus
of urea hobble round
without climbing high
nic Xing up toadstools,
leaf. It I were
euou'Sib to reach a single laurel
for blundering, stupid
and
bathos
tohuUt for
for the
to fill a column if absurdities
failure
into books written by meD
press i should look
remark
this
intend
not
I do
by
not bv
sex intellectually above tbeir
to exalt t he t.iir
fewer dunces
are
probably
there
lords; but
on

over
For a quarter of a century or more Hostetter’s
Ston.acb Bitters has been the ivi*i«iDg specific for
indigrtftion, dyspepsia, fever and ague, a loss of
phys cal stamina, liver complaint and other disorders, and has been uio t emi-ha icaHy indorsed by
medical men as a health and strength restorative.
It counteracts a tendency to premature decay, and
sustains and comforts the eged and infirm.
For salf3 by all Druggists and Dealers

Garside’s

a

specialty.

GENTLEMEN’S
Goods

At 421 CONGRESS STREET,
SIGN OF THE GOLD BOOT.

BROWN,

ap8

SHOE

of wheat are

planted,

where

ly 20,000,000 bushels. Oregon alone last
year raised 12,040,000 bushels, and its crop
will be at least 16,000,000 bushels this year.
The acreage of oats and barley is also increased proportionately
legal rate of inEgypt has been reduced from twelve

to nine per cent.

IMPERISHABLE

sign,

PERFUME.

Murray & Lanman’s

FLORIDA WATER.

TT&Stimnr

aiiil

WM.

M.

_

MARKS,

Mi Card, id Jot) Pfintei
P

11 i

ir\tere’

KxohanEe,

Excb&uge St., Portland, Mo.
iminv a Hprcinll).
lu person promptly attorned to

(fine Job Pi

THE

acres

acrcag^over

terest in

Best for TOILET. BATH
and HANDKERCHIEF.

Ladies’
York Goods

T.ThS&wlm

25,000

less than 1000 was cultivated last year. The
1881 will he fully
•increased
one-third, and the yield of wheat wcill be ful-

It is announced that the

York Boots for Ladies’ wear, in all the

Fine New

in-

government

Order? 07 mail

or

Particular niteotien paid
Pamphlet Printing

te

21

k

and

rnTnstr»l

DEALER.

as

This Is

on

its face

a

good

improvement in EgypBut it is one thing to reduce

indicating

an

upon*ier adversary

tian credit.
interest and another to burrow money in
spite of the reduction. It remains to be
seen whether tlio credit of Egypt has appreciated three per cent, since Tewfik Pasha
became Khedive.

A French bank, called “the Credit Dyonese,” with a capital of one hundred millions
of francs, is said to have concluded to withdraw from business in New York city
on

account of the excessive discriminations

against banking and business caused by
local, State and national taxes; but Euglisli
agencies manage somehow to get along in
the banking business in New York and other

Americau commercial cities.

w\n*on.

Whether Senator Ferry of Michigan,
whose second term in the Seriate will expire
next March, shall have a third term, is an

this term

to

inline

express

WlLSOk Flam.

Used

an

Intriguing Laundry man.

Tricks that Hans Breitmann, Hike
O’Toole, Jean Chaslellnx, Giiiseppe Ghiberti,
’Arry Wilson, Eric Ericsson, Sandy McGee
and Other Patriots Play Upon Ah Sin.)
[San FnmcUeo Examiner.]
On Wednesday cl last week there occurred a
thrilling tragedy at Brookvilie, in ArizonaOn that day, within abont four miles of the
above named towD, there were three oow boys.

(The

Tneir

jingling

spurs,

their

long-horned

inspection could he made with
They were known to their associate*
McCray, Billy Polansbee and Tom

when such an

safety.
as

Jake

Di!worth; but whether these
ferred

on

them at the

names

were con-

font

baptismal

WHITNtY 6AIIER SHOE CO.,
Cor. Union St, Under Falmouth Hoteldtf
pal
_[_

CARRIAGES,

100

NEW ASO "ECOJID

HANB,

Phaetons,Open & Top Buggies,
CONCORD, GROCERY AND EXPRESS
WAGONS,
.ie.de

and double, to be fold at

once,

fingiy

or

in
at

SETteWBWTHH WILL Kit.ISO,
MAINE STATE PKIS0N.

nh27_____
nersoni

NOTICE.
barare hereby cautioned against
of the Nor-

of the crew
ALU
todt.BMtru.ting anySveudaen,
mailer,
westan

B»?k

“ERMSU.”

otSu, as no bill, of t
by captalu

or

clr

consignees.

'•ontrarting
CHASE,

elll be

0^_Xt:X>.

I'. t>. THOflTES
Would return his thanhs for the libera!
patronage received during his short stay
in Portland; and being oblig d to leate
for the West for a short time will leave
his business with E. Dana, Jr 59H Conthe oldest Druggress St., »ho is one of
gists lathe city, and whose experience
to ».oue in
is
second
in fitting of Trusses
the city, will ie a sure guaranty of
fair aud honorable dealing, and w ill insure a large share of patronage. While
absent, Mi. Dana will applj them aud
treated by
guarantee to h »ld all eases
lim or refund the money. thojies>
o
ap4d2w
Portland, April 4.1882.

DRV HEMLOCK BOARDS
FOR SALE.
800,000 ft. ury lieinloch Boards, Ready
for immediate delivery.
ADDRESS,

from

raid

ATTRACTIONS

i,

U.

feb2r.

JORDAN, Alfred, Maine.
dtf

-At

the store of

C. E. BEAN,
540

Congress Street.
:ixrizr\*7' 535

Decker Bros’ Pianos,
Morsm fy ANHIf LOUISE C»l»,
Also

a

FOB

DISEASES

ALL

OF THE

SKIN,

Guch m Tetters,
Pimples, Sores,

choice stock of firstolass

PIANOS MO CHAINS.

Blotches,
rA8h

©n account of Al-

Erysipelas,
Ringworm.

Parsers*
Itch,
REDNE8SOF
Nose

New Black French Lace Buntings.
New Fine Black F euch Cashmeres.
Now All Wo«»I Spring Dress Goods.
New Half-wool Spring Dress Goods, 12b©20«
Now Spring Skirts and Skirting.
New Dress Prints and Cambiics.
New Dress Buttons.
Now Laces and Collars.
New Three Button Kid Gloves.
New Balbriggan Hose.
New Spring Gloves.
New Sptuifb TfBs.
New White Goods.
New White
New Damask Towels.
New Quilis, &c., &c., &e.
j^TOnr tlott®-“Qnirk Sutex ami feninll

Aprons.

aprteod2w

and
Fire

3 Free Street
sep29

Block, PORTLAND.
dtf

CLOTHES WRINGERS.
Prices

reduced

“UNIVERSAL,”

on

reVere0 .TpS
a'AnC
It ishighly poetical
the stvTecf John .Buskin.

in

baskets, and with a dog trot slowly approached
them, and his little pig-like eyes showed that
he had an instiuctive fear of the horsemen.
Tliis was an opportunity for cruel sport, which
the cow boys could not let pass, and Jake
McCray said to his companions: "Bovs, let's
have a Chinese Maaeppa. I'll lassoo the Chi11 tie
naman. an' you* ketch a steer, au' we
John on an' run him through tiro streets of the
Tomand
town.'" To this cool proposition Billy
few seconds Mcmy joyfully assented. In a
Cray’s riata was describing circles in the air.
and Ah Sin, dropping his burden, fled for dear
life, but aftgr a few bounds the unerring riata
encirclod the limbs of the Mongol, and he was
air by the
jerked and thrown ten feet Into the
bounding horse of the cow boy. la the meanhad
Dilworth
Tom
time Billy Folansbee and
and Bill had
pursued a huge Texan steer,
thrown his riata on th© animal’s horns, while
Torn, by a left underhand throw of the rawhide,
had encoiled the animal's hind legs, and thrown
him prostrate on the earth. There he lay pantcaptors,
ing and bellowing out defiauoe at hiR
although in their expert hands he was as powhis
and
companion
erless SB an infant. Billy
shouted to Jake McCray to bring over the prisBa kerful
added
aud
parenthetically,
oner,
and don't kill the darn critter, as there wont
a
dead
Chinaman
a
be any sport in giving
ride.” Jake McCray was careful, but not as
considerate as ho might have been, for when
he arrived where the steer was straggling, the
Chinan an had lost the be.n part of bis blouse
and about half the cuticle from one side of his
rn,

_,

V... eiota

r%

llin

as
aud the trained animals held the steer fully
well as though tho riders were in the saddle.
The trembling Chinaman made piteous appeals
four S2t)
to his captors, aud even fished out
iu his clothing,
gold pieces trom some recesses
The
for
bribe
a
as
liberty.
aud offered them
but the longed-for
money was appropriated,
freedom was denied him. They laid the pristhe steer and pulled
oner, breast down, upon
his hands well down ou the shoulders and
tied them together. Theu his logs were pulled
side of the
apart and secured firmly ou either
animal’s loins, and tho Chinaman was tied so
he looked
firmly ou tho back of the animat that
though he growed
as McCray expressed it, as
there.’’ The fastenings wero theu removed
aud
from the steer. With blood in his eye,
his great breadth of horn dehantly at

with

shaking
one
was

■

mTy po?ms

£

AND “EUREKA.”
April

1.,,

apMtf

i_

Pmii a.

_

86Womeu

“NOVELTY”

KENDALL&WHITNEY
Portland.

Dr. Swayne a Son,

jnn25

a

Saddenly

«.;P°

A Reliable Remedy

was

of considerable doubt and conjecture.
They had been carousing in town, and were
then on their way back to their rendezvous.
with
a Chinaman appeared, laden
matter

_

Jk.

and

brightly mounted saddles, on which were coiled
like long, lithe, limber snakes, rawhide riata*
the predominance of bright color displayed in
saddle, blanket and clothing, the gleam of tb#
highly polished pistol and knife, and the rude,
active health and vivacity of horses and riders,
make them a picture pleasant to look upon,

'’f‘,‘relikeRu^
®rhil"h°

CALL and SEE

word

cant and affectation.

at
his tormentors, he charged successively first
horseman then at another, while An oiu
Muran*
“Police!”
Michigan
interesting question just
yelling alternately,
the
lu
der!” in broken English and Chinese at
politics. He has mado a very good Senator, ronioos aud doscrlp t've- but seldom logical,
His captors made tb© air
his voice.
of
Edmund
of
top
the
style
B resem Mes
but there are a number of aspirants for his
merriment,
binally,
fairly ring with devilish
It possesses
headed for
was
Burke, but it is more interesting.
place, who urge that rotatiou in office is an a quality which Mathe w Arnold terms rapidi- the “fiery, untamed” a steer
race which beggars deand then began
town,
“ot precsely sy
is
excellent principle to act upon.
that
he
word
a
nearly
went, makty,
scription. Over gully aud ditch
« finely exemplified
bounds each time these obstruconymous with ciasA, which
tremendous
1
ing
The Russian Meunouites, who have setin the writings of fisilH^*9'
tions wero encountered, aud eacli bound being
f
in
remarkable
more
tled iu Kansas, are among the most prosper- II ty is
There
accurately recordod by the Mongolian, for he
•‘J’temasculine
the
in
than
and the
fairly rent the air with his screams, distance
ous and energetic people who have settled
I are many female authors who,
of tho cry was regulated bv the
1
leugth
*wr'*®
would
in the West. They are devoting themselves ! chose the same subjects,
uer the
ooverod by the steer in a jump. The cowboys
of
kin and Burke. Many critics -00.n9.‘™ “
were more than delighted with the success
to the cultivation of silk with a fair measure
8"
style of theBe two authors models o.
The steer would endeavor to
“t to
their scheme
not
of success, and are setting the example of
headed
est kinds of excellence. This is
tormentors
remorseless
“ “P1!
turn, but his
make
be discussed at the present time. I wil.
an Industry which may possibly become oue
him at every point; when endeavors to
remark that among distinguished male ft* ““r”
bursts of
™
these turns would develop abnormal
of great national importance.
1 can think of none who so fairly leprwem
issue
from
would
speed, long-drawn-out wails
feminine style; and 1 will venture to say tk
annual setthe unhappy Mongol, aud when the
wh
named
be
Iowa judges complain because the lawyers
would
several female authors might
tled down to an ordinary ran the cry
Us
luily equaled them in their characteristics. Is l sink down low, and thus, like tile music of an
talk so long. One of the judges recently asaud
fa l.
rise
the other hand, it seoms to me that there
moans
the
,-Eolian harp, would
serted that the Slate is paying annually $1,- one kind of literary excellence which has neva gully
The wild, frenzied bovine approached
to taa.
allude
I
a
woman.
attained
with a fierce
by
000,000 for unnecessary gab in the com ts. er been
folly eighteen feet in width, and,
Pope.
himself in
quality of diction which distinguishes
Just think how much more the clients are
snort and bound, ths steer gathered
AddiGoldsmith and Campbell as poets, aud
it
c'.eared
aud
by a scratch.
one supreme effort
as
prose
Irving
a little to the
son, Macaulay and Washington
paying!
Jake McCrary’s horse, following
writers.
also successright, and at a narrower place,
to
I will add to what I have said in regard
But Bill
chasm.
Senator Farley of California is a statesthe
dry
fully jumped across
of female authors, if I may
the
style
immedashing
Tern
Diiworth,
and
following
Folansboe
man who would “favor the passage of a bill
whicli
originated
favorite
epithets
use certain
diately behind the Chinese Mazeppa, both cams
making Boston the only point in the United at Delphi*—that their writings are mere abunto grief and were landed, horseaud foot, in the
and
ant in “bold” and “daring” expressions
States at which Chinamen conld or should
bottom of the ditch. Tom recovered first aud
the untie
figures of speech titan the writings of
harried his horse along the bottom for a quarw:tu
be landed.”
poems
E.
B.
Mts.
Browning’s
sex. Bead
ter of a miie, aud finally clambered out; but
her mode
reference to this point, and com pace
Folansbee lay stunned iu the bottom, while his
the simple
Different correspondents at Washingof expressing her sentiments with
continued iu the mad chase. Tbs
companions
be
1
If
may
P»rd®ued!“ steer was tamed
diction of Byron.
ton say that now the President will outline
at. midday into the mam
to the ffnality
timidly
tor
alluding
these days
street of the town. All the dogs in the place
a more positive policy.
our torn
in cbo.
of simplicity of style as a merit.
chased the frenzied animal and barked
of the other
and
authors must rank below those
rus; horses broke from their fastenings,
The Hon. Charles J. Guitea.li has raised
behind came McCray aud Diiworth, shouting
with
animal
delight in luminous conceptions
the price of autographs to $2.30 per dozen,
like wild Apaches. The frenzied
which are
which are not quite clear, in phrases
liis human burden, followed everywhere by
which will make It hard on the poor.
din. shot
more suggestive than graphic, aifording gleams
but
shouts, barks aud indescribable
lute
of something very beautiful aud divine,
was headed
Secretary' Kirkwood iuten ds to plunge
divine obthrough street and alley,
Dreseutiug no distinct image of the
succeeded in goluminous square and plaza, and finally
Into private life when ho leaves Washington,
breaking
ject; au angel's faco peering through
Orion
saloon,
op
when
ing through the
mist, without any dehuito outlines Bttt
but- in Iowa they call for him fr>r governor.
now

familiar

!

eodtf

use

grand fountain of literary

ers

Ye

will be sustained.

1

•Delphi.
the

How X lire a industrious American Labor-

Even as a breeze hath flown?
14
And the stars answered me, We roll
In light and jOWtr ou hi*h.
But of the never-dying Soul
Ask things that cannot die!

court

who aro sure to adorn them with the brilliant
coruscations of their fancy. If I mast listen to
a woman, who
a Kantian, let tbo speaker be
will attempt no more than she can perform.
Laying aside her logic, she sheds a glow upou
her subject, and is satisfied, though the light
that was meaut to illustrate it covers it with
beautiful colors that conceal it. We cannot
solve "the problem of life" by looking outside
of creation. The woman intending to give us
a view of it presents us
with a kaleidoscope.
We look into it and behold some charming
pictures. Tbe man, with the same intent,
hands as a telescope. We look iuto it; bat
all we cau see is multitudes of other men looking through other telescopes iu the same direction.
If we accept the fallacious verbal distinctions
which are current at Delphi—such distinctions
as Butler ridiculed and
Coleridge used as tbe
staple of his disquisitons; such as Byron spurned and Wordsworth lovingly emDraced, bat
now universally sanctioned
by all who are inside of the temple—it mast be confessed that
those
of tbe other
female authors far surpass
sex in “geuius."
By this remark I do not intend either to compliment or to slur tbe sex
Far be it from me to disparage tbe sex who are
the principal readers of my own books. I coufine myself to facts, and use no irony when I
say that if we make the Collridgeau distinction
between "genius" aud "talent’~it most be conceded that by far tbe greater amount of genius is manifested by female authors, tbe heat
male authors being possessed only of latent.
Women write more spontaneously, with leas
premeditated effort, than men; with less reflection upon tbe processes of thought, both
during the conception and tbe evolution of
their ideas; more decidedly as if inspired; not
so carefully
weighing either their words or
their thoughts before patting them on paper;
considering not so much the effect they may
produce on tbe minds of other* as giving utterto the fullness of their own minds. As, perhaps
.vlr. J. It. Lowell would Bay, the woman is controlled by her genius; and I should say that he
who controls his genius most despotically has
the most intellectual power. Women have
more brilliancy of illustration, more imaginative description, more idealism, more spontaneousness of thought and expression, more copiousness of diction in every way.
It is not an easy task to explain the differa masculine and feminine style
ence between
without examples. There is no prose writer in
the English language whose diction is so eminently characteriatic of the feminine style as
George Eliot. As a remarkable example of
this I refer the reader to "Komola," but particularly to the proem. I will quote the ffrst paragraph of the proem:
'More than throe centuries aud a half ago,
iu the mid springtime of 1192, we are sure tba'
the star-quenching angel of the dawn, as he
travelled with broad, slow wing from the Levant to the Fillers of Hercules, aud from tbe
summits of the Caucasus across ail the snowy
Alpine ridges to the dark nakednessof the
western isles, saw nearly the same outline of
firm land and unstable sea—saw the same great
mountain shadows on the same valleys as he
has seen to-day—saw olive mounts and pine
forests, and the broad plaius green with young
corn or rain-freshened graie—saw the dome*
aud spires of cities rising by tbe riversides’ or
mingled with the sedge-like masts on the rnanycurved sea coast, iu the same spots where they
And as the faint light of his
t .-(lay.
rise
coarse pierced into the dweliingsof men, it fell
w on the rosy warmth of nestling children;
as n
on ilia haggard waking of sorrow and sickness;
on me hasty uprising of the hard-handed laborer; and on the late sleep of the night student
who had been questoning the stars or the sages
or his own soul for that hidden knowledge
which would break through the barrier of
show its dark path, that
man s brief life, and
seemed to bend no wither, to be an aro in an
of
immeasurable circle
light and glory. The
great river courses which have shaped the lives
of men have hardlv changed; and those other
streams, the life currents that ebb aud itow iu
human hearts, pulsate to the same great needs,
As one
the same great loves and terrors.
thought follows Close in the slow wake of the
dawn, we aro impressed with the brood samethe human lot, which never alters in
ness of
the main headings of its history- hunger and
labor, seed time aud harvest, love and death.’

A Chinese Mazeppa.

w

The
any good cause for complaint.
motion for a new trial will certainly be denied, and there can be no question but that

vague, metaphysical subjects are the theme ef
discourse, they ought to be handled by women,

THE INVOCATION.

Answer me, burning s*ars of night!
YVnore is the spirit gone,
Tnat past the reach ot human sight,

him

in the eveut of

a

style:

Accounts from Oregon and Washington
Territory indicate an immense yield of wheat
and other grain.
The outlook in Willamette
valley is much better than for several years,
and east of the mountains the yield will he
enormously increase'!. In one small locality

THE

Boots and Sh 'es in all the leading styles.
sent by mall, postage prepaid.

INTERESTING

a

..

certain poetical style which the
sentimental Warton calls‘*pure poetry, meaning, I suppose, according to his own appreciation of it, the highest kind of poetry, lhu is
I suppose it
not a point which I shall discuss.
’deto be the same as the “poetry of the soul
This, if I rightly
scribed by INfpie. de Staid.
understand it, is a species of poetical composition in which the fair sex are greatly our
superiors; and the author who affords the best
examples of this “pure poetry” is Mw. liftmans
—the most charming of all female poets in reingard both to diction aud sentiment. I will
troduce an example of it, not as the best by any
as
.means that may be found in her works, but
and as what
a fair illustration of my idea of it,
feminine
seems to me a specimen of a purely
There is

The
that the new trial will he granted.
condemned man was allowed all poesibie
latitude at tho trial, he was given the benefit of every doubt, and was accorded the amplest opportunity to establish defenseJudge Cox strove hard to avoid furnishing
that
any valid grounds for the application
has been made, and preferred rather tostrain

Slippers.

New York Boots for Ladies* near, all widths,
sizes and half sizes.

fimcs

NEW DEPARTURE IN CARPETS.

ap!3__

nothing.

published. It appears that the reliance of
the prisoner's counsel is exclusively placed
to
upon a number of minute points relating
the admission and rejection of evidence,
some of which aro not without pertinency,
though none of them are of any par ticular
importance. There is little or no chance

restriction, and Minister
Angeli says the twenty year limit is too long
and he should have voted against it If he
had had the opportunity. He would not favor a longer limit than, five years.

generally.

Woodinansec &

217 and 219 Commebo

instruct them

has of reasonable

apl

leading styles.

k'holeule A«i*. far PorUaud uud

be found between the sexes at
Ia a family
any age when similarly educated.
of girls and boys, if they have recaived equal
advantages, the boys, in most cases, are surpassed by their sisters in letter writing. are au
Among the traits of a feminine stylo
other qualities
easy flowof ciogant diction, aud
that hold the reader’s attention with less effort
have a
Women
masculine
style.
than a dry
more ready use of all their resources, an aptness
iu calling to their aid apprapriate figures of
verbal
speech, and more of what may be styledwithout
eloquence. T do not meau eloquence
thought, but eloquence founded011 the metaphorical language of sentiment, a kind that
awakens agreeable intellectual sonHatious, and,
Women do
captivates without convincing.
so
not revise so much as men, nor ard they
am
not
acquainted
capable of revision; and I
with a female author of any distinction who
If she were to select for
has used a dry style.
her rnodei Adam Smith or Dugald Stewart, her
fler style must be
works could not bo read,
beautiful, if I may use the expression, or it is

exceptions upstrength of which the Court will be
asked to grant Guiteau a new trial has been

tion of

BOYD’S

IfcOUSENS

—

Uutcli Recruit.
Elfunwt Titblreui !

appearance of the disease the father advise^ the
to write to Dr. David Kennedy, of Rondonfc,
N Y., w ho, he said, would tell him what to do. Dr.
Kennedy replied, suggesting the use of “Kennedy’s
Favorite Remedy,” which had worked so successfully in the father’s case. Mr. Hicks, who had been
assured by the local physicians that they could do
nothing more for him, tried “Favorite Remedy” at
After two weeks’ use of it he passed a
a venture.
stone % of an inch long and of the thickness of a
pipe-stem. Since then he has h*d no symptoms of
the return of the trouble. Here is a sick man
healed. What better results could have been expected? What greater benefit cou d medical science
confer? The end was gained; tbai is surely enough.
Dr. Kennedy insures the public, by % reputation
which he cannot afford to forfeit or imperil, that
the “Favorite Remedy” does invigorate the Blood,
cures Liver, Kiduey and Bladder complaints, as
well ais all those diseases and weaknesses peculiar
to females. “Dr. Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy” for
sale Ivy all drpggists.
STTh&wlm
mch25
son

laidies’ Newport Button.

C OL! IAS
THE

may have appeared in this journal m connection
with an article similar to this, was, like his father,
afflicted with Stono in the Bladder, only that bis
On the
case was more serious than his father’s.

The

proportion will

the commissioners
said
were, of course, unable to pretlict and
that all they asked was a reasonable restric

SPECIALTIES.

a barid fc Co.. fac-.imile of Baron Liehig-s Signatnre in Blue Ins aoross Label.
England._

weald respectfully announce the great Military
Drama entitled

AS

Boots,

»izea and half iizes.

CAUTION.—Genuine ONLY with

Bosworlii Post N#. 2, G. A. R.

—

Bladder Expelled by F«ing
Or. K.eunedy’n *'Favorite Remedy.”
Mr. S. W. Hicks, of Pleasant Valley, Dutches
Co., N. Y., the sou of Mr. E. S. Hicks, whose name

authors.

their

dance of illustration at their command, more
lively and happy expressions, and they write
In our high
with greater facility than men.
schools there is a much larger number of girls
than boys who at the end of their course, are
able to write good verses aud a good graduattheir
ing essay. And this does not come from
for tue same di«more precocious intellect;

the

on

tho sex of

feminine characteristics.
When compared together, the fomiuine diction is copious aud figurative, the masculine
dry aud homoly. Women have a greater abun-

A summary of the bill of

eixkfcwly

WUUUD1U

peculiarities of sex in their diction. As familiar examples, Mrs. Julia Ward Howe and Miss
Dodge (Gtil Hamilton), though very different,
have an original style, one that 13 readily distinguished from that of the mass of female authors; but in each we clearly discover the

and pulpit have reproved us for our wanderings; but each succeeding year finds us
farther from the old path.
The attempt to restore the ancient characThe
ter of the day is confessedly a failure.

dicates what idea the Chinese

Front Lace

mr&i

CHARLIE

PERRY DAVIS & SON, Proprietors,
Providence, R. I.

ttlU

majority of writers have no individual traits
of style; but the best writers clearly display the

the day have been pointed out so many
times that farther indication is superfluous
For years now press
and even tiresome.

feliow creatures, and

poupiu

cording to

by upright walk and conversation.

LADIES’

STOCK FOR SOUPS,
PftDE DISHES & SAUCES.
1

OOlllO

readily distinguish the writings of the two
sexes; but though men and women differ as
much In their style of writing as in their intellectual traits, it would be hazardous to assume that we should be able to assart and
arrange any number of their productions ac-

The purpose of Fast Day, aud the spirit iu
which our fathers observed it, are sufficiently set forth in the Governor's proclamation
Dow widely
at the head of this column.
we have departed from the original observance and to what alien uses we have put

to’our

FOOTWEAR !

CHEAPEST
MEAT-FLAVOURING

tonic in all

ment.

holyday has become a holiday, the fast a
feast, and we may as well accept these
This however we can
changed conditions.
do—let our merry-making he healthful aud
innocent, our pleasure of the purest, our
diversions cleanly. We can honor our Creator in oar sports as well as our prayers, and
in merry guise as well as sombre, do good

197 middle Street.

FINEST AND
palatable

For forty years
a new untried remedy.
it has been in constant use; and those who
have used it the longest are its best friends.
Its success is entirely because of its merit.
Since the Fain Killer was first introduced,
hundreds of new medicines have come and
gone, while to-day this medicine is more
extensively used and more highly valued
than ever before. Every family should have
a bottle ready for use. Much pain and heavy
doctors* bills may often be saved by prompt
application of the Fain Killer. Unlike most
medicines, it
safe even In the hands
of a child. Try it once thoroughly, and it
will prove its value. Your druggist haa it
at 25c., 50c. and $1.00 per bottle.

ap8

EXTRACT
OF MEAT
An invaluable and

magic.

*d@q says:
\
For scalds* and burns it has no equal.
FERRY DAVIS* PAIN KILLER is not

HATTER

COMPANY'S

GRAND CONCERT COMPANY.
KELLOGG, Soprano,
BARTON, Mezzo,
BRIGiSOLI, Tenor,
D M. BABCOI'K, Basso.
ADAMOWSKI, Violinist,
GLOSE, Pianist.

like

j

THE

THE

BRiGNDLi

!
From the Cincinnati Dispatch:
We have seen its magic effects, and know
it to be a good article.
From I. S. Potter, 0. S. Consul at Crefeld,
Rhenish Prussia:
|
After long years of use, I am satisfied It
Is positively efficient as a healing remedy
for wounds, bruises, and sprains.
W. W. Sharper, Valdosta, Ga., says:
It is a panacea for all bruises and burns.
From B. W. Adams, Saco, Me.:
It gave mo Immediate reller.
B. Lewis says:
In forty years’ use It never has failed me.
W. W. Lum, Nlcholville, N. Y., says:
I use your PAra Killer frequently. It
relieves pain and soreness, and A cals wounds

Corner Brown.

Congress Street,

In accordance with a pious and time-honored
come down to us from the Pilgrim Fathers,
and found so suitable to our love and veneration, I,
Harris M. Planted! Governor, by and with the advice and consent or the Council, do hereby appoint
and set apart Thursday, the thirteenth day of April,
next, as a dav of humiliation, f sting and prayer.
of our
And I do recommend to the Christian
St *te to kenp this their annual fast; refrain from
homes
and
in
their
labor, business, amusements,
and houses of public worship, humble themselves
before Him whose mercy endureth forever; supplicating His favor upon themselves, the St«te and
nation; confessing their sins and seeking forgive“It we conness of the same, in humility of spirit
fess our si s, He is faithi ul and just to forgive us
our sins and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness.’’
Given at the Council Chamber at Augusta
this thirty-first day of March, in the year of
our
ord ono thousand eight hundred and
eighty-two, and of the Independence of tho
United States of America the one hundred
aud sixth.
IIaukis M. FlJUSTED.
By the Governor.
Joseph O. Smith, Secretary of State.

gress would enact, but

GEO. A. GAY tSs OO.,
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Hall, Market Square, Portland,

Market

Brown,

Black,

and Green, and will sell them 20
per cent, less than others.
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never fails t
ilditor of the St. John (N. B.) News, says:
In flesh wounds, aches, pains, sores, etc.,
it Is the mod effectual remedy we know of.
No family sliould he without a bottle of It

are
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Celebrated Contested play

and
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Scalds, Bruises, Cuts, Sores, etc.
After forty years of trial. Perry
Davis’ Pain Killer stands unrivaled.
j[t. Is safe! It acts immediately t It
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Creation

uneasy

with a
four months vacation
to riot in.

■$c-ck.

BERRY,

OF

languago of any author in prose or verse. As
Hobbes said, whose remarks are too true to be
often quoted, “It is by means of words only
that a man becomes excellently wise or miserably foolish." Clear thinkers only uso a clear
style, and an abundance of metaphor it fatal to
In tracing the differthe exercise of reason.
ence between a masculine and feminine style
I shall confine my remarks chiefly to diction,
and leave the habits of thinking and reasoning peculiar to either sex for incidental com-
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A

critical essays, that I treat almost exclusively
of diction; but I hope to be able to show on
some other occasion that there is a never failing resemblance between the thoughts and the

regular attache of the Pbess la furnished
with a Card certificate signed by Stanley Pullen,
Editor, All railway, steamboat and hetel managers
will confer a favor upon us by demanding credentials
of every person claiming to represent oar Journal.
Every

STATE

The Science of Life, or Sel -Preservation, is the most extraordinary work on Physiology ever published.
Dot
There is nothin* whatever that the married or single of either sex can either require or wish to know,
In slim t ibe book is invaluable to all who wish for good healtli.--7or<mfo Uiobe.
what is fully explained
vat
ion.
it
or
Self-rreser
of
Life,
The book for young and middle aged men to read just now is the Science
is worth many times its weight in gold. -Medical Times.
*»-**—.
of
disease
ana
\itals
roots
the
He reaches
very
The author of the Science of Life is a noble bene actor.
a°d is enabled to apply thorough remedies. The book already is read upon both continents by millions.
London Lancet
The Gold and Jewelled Medal awarded the author of the Science of Life was fairly won and worthily
bestowed.— Massachusetts Ploughman.
Thousands of ext'acts similar t> the above could be taken from the leading journals—literary, political,
reli*ous an 1 sc’entitic—’hroughout the land.
I he book is guaranteed to be a better medical work, in every sense, than can be obtained elsewhere for
double the price, or th money will be refunded in every instance
Thouaaud* of Topics arc •>eu< by mail. Keen* ely sealed nud post.paid; to all parts of the
world* every month, upon receipt of pr»ee, $1 1)4.
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The Feminine Diction.
It is important that I should explain to the
few persons who may occasionally read my
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XLVnth Congress-lst Session.

THURSDAY MORNING, APRIL 13.
two flourishing

poker games, making bison-

trance through the front door and his exit at
the back. His Nemeses, McCrary and Dilworth, as though playing “follow my leader,"
sparred their foaming and reluctant steeds
through the same passage; and although the
proprietor protested with a six-shooter, they,
too, made their exit with safety. Up the street
with renewed vigor flew the unwilling Mazeppa and the wild beast, the latter running
smoi'i now and endeavoring to pierce every
living thing h« encountered with his long,
■harp horns. Suddenly, when in front of the
Court House, the steer stumbled and fell.
Deputy Sheriff Charles Smith took advantage
of this, and with a few quick cats of his bowie
knife released the Mongolian Mazeppa from
his perilous perch. The released Chinaman
threw himself under the protection of the officer of the law. The harried steer, seeing his

mounted persecutors approaching, struggled
his feet and darted away. Tom Dilworth,
when he discovered his prisoner free, loosened
his riata end shouted to McCray to catch the
»te»r. and lie would capture the Chinaman.
Swinging his lasso around, ho charged up and
louuly called on the Deputy Sheriff to stand
aside. The officer of the law drew his pistol
while the Mongolian crouched and trembled
behind him, and the Sheriff’s Deputy shouted
defiantly, “Touch him at your peril.” Without a second's hesitation the riata wub thrown,
and encircled the officer and the Chinaman,
but before the line was tightened by the quick
turning horse, the craek of Smith’s pistol was
beard, and Dilworth fell dead from his saddle.
The horse, frightened by the falling body,
bounded away, and the two or three turns
taken round the horn held the riata firmly,
and the brave officer and abused Chinaman
were dragged, bumped and jolted through the
■anain street. The dogs made matters worse by
their barking, aud the citizens endeavored to
intercept the mad career of the riderless horse.
Finally, after dragging them a mile the riata
broke. They were picked up, hut so badly
were they bruised and torn that it was hard to
tell wbioh was Caucasian or which Mongolian.
McCray, seeing from the outcome of affairs
that there would be trouble, hunted up Folausbee. iuformed him of the fatal termination,
and both fled in fear of their lives.' Officers
are in pursuit, but as yet they have not been
to

arrested.

__
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GOOD

TEMPLAKS.

Twenty Fourth Annual Session of the
Large Attendance
Grand Lodge—A
and Great Interest.

April 12.--The Twenty-Fourth

Augusta,

annual session of lhe Grand Lodge of Good
Templars of Maine convened in Meoniau Hall
Wednesday forenoon, and will continue
through to-morrow. Some 250 delegates are in
attendance, and the session is largely devoted
work of the order.
During the
to the

speoial

forenoon some 85 members were initiated and
the afternoon was specially devoted to the annual reports of the Grand Lodge officers.
TheG.W. C. Templar, T. R. Simontou of
Camden, gave a general outline report of the

condition and requirements of the order.
The Grand Secretary, Geo. E. Brackett, of
Belfast reported 287 lodges in the State with
nearly 20,000 members. More than fifty lodges
have been instituted during the year. He recommended that lodges bold and own their
halls, etc; that a system of life insurance be
connected with the order; that more special attention should be given to recording tributes to
deceased members.
The G. W. Treasurer, H.

ports

over

H.

$8000 expended daring

Burbank rethe year and

about $350 in the treasury.
The superintendent of the Juvenile Temples, Nellie B. Nye, reported some forty Temples with several thousand members.

This evening was devoted to a jubilee temperance mooting, which completely filled Meonian Hall.
The following is the programme for to-day:

Forenoon—eight o’clock, temperance experi-

meeting at hall; nine o’clock, business
session, election of G. L. officers for the year;
ence

election of representatives to R. W. G. L.; installation of officers; reports of committees;

general business, etc.

Afternoon, two o’clock, report of committees
general business and closing exercises.
Evening, public mass temperance meeting
at hall, if reqnired.
Fire In Bridgton.
Bbiixiton, April 12.—Fire was discovered at
10.30 o'clock to night in the Bridgton Savings
bank building, occupied by the Bridgton Savings bank, Judge Walker, Dr. Haskell and O.
M. Cousens. Damage to ail parties by fire and
Cause a
water is abont one thousand dollars.
defective

chimney.
The Pease Murder Trial.

Boston, April 11.—The trial of Frank C.
Pease for the murder of his wife, was resumed
The Governin the Supreme Conrt today.
the defence had no more evidence to
offer, and as soon as the court opened, Mr. H.
E. Fates commenced his closing argument for
ment

or

Pease. He was followed by Attorney General Marston, and when he bad concluded Chief
Justice Morton charged the jury. At half past
1 o’clock the case was submitted to the jury.

Senate.
Washington, April 11.
After routine orders a bill alloting to Southnot
ern Utes lauds in Uintah reservation were

passed.

Several minor bills were passed and the Indian Territory railroad bill taken up, but without reaching any decision the Senate adjourned.

HOUSE.
Mr. Cox offered a resolution amending the

rules so that the commerce comHouse
mittee may report the river and harbor approin two separate bills Referred.
bill
priation
Senate amendments to the consular diplomatic appropriation bill (excepting.one) were nonconcurred in. Also the Senate amendment to
the fortification bill.
Several bills were reported, including one by
Mr Dingley of Maine, from the committee on
currency (adversely) authorizing taxation by
states of United States legal tender notes. Calendar.
Mr. Page of Calafornia. from the committee
on education and labor, reported » bill to execute certain treaty stipulations relating to
the Chinese. Calendar.
(This bill limits the
suspension of emigration to sixteen years. The
minority of the committee desire a suspension
of 15 years and will file a minority report.)
The committee on elections reported tu the
contested election case of Borley vs. Barbour
from the eighth Virginia district, declaring
Barbonr entitled to the seat.
The House went into committee of the
whole on the tariff commission bill.
Mr. Hubbel of Michigan advocated the
measure.

Mr. Kassou of

Iowa said in

inquiry that arrangements

response to

were

pending

an

for

termination of the debate at an early day.
Messrs. Hubbell, Townsend, Uobam and Updegraff favored the pending bill and Mr. Runn
Pending further
spoke briefly in opposition.
debate the House adjourned.

WALL STREET.
Views—Hallway and Other
Oosslp.
New Yu elk, April 12.—Wall Btreat reports

Conflicting’

state that the movement of the market is beThere was ho promicoming more natural.
nent buying or selling yesterday; shorts coverThere was some buying for outed quietly.
side accounts. Washington, Philadelphia and
London was a
Boston bought moderately.
It is admitted that there was a
heavy buyer.
conference of operators at Mr Gould’s house
The most siguifisaut fact
on Monday night.
in connection with this meeting is the position
taken by the friends off those present.
They
said yes erday “the market looked better; it
would have frequent reactions, but there were
more people who thought stocks reasonably
cheap than there were who thought them unreasonably dear. The leaders were beginning
a bull market in the right way,” etc.
Mr. Keene covered a great many shorts yesterday and Monday. Some of Mr. Gould ’a
friends have also covered.
Leading room
The best infortraders are not heavily short.
mation last evening was not very bullish. It
was to
the effect tbat “prices would go off,
there was no hurry about buying. Some stocks
must go down.” It is said that Mr. Field, Mr,
Deff, Mr. Newcomb and other good judges of
the market have put in ordetr to buy at prices
There will
somewhat below runing figures.
be large shipments of securities abroad to-day.
Two of the large dealers in exchange expect
a decline
in rateB before the close of the
week.
The negotiations for placing a block of Western Union in Europe are still pending. ABbort
intoiest was developed in Denver yesterday,
estimated at from 50,000 to 70,000 shares. The
stock was ill sharp borrowing demand at 2 to 3
per cent. The Woerishoffer party is known
There is
to hold a large amount of the stock.
a
rumor
that the
company will declare
a 3 per cent, dividend on the stock in July.
Mr. Vanderbilt is quoted as saying that he
has lately bought a good deal of Lake Shore.
The road is said to be earning its dividend.
Some investment buying of Lake Shore was
noticed yesterday,
The selling of Michigan Central yesterday
Boston parties are said to
was insignificant.
A Chimanifest a desire to control the road.
cago despatch yesterday said that winter wheat
and the
on the line looked exceedingly well
company could scarcely fail of heavy earnings.
Northwest had no support and was readily offered down, but when stock was wanted there
It is rumored that the
was none to be had.
stock is to be depressed if the bears keep control of the market.
Crop reports last night were as follows:
Texas, wheat in full bead; Missouri, indications of eatly harvest; Kansas, small grains all
sown. Corn planting in progress, beginning to
need rain; Central Illinois, large increase in
acreage of oats; Nebraska, small grains sown.
Corn planting in progress.
There is fear in Government bond sircles
that the advancing price of fours will tend
There is a profit
to contract the currency.
in circulation, with fours at any price below
130.
The Directors’ party in St. Paul has been
buying stock for three days.
The earnings of the Central Iowa Company
for March were $89,696, an increase of $38420.
The pool in Louisana and Missouri stock has
bid up the price 5 per cent.
It is considered certain that no definite action
to regard to the adjustment of the Tennessee
debt will be taken before fall
Boston reports say tbat Rutland Railroad
stock selling at $4 will touch $10 this spring,
Canadian interests will endeavor to
as the
buy it.
Northern Pacific preferred is being well
dealt.
A great many applications have been received for the listing of securities on the Chicago Stock Exchange.
Union Pacific is steadily held, and Mr. Dillon
considers it a solid investment.

WASHINGTON.

MARINE NEWS.

FOREIGN.

THE PERUVIAN COMPANYInaccuracies lu the Official He-,
ports.
Washington, April 12.—Mr. Shipherd was
promptly on baud at the rooms of the
committee this morning,
foreign affairs
and at once busied himself examining the official reports which had just been received from
the public primer.
A quorum of the committee was in attendance at 10.35, and Mr. Belmont was about to
resume the cross-examination, when Mr. Shipherd begged the indulgence of the committee
for toe purpc.se of calling attention to the offi"I
He said:
cial reports of the proceedings.
have been examining this morning the hundred pages or more of the printed evidence as
prepared from the notes of the official reporter,
and I rind many omissions and many glaring
inaccuracies. I must protest against the inconsistencies and gross absurdities which I notice in this printed evidence which has jast
been received from the public printer. I find
more than twenty mistakes on a single page.
Mr. Shipherd then read a question attributed
to Representative Blount, and remarked, "I
don’t think Mr. Blount would care to father
that.”
The committeo laughed, and Representatives
Rice, Belmont and others expressed their dissatisfaction at the official reports, and thought
to secure corsome means should be adopted
rect reports of the proceedings before the committee.
Mr. Shipherd stated that upon careful examination each day he found the New York Associated Press reports were as nearly accurate as
could be desired, and as it was a matter of some
importance, inasmuch as the ovidenca would
be submitted to the House and the country,
that the investigation should he reported correctly, he would suggest the pi opr inly of revising the official reporls, using the New York
Associated Press reports as the basis.
The official reporter, who was recently appointed by the Speaker to supersede Honry G.
Hayes, desired to make a statement, and explained that he was out of practice on assuming the duties of Official Reporter and had engaged an assistant who would relieve him during the morning.
The chairman inquired if the gentleman be
had engaged was an official reporter, and upon
receiving a negative reply turned to Mr. Haves,
who was present, to report the proceedings for
the Associated Press, and requested him to
make the official report.
Mr Hayes declined, for the reason that ho
was not under oath, and was, moreover, engaged for the Associated Press.
After some further discussion the examination was adjourned
till 10 a. m. tomorrow.
Glaring

The Czar and the Emperor of Austria.
Prague, April 12.—The Politik states that
the Russiau Grand Duke Vladimir has informed the Emperor Frauds Joseph that the
Czar ardently desires an interview with him,
but that circustances do not permit their meeting at an early date.

Foreign NotesA correspondent at Paris says it is understood that a note has been addressed to the
powers expressing the hope that the monetary

conference which was postponed will reassemble during the present year.
It is announced in Paris that a subscription
for sixty thousand shares of stock of the Nouvolle Uuion, the successor of the Union Generate, has been covered.
MINOR TELEGRAMS.

Henry Moett, the Taghanic, N. Y.,murderer,
has been granted a new trial to take place

in Ootober.
The fifth annual free thinkers national convention will be held at Watkiu’s Glen, N. Y.,
Aug. 23d.
Harvard University has decided
against
giving medical education to women.
Manager Stetson of Boston has received a
cable dispatch stating Signor Salviui will begin an American tour in October.
Arkansas Republican State convention meets
at Little Rock July Cih.
The natioual regatta of amateur oarsmen
will be held at Detroit, Mich., Aug. 8th and
9th.
The Chicago Presbytery has passed resolutions thanking President Arthur for vetoing
the Chinese bill.
A Paris dispatch says M. Trinquet, a Communist leader, is dead.
Five thousand Jews were recently expelled
from Moscow.
New York bricklayers yesterday were granted their demand of $4 per day and returned to
work.

probably

METEOROLOGICAL.
INDICATIONS

A Camden Schooner Off the Rocks.

Poetsmouth, N. H., April 12.—Schooner
Lanra T. Chester, recently on Hick’s Rocks,
has been

temporarily repaired

and sailed for

for Camden, Me.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Fatal Result of the Gorham Accident.
Gobham, N. H April 12.—John T. McCafferty, of Woodstock, N. B., boarding house
keeper foi Thompson & Perkins at Milan, who
wm crushed by a railroad train Monday afternoon and suffered amputation of one leg above
the knee, died yesterday from exhaustion.
The Denver Murder.
Exeteb, N H., April 12.—Walter Lincoln
murdered
in Denver, Colorado is supwho was
posed to be Walter Lincoln Springer of Exeter
who was formerly employed in Boston. A
photograph has been forwarded to establish his

Identity

The jury this evening|bronght in a verdict of
murder in the second degree.
Charged With Shooting.
Poetsmouth, April 12.—David L. Ramsboitom ot Epping was arraigned before a police justice this evening charged with shooting
John Gibbs at Epping the 10th inst. The case
was continued until Saturday.
The First National Bank.
The charter of the First ^National Bank of
this city, the first national bank established in
the country expires by limitation of law May
1, and the directors have obtained a new charter under the existing national banking laws
for a new bank to commence May 1, with the
same title and capital as the old one.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Small Pox In Lawrence.

Lawrence, April 12—Two small pox cases
were discovered to-day by the city physician.
Suit for Heavy Damages.
Boston, April 12.-The claim if Marcus P.
Norton and one Campbell against the city for
royalty on valves In nse upon steam fire engines
having been reported upon adversely by a committee of tbe city government, said parties today filed notice of a suit against tbe city for
Gen Butler was retained
8*50,000 damages.
as counsel for the complainants.
NEW YORK.
The Naughty Ex Governor.
New Yobk, April 12.—The Kings county
grand jury ol the court of sessions today returned an indictment against Ex-Governor
Franklin J. Moses for false pretenses in having obtained 8175 from Freeborn J. Smith under tbe preteno- that be was the brother of
Governor Colquitt.
Democratic Frauds In the Albany Election
Albany, April 12.—Evidences multiply that
glaring frands have been perpetrated to reIn the Third
elect Nolan (Dem ) Mayor.
Ward Repnblicau witnesses were denied admission in the room daring the canvass of the
In the Middle District one of the Demvotes.
ocratic inspectors confesses that while counting the ballots they were fonud to overran the
On being recounted it
poll list eight votes.
again exceeded by 63, and that number of ballots were thrown out, and of the number destroyed 56 had been cast for Swinburne, Rep.
Frauds of a like nai ure were perpetrated in
other wards.
Swinburne has already .commenced legal proceeding to maintain his rights,
which will possibly result in bis election, as
the most favorable fignres of the Argus (Dem.)
give Nolan but 192 majority iB a total vote of

19,000,

_

The New Hampshire Club Excursion.
Richmond, April 11.—The New Hampshire
Club left tbis evening en route homeward.
During the forenoon they were called upon by

the Governor and a number of tbe members of
tbe General Assembly and prominent citizens
of Richmond. Subsequently they spent several boars visiting points of interest.
At 2
they partook of a banquet, at which speeches
were made by Gov. Bell of New Hampshire,
Geo. B. Chandler, Gen. Wm. Mahouc, Mayor
Lamb of Norfolk, and others.
The Lawrence Trouble.
Lawbencb, April 12.—Two hundred and
seventeen weavers were employed at the Paolfio Mills to-dsy, a gain over yesterday of 33.
In tbe spinning department 13 were engaged,
three of whom were employed to-day.

He was here when Colorado was first knocking at the door of the Union for admission as
a State, and
had she been admitted then,
would have been the first Representative. He
then remained here daring the Fortieth Congress as Territorial Delegate, having been
elected as a Republican by about 100 majority.
The S. S. Richmond Safe.
Tbe report, cabled from London to day that
the flagship Richmond foundered on tbe way
from Panama to Yokohama, is pronounced
incorrect by the Navy Department, as it has
information of the safe arrival of the vessel at
Yokohama.
The Star Route Cases.
Col. Ingersoll, counsel for ex-Seoator Dorsey, to-day filed a motion for |a bill cf particulars asking that government furnish him with
copies of all alleged false and fraudulent petitions and applications alleged to have been
furnished by Dorsey to the Second Assistant
Postmaster General.
Miscellaneous.
Sixteen affidavits in Dr. Lamson’s behalf
were sent to London to-day by the State De-

weather,westerly winds, higher temperature, stationary or lower barometer.
[SPECIAL BULLETIN.]
Winds iu the Lake region are northwesterly,
southwesterly on the New England

coast, and westerly on the Middle Atlantic
coast. Rain has fallen in the South Atlantic
and Gulf States. The temperatore has fallen
from 3 to 10 degrees in the South Atlantic and
Gulf States, aud risen from 2 to 10 degrees ia
Tennessee aud all districts to the North.
Fair weather is iudicated for the Lake region to-day and to-morrow.

Second ^'Annual Convention.
Washington, April 12.—The second annual
convention of the National Land League began its sessions this morning in Lincoln Hall
in this city. The stage was handsomely dec-

orated with the national Irish colors and appropriate emblems. Across the back of the
stage was suspended a long green silk streamer
with the inscription, “Cead millo iailthe” (a
thousand welcomes). About half a dozen ladies occupied chairs immediately in the rear of
the President’s stand.
Promptly at 11 o’clock the doors were opened
and the hall began to fill rapidly. Twenty-two
The different aeieStates were represented.
gationg were separated and designated by
wands bearing their resnective names. Among
the first arrivals were Representatives Robinson of New
York and Ladd and March of
Maine. Many Catholic priests were in attend-

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Daily Wholesale Market.
PORTLAND, April 12.
For the leading food staples there ia a very strong
feeling and priees on many articles show a rapid
advance and the volume of business is larger than
usual at this season. At the West Corn advanced
to-day 2@8c, hut here we notice no change In rates,
and Corn cannot he laid down in Portland at the
figures given In our wholesale market: we predict
a dollar
bush will soon be paid in this market for
Com. Oats ore also attracting considerable attention and higher priees may be looked for. A further
advance of 31 has been established in Pork Backs
and Clear, mess is about 60c higher. Lard is strong
and s me dealers are asking %e advance. Sugar is
very firm, active and higher at 10% for granulated and 9%c for Extra C. Potatoes advancing. Flour
is strong millers demand better prices.
Portland

delegates.

Gen. Patrick A. Collins, president of the
League, called the convention to order at 11.35
A. M., and read the call for the convention,
giving the reasons therefor, and reviewing
what had already been accomplished by tbe
League, wherein the Chicago convention had
failed to folly carry oat its objects, and what
remained for this convention to do.
The call
sets forth that great distress now exists in Ireland, and that tbe matter should receive the
undivided attention of all Americans as well
as Irishmen. They should bury all differences,
all petty jealousies, and unite to protect their
distressed fellow creatures in Ireland.
It is
signed by the president, Gen. Collins, the secThomas
retary,
Flatley, and Rev. Father
Walsh, who constitute the general council of
the National Land League.
After reading the call, Gen. Collins delivered an eloquent oration on the objects and
duties of tbe League.
He claimed that the
Irish League was pursuing the true course to
victory, and called upon the delegates to nuite
upon the platform which Michael Daviit
built. Hon. John Rooney of New York was
unanimously elected temporary chairman, J.
D. O’Connell temporary secretary, and Mr.
Griffin of Iowa assistant secretary.
A commit! ee on credentials, comprising one from
each State represented, was formed; several
names were nominated from New York, amid
confusion, but the chairman finally settled it
by naming Rev. Father Larkin.
This eVening the following list of officers
were reported and adopted: President, P. A.
Collins; nineteen vice presidents, including
Mrs. R. M. Springer of Portland, Me ; secretary, Mr O Connell, District of Columbia.
PreBideut Collins took the chair in a brief
speech. A resolution of thauks to President
Arthur for efforts to secure the release of imprisoned American citizens was received with
hisses, but relegated to the committee on resi>utions without debate. A characteristic letter
of sympathy was received from Wendell Phillips. Gen. Rosecrans Briefly addressed the convention and Congressman Robiuson of New
The convention
York made a radical speech.
then proceeded with routine business and adjourned till to-morrow.
A letter was read from Mr. Eagan at Paris
thanking the American leagne for their
splendid work in assisting the cause in the old
country. Resolution reciting facts of the imprisonment of Americau citizens in British
prisons aud calling for the immediate recall of
Minister Lowell
by the President were
adopted amid great applause. The' committee
228 delegates present.
on credentials reported
A motion was passed thanking Representatives
Cox and Robiuson for attendance and support
and Mr. Cox briefly responded.

Freak Beef Market.

Corrected for the Press daily by Wheeler, Swift
A Go., Commission Merchants In Chicago Dressed
Beef, Franklin Wharf:
Sides. 9%@11% Hinds. 12%@14
Fores.7 @8% Battles. 6 3 6%
Backs.9 @1
Bounds. 9V4@li)%
Loins.17 @19
Bumps.14%@19
Bump Lolas.16
@17 A
The market Is

Ueccipn at Maine Central.
Portland, April 11.
For Portland, oars 20 miscellaneous mercnanaltsfor connecting roads 95 cars miscellaneous Mer.
e

partment.
A party including the President, Secretary
of War and Board of Managers of the National

Homes for disabled volunteer soldiers left here
this morning on the steamer for a visit to the
Soldiers’ Home at Hampton, Va. They will
return

Friday.

The President has approved acts for the relief of the people of the flooded districts, for
the erection of pnblic buildings at Columbns,
Ohio, and Memphis, Minn., and ratifying tbe
sale of a portion of tbe Crow Indian reservation.
The House committee on law resDecting the
election of President and Vice President today agreed upon a bill and directed a favorable
report to the Hons*.
A Republican caucus is announced for Friday

evening.

Murderous Assault on

a

Watchman at

Bridgeport, Ct.
Bbidgepobt, Ct., April 12.—About 2.30
o'clock this morning two men wearing masks

and armed with revolvers and steel bars entered the factory of Eaton, Cole & Burnham,
Water street, and made a murderous attack on
Patrick Sullivan, the night watchman. A
desperate fight ensued, and Sullivan was shot
in the head by one of the masked men and
the other man struck him on the bead with a
steel bar, inflicting a frightful wonnd. The
burglars were afterwards frightened away,
leaving a revolver, mask, brick and gag, and
Sullivan is badly injured,
some tools behind.

though possibly not fatally. To-day being
pay-day with tbe company, it is thought the
burglars were after money, thinking it would
be found in the safe.

The Jeannette Survivors.
Boston, April 12.—Two private letters dated
Irkutsk, Feb. 11, 1882,-received io Salem by
the family and friends of Raymond Newcomb,
taxidermist on tbe Jeannette, says the survivfrom Irkutsk to St.
ors are now on their way
Petersburg, and are near Augsburg on tbe Siberian frontier. Newcomb writes that barring
unavidable delays the party will arrive at St.
Lient.
Petersburg about the first of May.
Danenhower was improving rapidly. Every
member of the party have gained in health and
the tone of the letters is very hopeful and
cheerful.
_

Mrs. Scovllle’s Movement a Failure.
Chicago. April 12.—Tbe petition of Mrs.
Scovilie was iiied yesterday afternoon in the
county court. Judge Loomis says he cannot
issue the order for any one not a resident of
Illinois, and he considers Guiteau net a resident of tbis State, so that he will not issue an
If they want Guiteau tried
order or warrant
The
for insanity the; mast bring him here.
case will bo farther considered on Saturday.
U. S.

Frigate Portsmouth

at

Newport,

R.I.

Newpobt, R. I., April 12.—The United
States frigate Portsmouth arrived here shortly
before 10 o’clock, and relieved many anxious
minds. She will proceed at once to load provisions for her European trip, and leave hero,
according to Commodore Luce, iDSide of two
days. She was detained by head winds.
The Cold Snap.

CmcAoo, April 12

from Southern Illinois and Iudiaua indicate great damage Monday night to fruit trees in blossom by
frost.
—

Despatches

W. E. Chandler as Secretary of the Navy
—Other Confirmations.
Washington, April 12.—The Senate today
confirmed the following nominations:
William E. Chandler as Secretary of the Navy.
W. H. Hunt Minister to Russia.
John J Knox, Comptroller of the Currenoy.
Mr. Chaudler was confirmed by a vote of 28
to 16. Only two formal speeches were made,
one by Mr. Bayard in opposition and the other
by Mr. Rollins in advocacy.
Crop Prospects In Dakota-Flood In Red
River Valley.
Bismarck, April J2.—The sky last night was
fairly brilliant because of prairie fires raging
The weather continues fain this vicinity.
vorable and seeding is progressing rapidly
The
throughout the Missouri River Valley.
ground is in excellent condition since the recent rains.
The Red River Valley for 200 miles east is
The train
still covered with snow and water.
last night was eight hanrs late because of
floods in that section patting oat fires in the
Many houses are under water at
eugines.
Fargo and the water is still rising.

_

__

A Stampede of Celestials.
San Fkancisco, April 12.—There are now
advertised at H,nig Kong aud euroute to the
Pacific coast, all due within the next ninety
days, eight steamers and nine sailing vessels
wild coolies besides regular steamers of two
Chita fines.
_-Tho Charges Against Gen. Fisk.
Detroit, Mich., April 12.—Gen. Clinton B.
Fisk has uot been arrested, but has started

He says the statement of
back to New York.
Mr. Fogg, on which the order of arrest has
is
false
and
been issued,
wickedly malicious.
Base Ball.
At Worcester—Dartmouths 6,

College 4—six innings.

Cross

At a largo and stiriug meeting of stockholders of the Boston aud Albany Railroad held in
Boston yesterday to consider the exchange of
stock held by the Biate for the company's
bonds no vote was reached.
Adjourned for
two weeks.
David Brown's livery stable in New York
city was burned last night and 29 horses perIjoss $30,000.
ished

trade.
ueceipts Flour 9 036 bbls; exports 6731 bbls;
sales 20,600 bbls; No 2 at 3 00@4 00; Superfine
Western and State 4 00@4 86; common to good oxt
Western and State 4 76@6 60; good to ohoice West*rr’ extra at 6 70@8 76; common to choice While
Wheat Western extra 7 25@8 25; fancy do at 8 30
A# 76; common to good extra Ohio at 6 00@8 60
common to choice extra St. Louis at 6 00<s8 76;
Patent Minnesota extra at 7 50a8o0. choice t<
double extra at 8 10@9 00, Including 1P00 bbls of
City Mill extr* at 6 75 for W I; 4100 bbls No 2
at 3 00@4 00; 1700 Superfine at 4 00@4 85;|12
bbls low exirtk at 4 7o«.66»; 4300 otn* *mtei
Wue»-t extra at 6 00@8 75;6700 bbls Mini e Ot e
comsouthern flour firm
tra at 6 00.49 16
mon to fair at 6 5“@6 76; good to choice at 6 80(a)
8 60. Wheal—receiuts 9<>32 Mush exports 33,249
bush; 1@1% higher, unsettled and feverish with a
moderate export business, chiefly in No 2 Red, and
more active t ade in optl ns. closing strong at best
prices of the day, sales 2,228,00“ bush, including
228,000 on spot No 2 Spring at 1 34; ungraded Red
at 1 06@1 48; No 3 do 1 3 aI 36%; No 2 Red at
1 4 *@1 41 in store, l 42% al 42% m-w, 1 43@
1 43% old; No 1 Red I 48; ungraded White 1 38;
No 1 White. 8, 00 bush at 1 39%. Ry* is steady.
Malt steady. Corn
% @lc better, closing very
strong: r.'oeipts 3675 bush, exports 3i,252 bush:
sales i,677,'4)0 bush, including 166,0**0 bu-h«~n
spot; ungraded at 82@8‘%%c; No 2 at 83%@u4c
for new, 86%@>,5%c old; Southern Yellow at 87@
91o; No 2 for April H3«83%c \1*v at 81%@82%,
closing 82%C; June at 81 Va@!H2%c. closing 82%,
82%c August closed
July at 81% 482 vac,
82%c; Septcmbe closed 82%c. Ona» 1 a)2 high-eceipte 6,900,u66
er aud strong and more doing
bush exports- bush; sale? 423,000 bush. No 8
at 67%@&9c White do at 67%@69c; No 2 at 6 c;
do Whit, at 69%@60%c No 1 at 60c; White do at
61@62%c: Mixed Western ndo61c. White do at
59@62%c; Mixed State 60£61%c White do at» 0
@63e. sosar very strong.fair to good refining 7%
@7%c; refined strong, r*. hire *■ x C 9a9Vs off A
at 9% 3:9 Va c; standard at 9%@»% c; powdered at
10%@10%os Cubes 10%; crushed at 10%: granulated at 10%; Confec. A 9%. *lo ««**•>. very
P^troleuis* is firm: united at 79%.
T«»firm.
low is steady, sales 60,000 lbs 8c.
Pori* is held
higher, closed strong and demand less active; sales
226 old mess on spot at 17 0O@'17 2 ►; new do at
17 87%®18UO. I.uv.' opened 7%@10 higher,
afterwards lost most advance closing firm with an
active speculative trade sales 100 tes prime steau
on spot at 11 60 closed 11 66; city steam at 11 30
bid; refined for Continent at 1160.
Kuut-r depressed. Western 12@39o, Creamery 40c. Chcesp
steady for flue.
Freight* to Llverpoo1 easier; Wheat & steam %d.
Chicago. April 12.—Flour higher for some; common to choice Western Spriug at, 4 60^6 75. common to fancy Minnesota at 6 Ot @7 (JO; Patents at
6 76@S25; Winter Wheats at 6 10@7 0“.
Wheat
No 2 Chicago Spring 1 35%@1 36 for cash;
1 36 for April; 127% for May; 1 26%@1 2<>%
June 1 22%@1 22% for July; No 3 do at 1 10%
14; rejected 78a8«*c.
ori is higher at 72%(n,
4%c for cash, 72%c for for April 76%@76 for

js

closing

higher;

fjl

May.

the afternoon call of the Board, Wheat closed
easier at 1 36 April; 1 27%@1 27% for
lay, 1 26% for June: 1 22% «1 22% for July.
At

Senerally

Corn

higher

72%@73c

April; 74%@76%e

for

fill

f)l

higher

11 25.

iteoeipts—4,000 bbls flour, 30,000 bash wheat,
65.000 ousn corn, 0 000 bush oats, 0,00 J bush rye,
00,000 bush barl«y.
Shipments-7,000 bbls hour, 4,000 bash wheat,
31,000 bash earn, 0,000 bnsb oats, 0,000 bust
Barloy, 0.000 bush rye.
Detroit, April 12.—Wheat is steadv; No 1 White
spot at 1 32; April at 1 32; May at 1 31%@1 32:
June 1 29; July at 24; No 2 White 1 28%.
Receipts 6,600; shipments 000,000 bush.
New York, April 12.—Cotton dull; Middling up
lands 12%c.
New Orleans,April 12.-Cotton steadv.Middling

uplands

12o

Mobile, April 12.—Cotton quiet; Middling atll%e.
Savannah, April 12.—Cotton steady; Middling
1
uplands l%c
Memphis.April 12.—Cotton steady; Middling ultends at

*I*dsatll%c.

_

89in.

Med.

6%@ 7%iFius8-t.18@22
Fine 9-4,.22&2ft
'Fine 10-4 ...27%@S3'4

Light 39 in. 5 @ 0
Fine 40in. 7%@ 9

BLEACHED OorTONS.
Fine 9-4
.16
Boat 39in..ll%@L3
@20
Fine 7-4 .19
Vied. 38 In.. 8
@11
@2S
Fine
8-4.21
6
@26
dghtSCtn..
@ 7%
Fine 9-4.26
Fine 42 in. .10
@14
@30
Fine 10-4
Fine 5-4.... 11
.27%@3^
@17
...

TIOKINOB, ETC.

Rairden.-.
At Calcutta Mch 7, barque Guy C Goss, Freeman,
for New York or Boston.
Ar at Manila Mcb 9. ship Panay. Bray, from Hong
Hong, (and sailed 4th inst for Boston )
At Gaboon, WCA. Feb 18th.
Cardenas,
Yates, from Lagos, for New York 10 (lays.
Ai Liberia Mch 10 barque Monrovia, Tobey, for
New York via Sierra Leone.
Ar at Moville 11th inst, steamer Scandinavian,
Park, Portland (and sailed for Glasgow.
Cid at Bnenos Ayres 3d inst, brig Tarifa, Brown,
Montevideo and New York.
At Baracoa Mch 30, sch O M Marrett, Lord, for
New York.
Sid fm Matanzas 4th inst, barqne R A Allen,Tarr,
New York; sch F L Richardson, Belano, do.
At Matanzas 4th inst barques Minnie Hunter, for
New York; Matthew Baird, and Payson Tucker,
for North of Hatteras: Eva H Fisk, and Syra. dbg:
brigs Canie Bertha, and Toneriffe. for North of
Hatteras; Clara M Goodrich, for Baltimore; E H
Williams, Jennie Ph nney, Arcot, and Jennie Halbert, disg; sobs Eagie Rock, Louisa A Orr, Geo K
Hatch and May McFarland, for North of Hatteras:
Susan P Tburiow, do; Seth M Todd, John Bird, and

barqne

Canton, disg.

SPOKEN.
Feb 10, off Aujier, barque Robt Porter, Nichols,

Singapore

for Boston.
March 11. lat 25 N, Ion 39

W. ship David Crockett. Anderson, from New York for San Francisco.

.11%@13
Batting—Beat.
Good.....
8%gl %
SIM* T9 nr tee?..

The
qnotation* o1 stock* are received
and corrected daily by Woodbury at Moulton (members of uni tfoctou Stock Exchange), corner of Mid*
die and Excnange tax*

following

Ovemng.
7%
6%
5
Land.
Aspinwall
Flint Hi Fere .Marquette common
24%
G. S. & (lev. 7s.100
Hartford at Erie 7s. 49%
A. T.&S. F.... 8«%
Boston Sl Maine.145

Closing

rloeton Land....
Water Power
......

—

6%

..

Flint & Pcre Marquette preferred.
L. R. & Ft. Smith.

Marquette, Houghton & Ont.

Summit branch..
Denver & Rio Grande..
Mexican Central 7s.
Northern Pacific preferred.
*'
Common..
...

96
62
68

5

24%
ICO

47%
88%
146%
97

•

62
68

11%
61%
84%
77%

11%
61%
86

Henry

78%
89

-1

Boston, April 12.
R.. 4%s.107%

Co.100
Portland. Me., City 6s, 1887.109%
Bangor City ♦•a, 189♦, R L .113%
Laconia Manufacturing Co. 676
Bates Manufacturing Co.218
Deer isie Mining Company. 20c
Twin Lead. 3c
Milton
.16c
Sullivan Mining Co.1%
New York

Money Market.
(By Telegraph.)

Stock and

New York. April 12—Evening. Money loaned
from 6 to 3, closing offered 3: prim.* mercantile paper at 6@5%. Exchange steady 486% for long and
489% for short. Governments somewhat irregular
but in main lower strong and %@% higher. State
bonds are inactive. Railroad bonds irregular but

generally higher.

The urau?actions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 406.000 shares.
The following are to day’s closing quotations of

Government teecarities:
Uniteo States 6s, ex ..'..101
United States 6’s ext.
102%
United States new, 4% s, reg.116%
United States new, 4%*# coup....115%
Unite) States new, 4’s, reg......120
United States new, 4*s, coup.120
Pacilic 6*s of 96.132

following

are

theoloeing quotations of stocks:

& Alton.....129
& Alton preferred. 160

Chicago
Chicago
C. B. Quincy.

130%
Erie. 36%
Erie preferred. 72%
Ulinois Central... ......135
Lake Shore...1 7%
83%
Michigan Central.
New Jersey Central. 74%
Northwestern.126%

Northwestern preferred.131%
New York Central.128%
Rook Island ..127
Milwaukee & St. Paul. 110%
.119
St. Paul preferred
Union Pacilic stock...113 %
Western Union Tel. Co. 82%

Market.
Boston,’April 12—[Reported for the Press].—The
ollowing is a list of prices quoted this afternoon:
rbe Wool

Ohio ana Pennsylvania—
44
Pickloc* and XXX..
@47
Choice XX.42% @ 43

FineX.-.41
Medium.:.46
Coarse.36

@42
@ 47
@37

Michigan-

and XX.40
Fine.39
Medium.43

@41

Extra

@

@

40
46

@36

Other Western—
nneand X...39

Medium.42

@40
@44

Common.....

@35

34

@44

Pulled—Extra.36

superfine .30

1..16

@60
@26

Fine delaine...43
Low and coarse.86
Medium unwashed.29
Low unwashed...*3

@"48
@47
@ 40
@32
@26

Combing and delaine—
Medium and No 1 combing.4b

@34

California. J2
.17
..
texas
Canada pulled.30

@ 32

@40
@40
@26

Combing.38

Smyrna washed..23

Uun washed.16
Buenos
Montevideo..... 30

m

17

@29

Ayres.23

@ 36

Cape Good Hope.29 @83
Australian .40 @48
.26 @ 30
Donskoi.
lYool is selling fair ly, but at rather ur satifactory

prices.

__

timing »locks.

(By Telegraph.)

12 The following are the
San Francisco.
lo-un* ouoJations of Mining stocks to-day:
6%
Bescet Belcher..
Bjdie...
6%

April

<

22%
f*ouid
Carry..,... 3%
H-de & Noroross.,..,.
1%
7%
Mexican.
Northern Bello........ 8
.--.
4%
Opbu

Eureka

.....

....

..

Savage

1%

..

Sierra Nevada.a. 7%
(Talon Con...
14%
Yellow Jacket
11%
....

Tlie Noblest Ever Exhibited.

Exquisite

Splendid

and

Patterns

city, *pril 12. Mary F, daughter of Wil.Mary K. Melaugh, aged 6 years 4 months
lFuneral service Friday forenoon at 9% o’clock,
at No. 133 Newbury street.
In Gorham. April 12, Mrs. Eliza Johnson, aged

77 years.
fFui eral service Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock.
Relatives and friends are invited to attend ]
In Rich won’, April 4. -James H. Holmes aged 62
years.
In Bath, April 8, Mary, daughter of Woi. A. and
Elizabeth Gibbs aged 2 months.

quality,

Light Overcoatings,
Excelling all others iu Texture and
Finish.

IIAIli LINE

CLOTHS,

Something Entirely New for Dress Suits.

Abyssinia.New York..Liverpool

.Apl

—

...

Balcarres.New York..Laguayra ...Apl
Apl
Germanic.New York. .L verpool
Furnessia.NewYork. .Glasgow.Apl 16
—

Prussian.Boston.Glasgow.Apl
Atlas.Boston.Liverpool—Apl
Saratoga.New York Havana.Apl
Bermuda.New York..St Kitts.Api
York..Havre.Apl

8cylhia.New York..Liverpool-Apl
Circassian.Portland. ...Liverpool ....Apl
City of Para. .New York..Aspinwall... .Apl
Parisian.Boston.Liverpool... .Apl
Toronto
.Portland....Liverpool....Apl
Colon.New York.. Aspin wall.... A pi

16
15
15
16
19
19

PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE.

--

--

Cnicago,.7s
7s

Maine Central R. R. Consol,
Portland & Ogdens burg R. R. 1st Mort.,
Eastern Car Trust,
U. 8. 4 per ct. Bonds, Registered and
-KOA SALE BY-

20

SWAN &

27

NEWS.

PORT OP PORTLAKD.
WEDNESDAY, April 12.
ArrirtJ.
Brig St Elmo. (Br) Kvao, St Pierre. Mart-sugar
to Geo S Hunt & Go. Vessel to Ryan Sc Kelsey.
Brig Georgia. (Br) Roberts, Boston, to load for
Cuba To Cnase. Leavitt Sc Co.
Sell Electric Light, Case. Baltimore-coal to Roll-

ing

Mills.
Sch Wm E Lee.Weeks, Philadelpkia-coal to Randall Si McAllister.
Sch J J Moore, Potter, New York—coal to Maine

Cs
6s

Coupon,

BARRETT,

KOHLING,

No. 89
mar25

NB—master.

fcastport—Nath’l

Portland Safe

Deposit Co.,

Chartered ia 1875 hr the Ltpilanre of
TO nine far the SAFE KEEFWti of
TALVABLES. and the RENTAL
of SAFES in it. FIRE and
BURGLAR proof
VAULTS.
Directors. John Mussey. Francis K. Swan,

William E.

Gould,

William G.

Davis,

Libby,

II. J.

Jacob McLcllan, Philip H. Brown, Edward A.
Noyes, H. M. Payson, W. H. Moulton. William
Sweat, L. D. M Sweat all of Portland.
Abner Coburn, Skowhegan, Anson P. Morrill, Augusta, Joseph Dane, Kenuebunk.
Rental of Safes in Vault, $10 to $75 per
Special depos ta at moderate rates.
For circulars or information, address

would call special attention to the A».e»«ert> Nolle-, which appears in our column#fo-(lay
with reference to Taxes, that all persons interested
may comply with the tenor of such notice, particularly tho clauses with reference to the U. S. Gov
eminent Bonds, Deposits in Saxiegs Banks and
abatement of Taxes, and thus save hard thoughts
and possibly hard words, when too late.
We

dtaplCsn

marSl

CILSABH.

GA—Ar 1st,
^WiUNSWlCK,
Haven; Nellie S

scbs Carrie E WoodPickering Me Keen.
bury New
Fernandina; Wilde L Newton. Pendleton, and Mag
New York.
Robinson.
Rivers.
M
gie
Ar 6th. sch E A Hayes, Hayes, New York, to load
lumber and return.
Cld 3d, scbs M K Rawlcy, Rawley, for New York;
S G Hart. Torrcy. Providence.
SAVANNAH—Sid 7th, sch Jennie R Morse, Col-

MUNICIPAL
-AND

USING

SOHLOTTERBECK ’S

BURLEIGH A Co.
184 Middle Street.
TIE INTO, lYlea’a Ctaye’ and ChildJ dren’s, Wholesale and Retail.
BOSTON & PORTLAND Clothing Co., 265 Middle.
J.

(TLO

Hen’*, Youth’* A Bays’
Fine Goods A Gents’ Furnishing Goods.
CLOTHING;
0. J. A F. R.
FARRINGTON,

182 Middle

St

and

C’a«ket ’lauufitcturen,
and Furnishing Undertaker*.
CFFIN
S. 8. RICH A

SON,

183

Exchange St

Corn, Wart & Bunion Solvent,

CO

Entirely harm lea*; is not a caustic,
Warts, Bunion* and Callout
it removes Corn*
without leaving a blemish

Kid Gievn. Ribbon*,
t
CIORHETH,
Laces, Embroideries, WorsteaCrewels, Ac

Brrjsb ter

in each bottle.

applying

CURE IS GUARANTEED.^*
For oale by all DruggiiU.
23 ceut*.
it and you will bo convinced like thousand*
who have used it and now testify to its value.
A *k for Mchlotterbeckh* Cora and War*
Solvent uud take no other.

RNKTN.

Kid Cloven, Lace*.
Embroideries and Worsteds.
W. E. PLUMMER. Cor. Congress and Brown Sts

Try

tndtf

norSR

Hosiery,

E. S.

MERRILL, 467 Congress St
and (dus Ware.
R. S. RAND,

/'IBOCKERY, China
V'

Price

699 Congress St.
GOODS, Milk*, Shawls, Drcaa
Goo«h. Woolens, Linens, Ac.
MIL LETT A LITTLE, 510 CongressSt.
Goods. Fancy floods, Milks, Fine
Drees Goods, Cloaks, Shawls, Ac,

DBA
DBA

RINES BROS, 241 A 243 Midd3e St.

Goad*.
Fancy GomIs,
DBA
Gloves, Worsteds, Yarns, &c.
A B

Heaiery,

BUTLER, 247 Middle 3t.
€l«an»iag, Carpet tlruaiaa
Feather-Bed Renovating at FORK8T CItY

and
DYKING,
DYE HOUSE 13Preble

ENGBAVING'

Preble House.

St, op.

Wedding
Stationery.

and

Cards and Fine
WILLIAM S.

Calling

LOWELL, 613 Congress St,
LMNE C'uHtona and Heady Nlade C lothing
Gents' Furnishing Goods.
5?
ALLEN A COM PAN x 329 Middle St

All grades of goods

Oeaignannd
AT LOW PRICES. FLOBFNTM,Funeral
Flower* specialty.
ON A CO., 616

Choice

Congress 8s

W. E. MOK

LOItim SHORT & H1RH0N.
sneod2m

Styles.

Haying trreaily increased our facilities
fordoing business we are prepared to
show all the leading styles in flue

Ladles’ French Hat. Kid top. low
ramp, quarter over and box toe. Nobby.
Lanies’ Donga Kid Huttou.
“
“
Cnrucoa “
«•
ii
i<
k
$2 00.
“
1.60.
American Kid “
ii
ii
ii
a
1.25.

Gents’
chine

Ma-

and

Hand

Sewpd

Goods.

Walker, Strong &

Hauufactured by

Carroll, Boston.

Foreign

Domentic, Candies,
Children’s Christmas Toys
GEO. H. CUSHMAN, 486 CongressSt

FKU1T,

and

Mtevea.
Male
Range*
tjli’BNADKS,
agents for the improved Highland Range.
O. M. A D. W.
No. «
and

nod

Exchange St

Lobolntery.

fH'BNITLBfi
Flue, Medium and Common Goode.
4U
PORTLAND FURNITURE
Sk
Exchange

Co.,

CitBNITt BK. t'arpet*, Crockery,
A and House Furnishing Goods.
HOOPER, BA’iON A Co.. 123 Exchange 9C

G1Y

AH A Kn otcai- Fixture*, Lamp* Ac.
Old Fixture* Kebronaed.
CLEVELAND A MARSTON, 128 Exchange St

Lump* A goads
Fixtures Rebronzed and Gilded.
GAM Fixture*,
LEVI S- BROWN. 28 Market
Keroaene

Square
Furumhang (wood*. Neckwear,
U'nderweai Ac
Fine Shirts to order.
CHARLES OrSTIS A OO.. 493 Congrees St

Gents’

Call and be Convinced.

CO., Exchange A Federal St.
1R(H'ERH§, Tea* and Flour.
U
8. T. SOULE A CO.,
f

47 Free Street
Fine Teas, and
Coffee, Pure Spices, Butter, Ac., Ac.
WILLIAM MILL!KEN A CO., 682 Congress St
and fishing tackle.
Agent for Do Pont’s POWDER, and
BENPttOI K. G. L. BAILEY, 221 Middle 8k
_

Flour.

GROCEBIEM,

Gink

Jewelry and Homan
Hair Goods of all kinds made to order.
UAIK
A. B LOCK LIN G
424
11 uir

Mtore.

Congress 3k

ER,

cutlery,'tooIm.
Glass and Builders’ Supplies.
Hardware,

T. L. MERRILL A CO., No. 9 Market Square
EMM Hauufr*. and
dealer* in
Harness Leather, Wholesale and Retail.
CHAS. J. WA LKER A CO., 163 A 166 Middle St

HABN

Mpecial Fine, New
Buffalo A Wolf Robes a specialty
MERRY, the Hatter, 337 Middle St

York Goods.
HATH

€ap»
and Dealer in Furs,
HATH.
G. A.
and

Fur*.

Haautactnrer

Robes, ao.
SU8SKKAUT, 232

WYER GREENE & GO.,

Middle

8k

phabbacy.
Homeo. Medicines, Book* and Cases.
Homeopathic
S. E.

SYLVESTER,

M.

P. 410 Congress St

(nronoBK'iera,

uatcac*.

Clocks. Charts, and Silverware.
JkucijHV.

WM. SENTER A CO.. 61 Exchange SR
Walchm, Diamonds,
Solid Silver and Plated Ware.
CARTER BROS., 621 Congress, oar. Casco 8t

Congress St. JtWKLHl,

480

Diamonds,
Watches, Clocks.
Silverware Manuf’rs. Gold and Silver Platers.
JEWELRY,
ATWOOD A
60#

WENTWORTH,

Opposite Preble House,

JE
deodtf

ap4

SALE”

GREAT

Congress St

A’ELR Y, Watches, Vlacks, Silver A
Plated Ware, Fine Watch Repairing.
ROBERT B. SWIFT, 613 Congress

Clocks asd 8ilre.

Watches.

Masonic (loads. Ac.
JEWELRY,
Ware, Manufacturers
83# Middle St
J. A. MERRILL A
or

CO.,

«LOVE8, Laces,
Ladies' Furnishing Goods, wholesale and retail.
KID
MOORE A
607 A 60#

Small wares asd

OWEN,

Congress

CO.,

Tailor.
A Fine Assortment of Imported Goods.
F. A. SMITH, 231 Federal 8t.

MERCHANT

OF

BOUGHT AND SOLD.

Fine goods and low prices.
Gbocebm.
W. L. WILSON A

a PLUM.

—

Railway Bonds

BLACK SILKS.

TAILOR. A Fine
MERCHANT
assortment of Cloths for Gentlemen’s Wear.
S.
AUG.

Millinery.

MRS.

FERNALD,

237

E. R. FOWL*,

Middle S

No. 4 Elm St

ink DY~dk

bought or carried

on

margin.

Daily telegraphic quotations frum New York
Stock Exchange.

SAMUEL HANSON,
ootS

194

Middle

Street.

eodtt

The old established Banking

success of our

unparalleled
sale of

CO.,

No. I'd Wall Mtreet, New York,
and sell all active stocks on three to five
cent, margiu
They send KREE their

SILKS
us to

hold

a

8JPECIA.L

SAlLE

OF

Nos. 1 A 2

7’s
City“of Chicago,
...
7’g
Cleveland
“
6’»
8f. Loots
6’*
County of SI. Louis
5 1-2’s
City“of Fori Wayn*, Indiana,
•
5’e
Akron, Ohio,
6’s
Portland Water ouipnny
6’c
Akrou, Ohio
7’s
M line Central Ii. R.
6’s
)
Purtlaud & Ogdeuxbnrg R. It
6’s
New York & New England R. R.
6’s
Southern Pacific R- K.
(Payable in Gold Coin Secured by Land Grant and

MUSIC,
MUSIC

BAILED

anil

commence on

Wednesday, April

12.

We have all of the por-ular
mokes of Silks in stock, and dnring this sale we shall offer

PORTLAND.

oodtf

W. W. SHARPE & CO.,

Advertising A rents,

wood

l

PARH ROW.

NEAV TOKH

advertisements written appropriately displayed
and proofs glveu, free ofe «
The leading Dally and
cnly Newspapers of in
United States and Canada, kept on n Is for the accommodation of Advertisers.

•*

A

*•■*, lii*drrmii
Maine

Piano Co.*s.

NOYES, 72 Exchange St..
of best make*.

Orgnu*
Five makes of Pianos and four ol Orevais
P1ANOM

SAMUEL THURSTON, N0.3 Fr^ st Block
Kr.ai, b JL
»W?,Lar
Wrb«r,
Bach Piano*, and Smith
Am. Organs.
W. M. FURBUSH A SON, 436 Congress St
I'ranif .TIi’y.
All Itliuh Frames
JL)HtoTUBE
L
order.
Fine Gold Frames a Specialty
R. H. KNIGHT 37 Temple Street.

P*

I'M

HADE

TO ORDER, Fine
SlimFurnishing*.
Underwear and Neckwear.
MERRILL A

CO.. Under Preble Hovse.

%*-»». 11# Exchange 8t.

Supplies.

Samples
plication.

sent

by

Mail upon ap-

KNIGHT

Furnaces Si Rilcbfs
Agent* for 'he •Orawfom Kang©.1*
A HOWARD. 233 A 236 Federal St.

Range* and Furnace*.
STOVES,
Agent for wood, Bishop A Co.*’ Goods.
D.

W,
AMES, 2# Market Square.
(JTOVE8, Range*, and Farnacet.
lo Sole Agent* for Magee Furnace Co.’* Goods.
A, N. NO YES A SON. 12 Exchange St

Bank Stocks Wanted.
H. HI. PAYSON & CO.
ap3

The best make.

LJTOVK8, Rnu^vi.,
IO

und.)

32 Exchange Street,

Eye* ia Great

Harness Leathei
and Horse Good*.
SADDLERY
Wholesale and Retail.
GEORGE M. NFI.Su*

■

r

GIum

Hardware,

■

Sinkii g

Building.

Books, Miring*, [Musical
instruments and Merchandise.
IRA 0. STOURBRIDGE. 166 Exchange St
A HUMIC BOOS8, Piano*,
urgaus, Musical Instruments, Ac.
0. K. HAWKS. 177 Middle St

FARLEY,
Exchange Surest.
IfAPER HANGING!!, I a tenor DrroraJL tlons, Drapery Work. Upholstery Goods, Ac.
G. M. BOS WORTH, 6#1 Congress St

■

■

A CUTT8,
States Hotel

Made

Chirkeriag
PIAMOM;
A Son Ed MoCamsron
A

which will

(.Hill,

rlowors A Laces.
444 Congress St.

OPTICA8.
Variety of Shape and Color,
No. 4
0. H.

—

be made on investfebl8 eodi yr

April Investments.

Clapp’s Block, Congress St

EASTMAN
Millinery.
United

Good*.

—

per

‘WEEKLY FINANCIAL REPORT,”

Showing how large profits can
ments ot 9 to to 91,« OO.

Mill
MRS. J. DRY DEIS.
Satina.
A. E.

COLORED
prompted

fancy goods,
Velvets, Flower* and Real Laces.

»iil).«7
MILIilNGRtTid
Ribbon*,
Velvets,
BARNES,

House of

JOHN A. DODGE &
Buy

The
recent

has

WALL STREET OPERATIONS.

brig Maria W Nor-

Ar 10th, sob Nellie Doe,
Trask Charleston.
Sid 10th, sch Klla'M Hawes, Manson, Bath.
BALTIMORE—Cld 10th, barque Joseph Baker,
Smith, Havana, (and sailed.)

Faruinhing Gaada,

in full variety and at Mpecialy MatiaPrice*.
JOS. H. POOR, No. 263 Commercial St.

WYER GREENE, J. E. GREENE

eodly

_marS0

corrt Bath.
8ld lOih, Mbs C W Lewis, llupper, Boston; Viola

HULL RIVER, SC—Ar 7th, barque J W Dresser,

rtnd

CLOTHING

Cornsf COAL
fnctory

Cure Your
BT

186 Middle Si
SANBORN,
HlanufMctnrer and I ui per ter
•
of Havana igars. Wholesale and Retail.
ERNESTO PONCE, cor. Exchange and Middle St.

Piano*.

DOWKNTIC PORT*.
8AN FRANCISCO—Ar 11th, ship Jos B Thomas,
York.
New
Hyler
Old 11th ship Geo Stetson, Higgins, Liverpool.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 8th, sch C A Hatry, Stilphen, Corpus Chris i.
Cld 8th barquee Ocean Pearl, Henley. Pensacola.
PENSACOLA—Cld 7th, sch L A Burnham, Hardins, Bath
JACKSON VILLE—Ar 7th, schs Florida. Gilmore,
Belfast; Hattie A White Googins. New York.
DARIEN—Ar 7th, sch Lizzie Carr, Dunn, from

Royal, SC.
GEORGETOWN, SC-

successor

il l a

menced immediately.

Brown, Port

CLARK, 616 Congress St.

her*
and Upholatorera
Dealers in Fine and Medium Furniture.
CABINET
DEANE BROS. A
183 A

year.

WILLIAin $WEAT, Sec’y and Treat*.,
Exchange Street, Portland, .Tic.

8IIIPDCILDIKG At Wiscasset J M Haynes has a
schr of 600 toiis in frame, and is strctcMng the

HIGITIORANDA
»hip Mercury. Panno. from New York for .Japan,
which put into Batavia leaky, has been surveyed and
condemned.
Sch Annie L McKeen.Paterson, from Weehawken
for Bostoi, p it into Edgartown 10th inst with loss
of jibboom, headgear anchor stem split, and other
damage having been in collision With an unknown
schr night of 9th, oil Pollock Rip. blie will lighten
cargo forward and repair.

A

mos

Special _Notice.

«

—

10th,
^oSaKLEiITON—Sid
»ndrew*. New York.

Blank Book*.
Stationery
BOOKS.
Clark’* Circulating library.
FRANK B.

Boot*

eodtf

mch7

Sch Mabel. Strout, Cherryticld-Nath’l Blake.
Nath!
Sob Golden Eagle, llinkley, Addison
Blake.
Casco
Lodge, Elva
SAILED—Scbs Uranus, Hyue,
E PettingiU. C J Willard, Louisa Smith,Chalcedony,
and
others.
Sarah Louise,

keel for a schr of 3S0 tons. He is also getting out a
frail e for a steam tug slxty-feet feet long, to be built
at once
Carlton. Norwood & Co, of Rockport, will launch
a large uarquentine about the 20th inst.
H M Bean, at Camden, has a sei r of 600 tons apfor Capt Chat Brown of St
proaching completion,
George, and one of same size, timbered out, for
Capt Wm Smith.
The new three masted schr M Lue’>la Wood, built
by A F Ames, at Rockland, is to be launched on the
16th inst. Another three masted schr will be com-

RT PIIO i'OGttAPHY

by LAMSON, opposite Falmouth Hotel.
Absolutely permanent Photographs a specialty.
HAT ERIALM, Architect*’A
Engineers’ Supplies. Picture Frames, Art Goods
CYRUS F. DAVIS, No. 6b3 Congress St

and Nhoe«: Fine and Medium Goods at
low prices.
J. H. WETHERKLL A CO.,
Successors to CYRUS LOWELL, 226 Middle St.

__

den Sc Co.
Sch Afton, (Br) Watts, St John.
Sch Hattie M Mavo, Robinson,
Blake.

A

in.

and Pine Confection*,
I. F. LORD,
("'lANDIEH
J
to
Exchange Street.
sneod2
Allen Qow, 666 Congress Street

Hart’s Hand Sewed Goods.
Enamel, Cloth Top Oxfords.

186 Middle St., Portland, Me.

Cent HR.

Sch L B McNichols. Fanning. New York.
Sch Commander, Carver, Portsmouth, to load for
New York.
Sch Don Pedro, (Br) St John. NB, for Boston.
Sch Eldora, Godfrey, Cherryticld—shingles to J II
Blake.
Sch Helen McLeod. Coggswell, Calais for Boston.
Sch Frank Nelson/Thompson, Calais tor NYork.
Sch Mariel, Ingalls, Machias for Hingham.
Cleared.
Steamship Brooklyn, (Br) Lindell, Liverpool via
Halifax—D Torrance Sc Co.
Brig Mary C Mariner, Jones, Havana-Nutter,
Kimball & Co.
Brig Golconda. Hall, Havana-J H Hamlen & Son
Sch U anus, (new, 302 tons) Clark, Cardenas—
Phiuney & Jackson.
Sch Eider, (Br) Giffln, Lockport, NS—A D Whld-

APOTUEUARt;

Wholesale and Retail.
)Y »i£o. C. S H A W A (X685 A 687 Cong. A 235
Middle. Send for price list.

6s
Portland Water Co., 1st Mort.
6s
Cincinnati,
Cincinnati..Cs
7s
C*/k County.Evansville Ind.,.7s

27
29

2.38

AFOTHELABIEH;

BOOTH

—

.APRIL 13.
...

A CO., 21 Market Squar*
CbeniraL,
Perfume*. Soane. Toilet Articles Ac
GUPPY, KINSMAN A ALDEN, 473 Congress
The ( artful Prepa a
tion of Prescriptions a Specialty.
E. DANA .iR., 689 Congress St
I ui ported

m

20

7.43

Braga, Faint*. OiU,
APOTUEC'ABIEH;
Agt*. Pratt’*. Astral Oil.
W. W. WHIPPLE

anti Mhoe*, Pine Cun torn Work,
for Ladies and Gents to Measure.
WHITNEY GAITER SHOE Co., 222 Middle St.

Cor. Middle &

[J. S. Called Bonds cashed.
*>..

America*

Woodbury & Moaltou BOOTS aid SHOES. GENTS’
CIBOtEBIEK,
Exchange Sts.,

10
11
12
13
13
13
13
14
16
16

WM. C. SAWYER A GO.. 6, 7 A 9 Preble Sk
watchen, pib*
Jewelry Milvn wurp, Llockn, Ac.
CHAS. H. LAMSON, 201 Middle *Ueet

Goods Ever
ABTIMTN’
Displayed in this city.

Apl 11

Alpin... Neif York.. St John. PR A pi
Parthia
.New York..Liverpool... Apl
Liverpool.... A pi
Brookly n.Portland
Lessing.New York Hamburg... .Apl
..New
Brussels.
Apl
York..Liverpool...
Cityof
British Empire_New York..Havana.Apl
Alls*.New York. Port Prince.. A pi

'tOOI,M,GARDEN
Field and Flower Seeds, Fertilizer*. Ac.
AOHICSI.ri'RtL

Richest

The

Spring

Stocks bought and sold at New York, Pbiladel
pbia and Boston Stock Exchanges. Members of
Boston Stock Exchange.

XTEATlsBIPs.

F*»K
FttOM
Accapulco.New York..Panama.....

The following Trade Circular In respectfully presented by the undersigned lietuil Houses of Portland, with a view to
show the extent and variety of articles
handled, and the uames of those large
dealers who make this City the best
market and trade centre for the people
of Maine.

PANTALOONINGS
Of

money refunded.

NASH.

Cs
ort.
Leeds A Farmington 1st
Portland &Ogd nsburg 1st Mort.Cs
.Cs
Northern Pacific 1st Mort
New York & New England 1st Mort. Cs
.Cs
Railroad Equipment Co
Maine Central R. R Co. Onsol.7s

In this
liam and

MAKINE

Spring and Summer Suitings,

roar2K

IKY ESTJH EMT S7~
.Cs
Evansville, Indiana
Androscoggin & Kennebec 1st viortgage..Cs

Sale* at the Broker's Board.
Eastern R.
Hill Manufacturing

CLOTHS

To be l'ouud at No Other Establishment in this city.

ty*FirtlM uot prepared to visit Port
land, may order goods from the following classifications with perfect reliance
that their orders wilt be promptly attended to.
Satisfaction guaranteed or

a

Stocks and Bonds bought and sold only on commission f<»r cash or on margin.
Deposits received.
4 pc-r cent, allowed on all daily balances. Members
of N. Y. Stock Exchange and the Chicago Boar * of
Trade. Private wire to Chicago.
jan31eodtf

DEATH*.

kfINIA I KK ALMANAC

St.

Exchange

IMPORTED

Clews & Co.,

(NEXT DOOR TO THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)

.6 20 1 High water,
Sunrises.
Sun sets. 6 42 I Moon rises.

Kohling,
at No. 89

PORTLAND, ME.,

OF

18 NEW STREET, NEW YORK.

In this city, April 1, by Rev. Geo. D Lindsey. .las
E. Murphy and Miss Maggie O’Briou of Portland,
late of Canada.
In this city, April 11. by Rev. Geo. 1). Lindsay,
Hugh Archibald and Mrs Nancy F. Huntiugton,
both of Portland.
In Wiutbrop, April 11, by Rev. G. F. Cobb, Arthur W. Torrey and Miss He en Cobb, both of Win-

St Germain.New

Just Received by

SPRING OPENING.

MABBIAGES.

DA¥*0*

Cambrics.
@10
Denim*.12%@16% 1Silesias.10
9
Daoka-Brown
@12 iCottou Flannel*. 7#16
M
Fancy 12%(®16%| Twine & Warps 18@2S%

RETAIL TRADE

BANKING HOUSE

steady.

CIRCULAR.

TRADE

ELEGANT

WALLPAPERS.

FINANCIAL.

LIvEUPooi. April 12 12.30 P.M.-Uotton rma ket
steady; Uplands at 6%d; Orleans at 6 13-16a: sal^s
10,<X»0 bales; speculation nnd export 3,000; futures

i Corset -leans_
Satteens.

@18
@14

Beet.16
Medium... 11

Light. 8

Do

FOREIGN PORTS.

Adelaide, Aust, Feb 18th, barque Malleville,
Harlow, from St John, NB, ar 15th; Evie Reed,
At

Drills.r

riekings,

No

VINEYARD-HAVKN—Ar 10th, schs Louisa Wilfrom Now York for Boston; Sinbad, Kondout
for do; Ci»as E Soars, fm Port Johnson for do; Ked
Jacket, do for Saco; dame* H Deputy, do for Bath;
David Torrpy. fm Amboy for Hallowell: Prudence.
Hoboken for York; H Curtis, Calais for New York;
Sea Bird. Deer Isle for do. Kate Mitch**!!, Portland
for do; Charter Oak. Josie Hook, and Connecticut,
Portland for do; Ivy Bell, Thomaston for do; Mag
gie Bell Rockland for do; Monticello. do for Fall
Ktver; Rosie & Adra. Wiscasset for Bristol; Wm E
Karnes, Portland for Rock&way Beach, LI; J M
Kennedy, Ellsworth for do Anna S Murcb. do for
Kondout; Sarah A Reed, Calais for Philadelphia;
L M Warren, Portland for Port Antonio.
Returned, gehs Mary Jane, am Percy.
EDGARTOwN—Ar 10th, schs A L McKeen, McKeen, Weehawken for Boston; 1 B Horton, New
York for Boothbay.
H YANNIS—Ar 10th, schs E L Gregory. Rondout
for Boston; Joshna S Bragdon, Portland for Bergen
Point.
Sid 11th, sch T Benedict, (from Portland) for New
York.
BOSTON—Ar 11th. schs Valparaiso, Richardson,
Deer Isle; Empire, Closson, ana Brunettte, Colson,
Searsport; Rockaway. Weston, Edgecomb; Annie L
Wilder, Blake, Camden; Lizzie GuptiU. Smith, from
Rockland; Caroline U, Webster, Deer Isle; Metropolis, Roberts, Vinalhaven; S Sawyer, Bryant, and
Triton, Freeman, Bristol.
SALEM—Ar 10th, sch Hume, Calderwood, from
Rockland.
LUBEC—Ar 7th, sch Abby Weld, Gardiner, from
Portland.

HOTTONS.

Heavy 38 in. 7V«@ 8% FtHe 7-4.14@17

"

Nellie Eaton, Hattie Turner, and

son.

following quotations

UNBLEACHED

The

New York.
Sid 11th, schs
T A Stuart.

GUIDE.

THE BUYERS

SPECIAL NOTICES

Weymouth.

Sid 11th, ships Robt Dixon, for Portland, O; das
Drummond, for San Francisco; barque Chas Fobes,
for Havana: brig Wm Robertson, Barbadoes.
Passed the Gate lltb barque Isaac .Jackson, from
New York for Boston; sebs Thayer Kim a/1, do for
Boothbay; Senator, do foi Calais; Percy and Inland
City, do for Easlport; Fannie Hodgicifi*, do for
Saco; Oregon, do for Boston; Freddie Eaton. Hoboken for Calais; Spartel Port Johnson for Portland
Maud Malloch. do for do; JW Woodruff, do for
Saco Freddie Walter. Virginia fordo.
PROVIDENCE -Ar 11th, schs Adam Bowlby,
Keefe, Ellsworth; Wm Duren, Doyle Calais.
Sid lltb, schs Hero. Nickerson and Albert dame
Wm Pickering. Hellatty;
son. Caudage. New York;
Weterloo. Jordan. a« d Orion. White, New York.
PA WTUCKET—Ar 11th, sch John Mayo, Drinkwater, New York.
NARKAGANSET—Ar 10th, sebs Nellie Eaton,
Ashford, Fall River for New Haven, to load for
Portland: Hattie Turner, McIntyre, Savannah for

Eartpean Bariietti.
Bv Telegraph,
London, April 12 —Consols 10111-16.
American sscuriiidfl-United
Lo-ndon, April T2
Stakes bonds, ext 6e, 106.

are wholesale prices aud
daily by Storer Bros. A Co., Dry Goods,
Woolens and Fanoy Goods, 144 to 162 Mlddls street.

The

at

May; 74%c June: 74%@74%c July. Oats higher
at49%c for May. 48%@49c for June; 44% c for
for July. Pork is irregular at 18 05 bid for May;
18 32@18 36 for June 18 62% for July.
Lard is
firm at 11 27%@11 30 for cash and Apr 1; 11 32%
36 for May; 11 45@11 47% for June; 11 60@
1 62% July.
deceipw 16,000 bbls flour, 17,000 bush wheai,
63,COO bush corn, 66,000 bush o%ts, 1600 burh
r 6 12,000 bush barley,
'hipments-10 000 bbls flour, 8,000 bash wheat,
122.000 bush corn, 140,000 bush oars, 28 0 busk
rve 16.000 bush barley.
St Louis, April 12. Flour 6c higher. Wheat is
lower; No 2 Reo Fall 1 30%@1 30% cash; 1 32Vs
32% for May; 1 19% for June; 1 < 7@1 07%
uly; No 3 at 1 26 bid; No 4 do 1 15. Corn general
ly higher at78%@76c for cash; 73@74Vs for May:
72%@73%c for July 74@74% for July. Pork* is
higher at 18 20 bid cash and April. Lard nominal

corrected

California

Holy

bing

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 8th, sch Emeline Sawyer,
Fernandina; Sarah L Davis, Burgess, from
Brunswick.
Ar 11th, brig C O Robinson. Forbes, Cardenas;
seb Mima A Reed Nash, Cardenas.
Cld 10th, sch Geo B Ferguson. Ferguson, Salem.
Cld 11th, brig Mary T Kimball, Sanborn, Cor Cardenas.
At Delaware Breakwater 10th. brig Clarabellc,
for 'Trinidad; schs Sarah aton, Ellen Morrison.
Sid 12tb, brig Ellen M Mitchell, (from Demarara)
for Boston.
NEW YORK—Ar 11th, schs H R Condon, Dix,
Darien; Lizzie, Lamson, St John, NB; Ulrica *R
Smith, Richardson, do: Peiro, Kelley do; Belle
Brown, do; Fred C Holden, McKay, and Kate Mitchell, Calais; H Curtis, Haskell, do; Lizzie Cochrane,
Hopkins, Friendship: Garland. Libby, Macliias;
Fred Gray, Foss, Portland: Carrie L Hix. Hix. from
Rockland. E M Sawyer, Falkiugbam, St John, NB!
Douglass Haynes, Duuton, fm Wi.casset; Nulato,
Small, Macliias.
cld 11th, ship Emily Reed. Slielden, Hiogo: bark
Shetland, Haskell. Havana: schs William McLoon,
Thorndike, boston; H T Townsend, Smith, East
Lamson.

throp.

Dry Goods Wholesale Market.

Common...34
Uneasy Miners.
Philadelphia, April 12.—Tho bituminous
miners in the Clearfield region hare issued a
circular to operators demanding an advance in
wages of 15 cents per day ou aud after Saturday next. If refuted between 2000 and 3000
will strike.

to 8

W. free « Co.

ou

CONFIRMED.

.aedise

Daily Demesne Receipts.
8y water conveyance—100O bash Oovnmeai

A New Measure Proposed.
Washington, April 12 —In the House toMr.
Page of Califoruia, from the commitday,

education aud labor, reported a bill to
execute certain treaty stipulations relating to
Chinese. It was placed on the calendar. The
bill limits the term of suspension or immigra
tion to 10 years, and provides that the act
shall go into effect 60 days after its passage in'
stead of 90 days as provided in the vetoed bill.
It farther provides that before the departure
from the jurisdiction of the United States of
any Chinese now resident m the country, the
collector of the port or his deputy shall go on
board the vessel and register each one with a
fall description, including his giame, place of
residence. A duplicate certificate of this registration shall be given to the Chinaman aud
shall be his evidence of his right to retnrn to
the United States as provided in the treaty.
Mr. Page stated in regard to this provision
that the committee found that under the vetoed bill a Chinaman conld register and get his
certificate, bnt remain in the country, and by
sending his certificate to China bring over
Mr. Page further
another of his countrymen.
states that the Republican members of the
committee voted solidly for the 10-year clanse,
and he was satisfied that it was not safe to
bring a bill providing for a longer suspension
than ten years, as it would, in his judgment,
hazard another veto, and the people of the
Pacific coast wanted immediate relief.
Mr, Willis and the minority of the committee desire a suspension of 13 years, and will
file a minority report.

very strong at quotations.

Fereiani Imparts.
STP1EBEE. Brig St Elmo-412 hhds 40 bbls
I
sugar to Geo S Hunt A Co.

THE CHINESE PROBLEM.

tee

TWENTY-FOUR

Fair

The New Colorado Senator.

Washington, April 12—Mr. Geo. W. Chilcott, who has been appointed a Senator by the
Governor of Colorado, in the place of Mr.
Teller, who will become Secretary of the Interior on Monday next, is well known here.

THK NEXT
HOURS.

War Dep’t Officr Chief Signal )
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
April 13, 1A.M. )
For New Eng land,

IRISH NATIONAL LEAGUE.

ance as

FOR

Domestic market*.
fBf Telegraph.)
Siw YOHir, April 12 evening.— Flour market
shade stronger and In instances 5@lo higher with
rather more doing for export and fairly active job-

and

492 & 494 Congress St.

apll<lt£_
THIS

F1KIB.T rOMECTIOm OF

and

Engravings
Ever shown in Portland

now on

store of

H.
593

aplO

Etchings
exeibifcion at the

Furuncc*,
Range*.
STOVES,
Sole Agents for the “Falmouth Hangs."
172 A 174 Fore 8t
r. A C. B.
NASH,

hand the ketl

Alway*
TAILOR.
German, French and English Good*.
W. H.
3# Exchange 8t
on

K0HL1NG,
mAILOR and Draper. Fine
I FinFelsss Work a specialty.

Goods and

COKNI8H, 24# Mlddlo g*_.
mAILOR AND DRAPER.
JL Fine Good* always on band. Satisfaction
F. A. SMITH, 231 ledeml Sv
guaranteed.
D. R

G. HEWSS,
ClMk Mike**
Gerrlsh. at
WATCH andOliver
Congcess Street.
WM. SENTER A CO.’S, 61 Exchange St reo
deodtrt
”

TTTE PRESS.

CLAMATION AND THE FACT THAT FAST DAY IS

THURSDAY MORMNGi APRIL 13.

A LEGAL

How It Will be Observed In Portland.

My

rooms—Hearn.
Grand Exhibition— Jhandler &
Oh it makes me Tirad—Merry.
Friday—Owen, Moore & Co.
Rooms to Let.

For Sale—Lewis O’Brion.
C. H. l^msou—Bicycles.

Longshoremen’s

the books of the Merchants' Exchange,
the weather has beou six to ten degrees colder
in April, 1882, than in April, 1881.
There was a break in the main water pipe on

By

Co.

of

our

they

dia shawls in the country, and the well known
reputation of this old established house is a
sufficient guarantee that ladies can purchase
them with perfect confidence.
Friday wo sell Corsets at 50 cents, Handkerat 10 and 25 cents.
See window.
Owen, Moore & Co.

chiefs

Certificate.
“I have nsed Burdock’s Blood Bitters with
benefit for indigestion and constipation

y^gteat

of the bowels.”

C. L. Easton,
"Hamilton, Ont.”

Price SI .00, trial size 10 cents.
dlw

aprlO
Owen, Moore & Co.’s store will be closed all
_

day
Bright's Disease of the Kidneys, Diabetes
No danger from these diseases if you use
Hop Bitters; besides, being the best family
Trust

medicine ever made.

no

other.

aprl-eod&wtc
Supreme Judicial cojirt.
HYM0XD8, J., PRESIDING.,
Ltvira Pmndl vs. G. H. Cummings et al. -Second

Day.

Elbridge Gerry, Esq., testified that Mrs. Pennell read for him ten or twelve years ogo for several months, and he had seen her frequently since
and conversed with

her,

hut

had

never

seen

Dr. George 11. Cummings, one of the defendants, testified that Mrs. Pennell came to his office in
the latter part of 1880 and staid there about an
hour. The talk was about sanitary retorm. Mrs.
Pennell was incensed because he would not buy
tracts of her, and to get rid of her ho did buy some
of them. From her actions and talk at that time he
came to the conclusion that she was a monomaniac.
Her eon some time after that inquired of him what
it was necessary to do to have her removed to the
hospital. He questioned the son la regard to his
mother and her family. He made inquiries of the

son’s wife ana of physicians, and of the son’s employers in regard to his character. He learned, in
regard to the family, that Mjs. Pennell had one
brotner and two sisters who were supposed to have
been insane. He then m do out a certificate, signed
it, and Mrs. Pennell was sent to the hospital, lie
did not see Mrs. Pennell again until danuarv 18th
or J Bth, 1881.
During that time he made cons ant
inquiries of peonle who had known a er and of the
hospital authorities in regard to her insanity. He
also saw a letter from Dr. orcoran, of Spriugfie d,
Mass., where Mrs. Pennell lived for six years. During this time he constantly learned from all with
whom he had conversation that she was sti 1 ins me.
He w as next called, as city physician, to examine
Mrs. Pennell at the aldermen’s room January ltf,
1881. Dr. Brooks, Mrs Pennell, Dr. Ntal and others
Hem me an examination of from *0
were present.
to 3v; minutes, asking ques.ion in regard to bersef
and family. He uho heard > r. Brooks when he questioned he*. He also at that time talked with Dr Neal
an attendant at the hospital while Mrs Pennell was
there, who said that «rhe was insane and a ve< y
troublesome patient while at the hospital. He also
had some talk with Mr. Coles wo* tby in regardto
her. He w -de such inquiries and examinationsas
the above so as to form an opinion as to her mental
couditi n. He made out a certificate based on these
inquiries and examinations. He read Mrs. Pennell’s
book “.'sickness vs. Smell” and from that he was
further convinced *>f her insanity. In his opinion
she needed the treatment of the in<ane asylum. He
coAisidered her dangero :s, both from his personal
conversation with her and from hi inquiries.
This

afternoon the

case

for the defense

was con-

tinued.
loll.
sane

H

tiAicuiw, suporiuiciiuent or me juiune inspital, testified that Mrs. Pennell had been

under his care twice. She was uuder his daily observation during the time fhe was first there. She
was* in his opinion insane, and she was discharged
not improved.
Her insanity was iu the form of
monomaniac.
When she came there the second
diflerence in her tuan during her
When she was discharged
stay there previously.
time
hn thought she w s slightly im
tnesecoud
>j>rov*d, she was dirciiarg-4 the fiist tune at the
request ot the Pottilaud overseers of the poor and
went to live with a family in Lewiston, <ou crorg
ex^m nation tir. Harlow tLuod the characteristics
of Mrs r*e..neU’s insanity. She was discharged the
sec nd time at t»r. Harlow’s re ommeada ion.
Dr Brooks testified that he first saw drs. Pentime he

t

saw

no

nell two years ago, when she called at his office for
the purpose of selling her pamphlet upon sanitary
reform. He next saw Mrs. Penneii January i9,
1881. He had made inquiries in the meantime in
regard to her mental condition. Wheu he went to
the city builjiqg on January 19, he examined Mrs.
Pennell. The examination lasted nearly an hour,
all together. He inaue inquiries of her in regard to
She said one
her relations with her son’s family.

brother drowned himself and two of* her sisters had
been i au insane asylum. She answered his questions frankly at first but soon becam suspicious of
him. He obtained information in regard to her
from her son.
Dr. -mall testified that he first saw Mr. Pennell
in March, 1880, in his office when she wanted to

her book on sanitary reform. She said the
physicians did not succeed in getting a state board
of heath established because they did’nt know how
to do it; that the only way for them tQ succeed was
to be directed by her. She said she could tell by the
atmosphere what diseases were present in it. She
said the doctors didn’t want to prevent disease beHo inquired
cause it was not for their interejt.
about her of doctors Gordon, Gcrrish and others
who said they knew her well and considered her ina er son said she
had exposed his delicate
sane.
children dangerously in carrying out her ideas of
vei tilation, causing sickness several times.
Witness earned a good deal from her son’s wife
and her sisters. They said she kept them in constant
trouble, opening doors and wi dows day and night
sell him

of weather, insisting on her right to do
so and to take chat ge of the house and ot her son’s
Dr. sanborn, an assista t physician of the inpay
sane hospital, toid witness she was a very troublesome insane woman.
He did not see her on the date
of the certificate. Dr. Cummings told him they
had given her a thorough examination and found
.her insane. I had sufficient knowledge and information to enable me to form a correct opinion as to
her sanity.
Tne depostion of Mrs. Anna E. Pennell, wife of

regardless

^

plaintiff's son, w s then read, in which she stated
that the plaintiff wished to take charge of the home
and did so for a time. She completely altered the
arrangement of furniture to conform to her ideas
in regard to good air, moving beds to the middle of

j>he exposed witness and her children to
near an open wiudow.
Dr. Foster testified he had known Mrs. Pennell
twenty years. She called upon him in reference to
sanitary reform shortly bef ore the date of the certificate. She wanted him to assist in getting some leg.
islation on sanitary matters, ."lie said physicians
knew no)hiug of sanitary matters and the only way
to bring the matter forward wai by being governed
by the ideas which she advocated in her pamphlet
Aie teste i her o.it ie s abject and concluded, wituou
rooms.

draughts, and slept

the subject
contained inform ition of more importance than the text books
in his library. He was not present at the examinawhich was
tion on *he date of the certificate,
brought to him by Dr. Cummings, who s ated that
Mrs. Penueli had been thoroughly examined and
I had sufficient data to form
pronounced insane
an opinion, and did, that she was insane.

quesii u, that she was a monomaniac
of hygiene. She sa d her pamphlet

on

Dr E. C. meal t-stifled that he was connected
with the Augusta Asylum for six years. He saw
Mrs Peuneli almost daily while she was there the
flivt time, and believed her a monomaniac on the
subject of her mission in sanitary matters. She said
«e
boy there who was cross eyed was so on acc >unt of
She could see diseases in the
warn of ventilation.
air such as chicken pox, small p >x and sea let fever.
She br ,ke out a square of gla a iu her ro »m to get
ventila ion at the top of the window.
lemira C. Pennell, the plaintiff, recalled, d>
nied that she sought to take charge of her son’s
house, and stated that sin gave the hospital attendants due n >tico that if she could not have ventilation at the top of the window in any other way she
should break out the square of glass, Which she subsequently did.
This concluded the testimony.
The arguments
will begin Friday m rning at 9 o’clock.

Superior Court.
BEFORE JUDGE BONNE Y.

Wednesday.

Inthecasi

of

ames

Walsh

vs.

Martin C'avanagh, reported yesterday, the jury returned a verdict for the defendant
Meaher—D. II. Drummsnd for plif.
E. M. Rand for deft.
Municipal Court.
BEFORE JUDGE

KNIGHT.

Wednesday,—Edward Hickey, James Willey
and Annie Brown. Intoxication. Fined $ and costs.
Samuel Rounds. Forgery. Bound over in the
sum of $3000 to grand jury May term.
Barnard Devine. Search and seizure. Fined $100
and costs.

Appealed.

The Spring Street School House.
There is much dissatisfaction felt about the
accommodations for the Spring street school.
The school is held in the old building formerly
used for the boys’ high school. It is thoroughout of repair and is entirely unfit for the

ly

Plans are in the
purposes to which it is put.
hands of the school committee for its remodeling, but there is talk about giving it up.
Tueieis much strong fooling abont it and a
p ration is in circulation that the
OR Tied oat.

plans

may be

Pattern Open1*1* “t U“ited States Hotel.

evening there will be an anmorning.
niversary concert by the Sunday School.
Congress St. Methodist chnrcli will have a
In the

Flaherty’s, on Centre street. They found the
liquor ingeniously stowed in the side of the
building, behind a secret door.
The Portland Packing Company is going to

service of prayer in the forenoon.
St. Lawrence street chnrch will have a service of prayer in the forenoon.
Rev. Dr. Holbrook will preach in the West
chnrch in the evening at 7:30

factory at North Turner.
Among those who drilled in the ranks of the
Portland Montgomerys Monday evening, at
Lewiston, was Corporal McCallum, the ebam*
pion individual driller of Maine, whose gold
corn

a

was on his breast.
The Lewiston Journal says Chandler's Band
furnished thrilling music in that city Monday,
and speaks highly of the drill by the Mont-

Congregational

o'clock.
At Williston chnrch there will bo a prayer
meeting at 9.30 a. m., closing in season for the
Free street service.
There will be services held at the Gospel

prize medal

gomerys.
The steamer Minnehaha will make an extra
trip at 10.30 this morning.
The Maine Central Railroad Company is
pushing work on its new property at the west
end. The company is running another side
track, and will on Monday next put on one
hundred French Canadians from Brunswick.
Tho men will be boarded in the old Dow

building

near the work.
The committee from the police force appeared before the committee on salaries last evening to request the committoe to keep their
salaries at the old figure. Mr. F. T. Merrill,
we understand, presented tlieir case very clear-

ly

and
The

snccinctly.
Society of Art

will hold

exhibition

an

early in June.
MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

him to

sanity.

f

E. Blabou, Charles Burleigh and Albion Keith.
The police made Beizuros yesterday at Ann

any-

conclude that she was insane
Miss Mabel Fox testified that she was an attendant at the hospital bo'h times that Mr9. Pennell was there. She saw her several times a day.
She saw nothing in her opinion that indicated in-

thing that led

Algier will preach the sermon.
At Chestnut street church there will he an
election of officers of llie Sunday School in the

Joseph

build

THE MASCOTTE.

Audran’s charming opera of the “Mascotte,”
given by amateurs for the benefit of Miss
Leila Farrell will pack Portland Theatre this
The opera will be
afternoon and evening.
beautifully costumed, excellent music will be
furnished by Grimmer’s orchestra, the piece

handsomely staged, Mr. Goold will
conduct, and the cast which has been published in the Press will be unexceptionable. The
many friends of the parties interested are
awaiting the performances with pleasant antiwill be

cipations.

PATIENCE.

The Boston

English Opera Company will

of “Patience” at City
The
this afternoon and
evening
tickets have sold well at Stockbridge's and the
company embraces many well known artists.
We have no doubt there will be very large
audiences present. The cast has been published.

give two performances
Hall

FORGET-ME-NOT.

There was
formances of

a good sale of seats to the per"Forget-Me-Not—to be given at

Portland Theatre Friday and Saturday—when
box office was opened yesterday. Portland
should and no donbt will do honor on this occasion to one of the leading actresses on the
English speaking stage. Miss Ward is not onthe

ly identified with the greatest triumph in
America, but the English and French stages
The
were actually the first to do her honor.
Boston Globe says: It is not at all necessary
into detail upon the merits of Miss
Ward’s Stephanie. It must suffice to state, as
we have already done in a general way, its exalted merit, and to farther express our great
gratification that this very talented tragedienne
was received and appreciates], daring her engagement, as she deserved. This will, in some
degree, repay her for her labors and anexities,
and compensate her for the risks she certainly
It is
made in view of the preceding visit.
true that the nubile, to an exieut, is capricious,
but it is equally true that it, in the long ran,
Boston poured into
is just and considerate.
the Globe sncli audiences the past week as onand
skill,
ability
experience can
ly positive

Temperance Mission at 10 a. m., 7 p. m. and
7.30 p. m.
For amusements there will be matinee and
evening performances of the “Mascotte” at the
theatre, and “Patience” at City Hall.

■

Aquatic.

The Acadian Recorder of Halifax, N. S., of
Saturday last, after rehearsing the correspondence, well known now, between Hamm and
Conley on the one hand, and Davis and Ken.
nedy on the other, in reference to a three-mile
race, concludes as follows:
“The publication of this correspondence
should no doubt make the general sporting
public think that Hamm and Conley did not
bank Down from the so-called champions, and
that they were ready to row them at any time
when suitable water and weather could be
procured. The fact that it took Davis and
Kennedy over four weeks to reply (7) to the
first challenge proves that they did not want a
race, and but for their reputation it is possible
that they would not have taken any notice of
it whatever. As the matter now stands, all
will agree that the Haligonians have the best
of it, and that Davis and Kennedy will have to
defeat them in a race before they can regain
their reputation. The association have acted
most proper in publishing the letter, showing
the public how the Portland scullers aoted in
It is probable that
the matter all through.
the appearance of the letter will affect the
not be surwe would
and
parties challenged,
prised to hear shortly of another defiance issued by them.”

Montgomery Guards.
At a meeting of the Portland Montgomery
Guards held last evening, the following resolution was unanimously adopted:
Resolved, That in appreciation of the military courtesy extended by Capt. Merrill and
his command during our visit to Lewiston, we
the Portland Montgomery Guards, express our,
heartfelt thanks and hope to be able at some
future day to return the compliment thns
kindly rendered.
Capt. T. E. Hartnett,
Sergt. J. A. Gallagher,
Corp. P. J. McOallum,
Committee on Resolutions.
Stricken With Paralysis.
Tuesday evening Dr. Thomas G. Loring,
Prentiss and Henry Loring, were summoned
home by the unpleasant intelligence that their

mother, Mrs. Desire B. Loring of Yarmouth,
Monday afternoon received a paralytic
shock. Mrs. Loring is nearly 77 years of age,
The news of
and is a most estimable lady.
her affliction will be received with sorrow by
a very large circle of friends.
late

to enter

command.
NOTES.

Charlie Coliins has arrived and the rehearsal**
of "61 65” will now go on with increased interest on the part of the participants.
There was a very good advance sale of seats
for the Brignoli concert at Portlaud Theatre
yesterday. The concert will be given April

20ih.__
Portland Steam Packet Company.
About the first of July the Portland Steam
Packet Company will change their b6rth in
Boston, removing from the north to the south
Bidb and head of India wharf, where enlarged
freight sheds are being built for the accomodation of their business, with separate slips for
loading and discharging. A new business office is also to be provided on Atlantic avenue,
adjacent to the boats and freight sheds.
It is reported that the Bangor Steamship
Company have purchased Foster’s wharf in
Boston and will go back to their former st it ion

during the

In

William L. How.
window on Temple street may
excellent crayon portra t by Lamson

Knight's

be seen an
of William L. How, whose tragic death at
Dartmouth last winter was so generally mourned in Portland. His friends will be glad tosee
so admirable a picture of bis
fine, manly and

gentle fane.
Beautifying Public Grounds.
Mr. Editor:—With all the money that has
been appropriated by the State, and the generous subscription of individuals, made to our
most worthy charity, the Maine General Hospital, cannot a moiety at least be economically
expended upon the grounds, walks, sheds and
fences, to mako the premises look a little more
These preinviting to strangers and others?
sent now as in the past an untidy and uncared
for appearance.not creditable to.say the l6ast,to
the known good taste of the directors, and not
iu keeping with the natural elegant location.
The amount required year by year would not
be large to maintain a few shrubs, and flowers,
together with a neat kept lawn, which would
amply repay all the cost in the enjoyment of
convalescent patients who can get out into the
air and sunshine, as well as to all visitors and
It is well known
friends of the institution.
that all stranger visiting our city either drive
or walk upon the Western Promenade, and
thus take in the hospital with its grounds and-

On the I81I1 inst., Micali Higgins, the veterclerk of the steamer John Brooks, wil*
complete twenty-five years of service with the
an

P. S. P. Co.

me

rromeuane

from our city
a little more attention
government. It will be remembered that Mayor Butler began important improvements here,
and plans for the same were made by oar City
Engineer, Mr. Goodwin, but by the early de-

receive

of Mr. Butler, these plans were not earned out. Something has been done, yet there
is required a reasonable amount of outlay an-

nually upon thegrounds, which would in

to

the

retiring

Tnongh the original membership of the
Club has fallen off considerably, plenty of
plucky material still remains to ensure the
continuation of the organization.
Refused Duty.
Six men, the eutire crew of the bark Megunticook, Capt. Hat! away, Boston, refused duty
Tuesday, the vessel having cleared with a cargo of lumber. She was to saii yesterday morning. The Shipping Commissioner and the captain remonstrated with them, but to no effect.

Complaint

was then

made

to

United

States

Commissioner Rand, and United States deputies Smith and Marble arrested the six and
They were
brought them ashore yesterday.
arraigned before the Commissioner and put
under 8300 bonds each, in default of which
they wore committed. The bark is, the Deputes say, one of the best-found ve-sels they have
ever seen, and the officers competent and kind.
The Marine Bicycle.
This peculiar craft, a combination of a “catamaran” boat, a bicycle, a sail boat, and a mar no propeller, will bo launched from Merrill’s

wharf, to-day, and

capabilities

an

opportunity given

to

it
conveyance,
is perfectly safe, any one can drive it at the
first trial, and no doubt before the season is
over we shall have quite a fleet of these singular boats in the harbor. The exhibition will
come off at 3 p. m.

test

its

as a

water

Dances

Gilbert’s closing assembly will come off at
his ball to-night.
The assembly to bo given by the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen at Grand Army
Hall Tuesday evening will be well patronized.
Association
Rowing
Bhould, and will, have a large audieuco in attendance at their assembly at Army and Navy

Qnmberlaud

The

Hall this
music.

evening.

Chandler will furnish the

The Way to Do Business.
The three masted schooner Uranus, launched
from the yard of Mr. George Russell in East
Deering, Bailed for Cuba yesterday. The vessel was launched, rigged, brought to this city,
loaded and sailed—all in less than one week’s
time. Capt. L. B. Clark of Pembroke, com-

mands her.
Personal.
Mr. R. W Soule filed bis bond and entered
upon his duties as treasurer and steward of the
Maiuo insane Hospital Tuesday.
Governor Plaisted was in town yesterday.
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Percy and Miss Hattie

Shaw, sailed in the Sarmatian, for Portland,

yesterday.
Sailing of the Brooklyn.
The

Brooklyn, Capt. Lindall,

sailed for Liv-

erpool last night, with a cargo valued at 8122,268, including 34.362 bushels peas, 22,613 bushels wheat, 196,600 pounds bacon, 80,000

pounds

lard, 43,103 pounds oheese, 1,937 bags oatmeal,
1,325 bags Hour, and 28 sowing machines.

Materialize the Soul of Some-

body’s Defunct Relative
-What Mr. Sam
mis Saw

Mr. J. B. Sammis of New
the following account of a

York, furnishes
seance held by

Mrs. Hull, of Adelphi street, Brooklyn, recently, to the Brooklyn Eagle of April 9th.
The mask, which is a battered aud disgusting
one, costing when new about five cents, and
the gossamer staff, beautifully embroidoretl in
gold and crimson, which so many deluded sitters have imagined they saw woven by spirit
hands, have been exhibited in the Eagle office for the benefit of the ignorant scribes who
do not believe that spirits materialize, and
who cannot be convinced that Mrs. Hall is a
spirit producer. Mr. Sammis holds himself
responsible for every statement he makes, and
his account will be read with interest by those
who have seen at other seances just what he
and his friends saw on the occasion described.
The gossamer stuff proved to be a common
piece of blue tarletan covered all over with
cretonne flowers and spangled here and there
with large patches of tinsel paper. It is about
two yards long and nearly as wide and is rather the worse for wear. The spirits ought to be
ashamed of the affair if they designed it, because it is not worthy of a child’s ingenuity in
few cents outlay.
If they like such garments as this is, their
spirit wardrobes cannot compare in taste or refinement with those of the lowest class of human beings, and verily if the other world is
filled with beings satified with suoh toggery it

design and represents only

a

becomes us all to stay here contentedly just as

long

as we

possibly

can.

Mr. Sammis’ account concerning the exposure of Mrs. Hull, long known as the wonderful
materializing medium of Astoria, N. Y., and
of Vancluso, E. I., at a seance held in the city
of New York, on the evening of March 19,
1882; Before proceeding to relate the circumstances and details of the demotion and exposoccasion, it would
ure of Mrs. Hull on this
seom to be proper to stat8 that there was no

premeditated intention,

or

expectation

joining.
Alter

..

uwuuo)

of

a

a

few

years make this delightful natural promenade,
much more beautiful to the eyes of all who
visit it. Will not Mayor Libby use his 'influence aud ox! taste in this directiou.
A drinking fountain shonld also be placed at
some central part of the grounds.
I have given theso hints thus early in the
season, as it is well kuown that in addition
to the usual influx of strangers land travellers
during the ensuing summer aud early fall
months, wo are to be honored this year in
October, by the annual mee ing of one of the
largest and most honored of our benevolent
intitutions, the American Board |of Commissioners of Foreign Missions, which will bring
to our city, and to our homes a host of the best
people from all parts of the country.
Portland has snch a far reaching reputation
for its general cleanliness, and good taste, in
and about its public and private buildings, for
its good sweet air, and all that goes to make
it one of the healthiest, and most enjoyable
residences, that it stands us in band to see to
it that nothing presents an appearance that
will tend to let ns down in tbe estimation of
those who come to see for themselves.
There has been good work done upcn the
streets the past year, and our street commissioner Clay seems to be in the right place. We
hope tbe committee on streets will as far as
prudent second and sustain him in these im
provemeuts, and iu a few yearn we shall have
good ueimaueut streets and sidewalks a credit
Improvements.
to all concerned.

Portland, April 12,1882.
A Correction.
Mr. Editor:—In the case of Pennell vs.
Cummings et ala. your reporj misquoted me.
I did not testify to a considerable acquaintance
with Mrs. Pennell, on tbe contrary I said that
I had only seen her a very few times, and by
no means enough to form an adequate opinion
as to her sanity or insanity.
Yours Respectfully,
C. O. Files, M. D.
| This journal had no intention of misquoting
the doctor. The report of the ease was fur-

nished,

as

all court-cases are, by the official
would have no desire l*

stenographer, who
misquote.—Ed]

Nominations by the Governor.
Governor Plaisted has made the following
nominations:
Justice of the Peace—A.R. Litchfield .Chebeagne; Otis H. Cummings, Nortbport; Samuel E.
Smuller, Harpswell; Wilbur F. CousiDS,Wells;
Irving W. Parker, Portland; Micah W. Norton, New Portland; John Smiih, Lewiston;
Frank II. Cobb, Portland; Andrew P. Wiswell, Ellsworth; Henry H. Chamberlain,
Bristol; Nathaniel H. Woodbury, Auburn;
Wm. McLaughlin,Harmony; Hiram T. Black,
Palermo; Fred W. Thurlow, Cutler; Jovite A.
G.
LaPoiute, Biddeford; Joseph
Walker,

The Maine Methodist Conference.
The annual Maine Conference of the Methodist Episcopal chnrohes convenes in AugnBta,

Wednesday, April 26th, and continues over
While there will be fewer
the Sabbath.
changes than usual in the locations of the
members, the conference will be of great in-,

on

terest on account of the many eminent clergymen of the denomination who will be present
Bishop Cyrus D. Fosb of Minneapolis, will
preside. Chaplain C. C. McCabe of Chicago,
Rev. J. H. Vincent, D. D., of New York,
Rev. Dr. Hartzell of New Orleans, Rev. D. P,
Iiov. W. F.
Kidder, D. D., of New York.
Mallalieu, of the New England Conference,

and others, will attend,

_NEW ADVERTISEMENTS_

PIANOS.

kou

woman,

w

--~ >

We

are now

prepared

fore

ed.

UPRIGHT AND SQUARE PIANOS
at bottom

Much alarmi has been caus-

the fatal end.

A post mortem examination was held Monday afternoon on the remains of the late A.
Nelson, the Danish soldier who died somewhat
suddenly in Lewiston Sunday. It was found
that death was caused by the breaking of an
The artery burst,
artery behind the ligatare.
from weakness, five days after the ligature
went away.

HANCOCK COUNTY.

A few days before the last town meeting at
Lamoine the collector reported all the town
Later reports
taxes collected but fifty cents.
say that he got that la3t half dollar on town

teresting to our readers:
The new opera house has beeu erected since
Mr.
May 30, 1881, according to plans drawn by
A. H. Viual of Boston, the arobitect in charge
street
M
ain
of the enterprise. The frontage on
is 70 feot, tho depth is 135 feet and the building, whioh is of dark brick with sandstone
entrimmings, is three stories in height. The feet
trance is through au arched doorway, 30
wide.
Ascending a fow granite steps one
stands in a short vestibule, the paneled walls
of which are painted a handsome olive color.
On the left is the ticket office. The vestibule
is divided by folding doors which stand as high
as the base of the arch, aud the whole is lighted by a stained glass window. Beyond is a looa short
by with walls handsomely frescoed, and
flight of steps loads to tho standing room baca
The proscenium is
of tho orchestra circle.

gX)0\^

prices.

The Celebrated Steiff Piano.
New England
“

Miner

“

Emerson

Real Estate atGorbain Village
AUCTION SALE.

Send for

terms to the

prices and

NEW ENGLAND ORGAN CO.,
JVo. 5 Free St. Block,

Portland. Me.

*

Pursuant to license from the Probate Court for
the County of Cumberland I shall sell at public auction on Wedurtidaf, the tenth (10) day *f
May next, at three (3) o’clock P. M., all the right,
title and Interest which Solomon Brown of Gorham,
in said County, an insane person, has in and to the
following described real estate, viz:—A lot of land
with the buildings thereon, on the Southerly side of
High street in Gorham Village, bounded Northerly
by said street, Easterly by laud of Thomas J. Emery’s heirs or estate, Southerly by land of Lucy E.
Moulton, and Westerly by lands of said Moulton,
and Kidlon and Card. Sale to be on the premises.

Its equivalent.
JOHN C. CARD,
Guradian of said nolomon Brown
ap8 law3trTb
Gorham, April 5,1882.

Terms, cash

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

a

in.

_

PILES! PILES! PILES!
A sure cure for Blind, Bleeding, Itching, aud
Ulcerated Files has been discovered by Dr. William,
(an Indian remedy,) called Dr. William’s Indian

single

A

'IN'TMENT.

has

box

cured

the

worst

No one
chrouic cases of 25 or 30 years standing
need suffer five minutes after applying ttiis wonderful soothing medicine.
Lotions, instruments and

William’s
electuaries do more harm than good.
Ointment absorbs the turn irs, allays the intense
warm in
after
at
getting
night
itching, (particularly
bed,) acts as a poultice, gives instant and painless
of the
for
aud
is
Files,
itching
only
prepared
relief,
private parts, and nothing else.
Hea t what the Hon. J M. Coftinberry, of Cleveland savs about Dr. William’s Indian Pile
Ointment: “I have used scores of pile cures, and
It aff rds me pleasure to say that 1 have never found
auyihiug which gave such immediate aud permanent relief as Dr. William’s Indian Ointment.”
For sale by
W. F. PHILLIPS dfc CO.

Portland, tin toe.
Th&M&wly

Wholesale Agents,
marSO

CALL & TUTTLE,
FASHIONABLE

Tailors k Importers,
Are bow

exhibiting tbeir

Special Sale

And

No

MAKES SPRING

of

HEAL INDIA Me
Tired, SACKS,
Shawls.

Th» latest phrase

CHANDLER & CO.

GENTLEMEN and
LADIES' WEAR.

and

GET

Ulsters,

GARMENTS BEAUTIFUL STYLES

45?
rachll

Washington St., Boston.
1m

JUST RECEIVED.
A

Antique

_deod

large lot of

very

choice

for

designs

STAMPING,
—

AT

—

FAIR WEATHER’S,

MISS

ft©. S ELM

STREET.

rnhilO_'ID

William S. Lowell,

Wedding

Cards.

AND

;

and Invitations
Engraved
for Weddings and Recep*
tions a Specialty.
Cards

513 CONGRESS STREET.
dtf
mchll

EASTER CARDS
--

AT

Birthday Cards. 1000 Fancy
Cards marked down.

Odd Cards 5 cts

a

dozen.

NO, 156 EXCHANGE ST.,
NEAR CITY HALL.
dti

mar 2 3

FIRST

ARRIVALr
—

OF

SEW CROP BARBADOES

MOLASSES.
387 PUNS.
) S.w landing
iral Wharf,
21 TIERCES,
to BUI.S.
) “Althea.”

|

a«
ex

C«»Sche.

Ill

shall offer at same time
two lots of Ladies’, Gentlemen’s
and Children’s Linen Handkerchiefs at 10 and 25 cents respec-

expected,

$1.00, $1.25

and 2d Oliver Street, Boston, Maas.
C0KB0DEB3 AND MANl'l'ACIUBEBS.

Office,

21

RED

LEAD AND LITHARGE.

LEAD PIPE

& SHEET LEAD.

TIN & TIN LINED PIPE, PUMPS, SOLDER Ac,
GOLD MEDAL awarded by the Massachusetts
Charitable Mechanics’ Association in 1881.
marl
eod«m

STIFF OR SOFT HAT.

are the celebrated ‘‘Bales Stout
goods made in Lewiston, and never
sold for less than $1.00. Quantity
limited to six for one person.
If these goods do not prove
perfectly satisfactory they may be
returned and money will be refunded at any lime within ten

237 Middle

PORTLAND LONGSHOREMEN'S
BENEVOLENT SOCIETY.

prices

our

and you will

NOTICK

io

Strvedoreo.

That the wages

on

President.

Clerk,
April 12th, 1882.

LAMSON,

201 Middle

Street,

Sole Agent for Portland and vicinity, for the sale of tirst-class
the Columbia’s, Harvard’s,Y»le’s etc. Also,
agent for the MARINE Bicycle,

| Bicycles, including

FOR SALE.

IUO

gioatoav

UUISJ'J

ctuvwv.

ROOMS TO LET
house, No. 89 Pleasant St.. 10 rooms,
Ba h room, Sebago water, gas ana furnace, all
in good order, to be sold at a bargain. Apply to
LEWIS O’BIUON, on the premises.
eod3w
aprl3

W ith Board in

BRICK

pleasant
J. S.

apl3

house up town.
Press Office.
codtfSdp

NEW MAPLE SUGAR

DRESSMAKERS

made by Ueo. Bcode, Sandwich, K. H.,

Something New. Latest Style* for Spriug.
Imported Pattern* on sale at tire l'nit-d NoneHotel Tuesday, Wedne.ua,, Tburndu.
and Friday, April llib, tilth, l£lh *.nu
14<b. PoBitlrely four day* only. 1 li t line of pan
terns 1* superior to an, before ottered in thi* city

R. Y. BARBER &

SON,

IS EXCHANGE STREET,

|

4,8

subscription price.

POBTL*’d,

BE.

HOYT, FOGG & DOiIHlH,
No. 191 Middle Street.

MILLINERY SALE
M. E. & C. A. HAZES,
Would tall the attention of the Ladles of Portlaod
to tbelr

CLOSING OUT SALE
At cost for

the entire season, of

MILLINERY ofGOODS,
Co ..is Ling

YOU SALE BA'

MIS.

“The Libby Family in Amerlea” la
ready for the subscribers. It coptains 628 closely printed pages, and 27
portraits. A limited number of copies
at the
may be had by non-snbscribers

aplSd3t

C. H.

;

STUOLEY,

■ow

hard pine shall be as follows; men wbo work io
the hold shall be 35 cents per hoar, on tbe wharf,
30 cents per hour after April IRth, 1882.
P. J. HIGGINS,
L. B. HOWARD,

window Friday morniug.

d4t*3dp

than those doing business under
larger expense. Our motto is
“QUICK SALES AND SMALL
PROFITS.”

THE LIBBY FAMILY.

eodtf

apT8

We shall also offer for same day
large lot of Infants’ Cloaks and
Lace Bonnets at much under reguThese will be sold in
lar price
Goods in
onr new room up stairs.

apll

LOWER PRICES

Street,

SlfiJI OF THE HOLD HAT.

a

ance

very low rent the

Good Goods and L«w Prim,

In Hen’s Furnishing Departpartment Fifty Dozen White
Shirts, a large proportion of which

BRACKETT solicit* a continuof former patronage. BOON! 10.

a

expense of running our store is
very small and we ckn afford to
sell any of our goods at

Learn

$1.00

and

have

and choice

MEN’S GOOD

“BOSTON STAR BRAND”

PURE WHITE LEAD

we

new

see that we mean what we say.

SATURDAY’S SALE.

WM. J. BRIDE, Tress

BOSTON LEAD MFG. CO.

$1.50.

and

large

a

ALSO

tively.

Commercial Street.
_<ttf

SAMUEL LITTLE, Proa.

for the neck in

styles.

Stiff Hats

Boys’

a

Lace Goods

NEW!

SOMETHING

Moore & Co.
GEO. S. HUNT & CO., Oweu,
apl3dtf
mh30

city.
We have just received
assortment of made up

HATTER

days.

—

We have just opened as line a
line of new Buttons to match all
shades of Dress Goods and Cloakings as has ever been offered in the

As

We shall sell small lot of $1.50 j
Corsets at 50 cents. The quantity ;
of Corsets being smaller than we

—

Stockbridge’s Music Store.

BUTTONS.

THE

FRIDAY

Stationer.

for Ladies, Gents
and Children.

great variety

MERRY,

ROSTON.
ap!3_ThS&M3t

in

OF

27 & 29 Winter St.

to

SPRING HOSIERY

HATS

$800.

Trimmings
New

match.

STIFF

all who desire to select a Shawl this seaOF
RANGE
son.
to
from
$50
PRICES

kinds with

of all

$2.50

offered should command the attention of

CARO PLATE ENGRAVER

Visiting

Shawls

in Long and Square,
will be a Special featMPREThe
ure.
LOW
CEDENTED
which
at
PRICES
these Goods will be

AND

Cloaking Material

OR

OF

In the above goods we are now
to show as tine a line of
« as can be fonnd in the city.
Also a nice assortment of

Hared

$2.00

season.

MADE XO ORDER.

OF

THOSE

that will be shown in
this
any one place

DBF-S3 SUITS A SPECIALTY.

LADIES’

Dolmans,

IF YOU
ONE

opening, and

variety of styles,
colorings and prices
probably the largest

—FOB-

the 5 on Mg fellows.

Won’t TALMAS

It

Would invite tlie attention of purchasers
of India Shawls to
their Grand Exhibiis now
tion which
assortment
The
open.
In Long and Square
is larger and more
varied than on any
former

amon"

BUT

in

SPRING GOODS

NEW

OH IT

Grand Exhibition

it.

Cure Found at Last!
One Need Suffer!

SilurMB 18 Exchange Mi.
C. W. ALLEN.
BAILEY,

Regular tale of furniture and General Merman
dlse every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’oloc. a.
oetSdtf
Consignments solicited.

LamsON ha3 not closed his photograph rooms
but
as has been reported,
has an efficient opera tor to take his place under the light and who will make special effort
to please each and every patron and to maintain tho high standing which his work has ever
held with the nublic, for his own [reputation de-

during his absence

A Sure

or

F. O. BAILEY & CO.,

t. O.

upon

SALES.

AUCTION

Grange

pends

dltOTk

»pl3

“

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

There is being made an effort to establish
at the State Agricultural College.

514 Congress Street.

“

“

x

meeting day.

were

standing; and, moving shortly, she held Back

I

DOW'S BLOCK.

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

State Land Agent C. A. Packard has returned from Aroostook county, where he has been
It may
on business connected with his office.
console us who are complaining of the backwardness of tig) season to learn that on the
morning of the 1st of April the thermometer
indicated 18° lelow at Caribou, 12° below at
Fort Fairfield and 14° below at Houlton.
Albert Kelley of Bancroft, who died on the
27th ult., at the advanced age of 82 years, was
long a prominent citizen of that place. He
member of
was Trial Justice aud had been a
the Legislature. The building of the Freewill
dedicated
January
Baptist church at Danforth,
1st, was largely duo to his earnest labors.

SITTINGS !

to offer fine

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

i—

parted, and a form,
appeared, clad in white,

FAST DAY
FOR

STATE NEWS.

The Journal says: “One of our physicians
informs us that pneumonia is depopulating the
neighboring town of Litchfield. Three persons
died of this disease in that little village within
24 hours. The patients arc taken down without warning and are sick a very short t’me be-

ADVERTISEMENTS

NEW

My Rooms will be
open all day

_

haps, the curtains
that

square and is finished in stuceo and galvanized
iron. There are four private boxes fitted with
rich hangings and furniture.
The frescoes
which cover the walls and ceiling were painted
under the direction of Edward La Moss of Boston,by Mr. P.Akerman of Bangor. The general
toneof the walls is in old gold, olive-gray-greeu
and bronze. The colors of the ceiling are buff,
light peacock blue, russet, dull red and olivegray-green. iDamask panels snd to the reheat 1
of the ceiling and the whole effect is very beautiful. The blank front of the proscenium wall
over the boxes is ornamented on right and left
alike with life-size paintings by Mr. La Moss.
‘‘Lo Matin” shows a maiden, young and fair,
standing ’mid the flowers at the first flush of
dawn, while “Le Sou” is a beautiful young
girl, who stands with graceful form and pose
in the mellow light of the fading day.
The
shape of the auditorium is similar to that of the
Boston Theatre, and the inclination of the floor
is about the same as that of the Park Theatre.
There is a main floor or orchestra, an orchestra
circle arranged a little above this, a balcony
and a gallery.
The auditorium is fitted up
with comfortable chairs; those on the first floor
and balcony are covered with maroon-colored
imitation leather, and they have graceful
frames of bronzed iron; the chairs in the gallery
are cherry wood with iron frames.
The theatre seats 1100 persons comfortably, while it has
The di400
more.
300
or
standing room for
mensions of the stage are 41 by 03 feet, the former being the
depth, and the dressing rooms,
scenery, gas mechanism, &c., are complete.
The act curtain represents an Alpine village at
the sunset hour.

even,

the part of those present to attempt any exIndeed, between the only
posure whatever.
three gentlemen present, Dr. Collins, Mr. McVicker and myself, there was no acquaintance
whatever. The seanco was made up to consist of ten paying persons at 82 each; and being told that some of those engaged had signified their intention not to be present, and
that only seven could be relied upon, I assumed the difference of SG. Being informed
that Mr. McVicker might he disposed to attend I called upon him the evening previous,
representirg to him, no doubt, that there was
great opportunity to see something great, for
the woman’s reputation in this line was inieed great, indorsed as she was by so many
sminent and learned people; the result beiDg
that Mr. McVicker finally became one of the
lircle. This constituted ali the acquaintance
[ had bad with Mr. McVicker or he with mo.
Mr. McVicker auJ Dr. Collins had never met
before, and I had no acquaintance with Dr.
Collins whatever. In fact, we all three were
strangers, never had anything to do with each
jther previously, and neither of us has seen
sither of the others since the affair up to this
1882. So
writing, Sunday morning, March 2G,
far as 1 know, every one present weDt there
boping to get something good, reliable and
harmonious
irue; and there never was a more
»nd better disposed seance than this one. The
ietectiou and exposure was the result simply
if the exercise of ordinary intelligence in perjeiviug a flimsy and transparent imposition,
md ordinary and prompt action in exposing
t. With this much by way of preface, I will
proceed to relate the circumstances:
There were present thirteen people—three
rentlomou and ten ladies—beside Mr. and Mrs.
Hull. The rooms consisted of a front room, in
which we sal; back of this a small room, with
folding doors, over which curtains, parted in
:he middle, were hung. *tu this room, very
imall, a lounge, placed directly across the doorthe curtains
way, about three or four feot from
received the reclining form of Mrs. Hull when
in the supposed deep trance; back of this there
were two other rooms. The doors betweeu the
two latter rooms having been duly looked aud
the keys taken away, about half-past eight,
Mrs Hull took her reclining posture on the
lounge, the arch formed, the curtains were
the circle
Jropped, aud in waiting expectation
sat in the weird haziness of a half turned
Jowu gas jet, for the materialized forms of
th-'Se who have passed on to llie higher life
than this. There were those present to whom
[his thought, this hope, was very dear aud
iacred;and the hops was earnest, the desire
was sincere that at last, through so apparently
and
indorsed
andnubted instrumentality,
vouched for by so many well kno wn peoplo,
the great demonstration in tangible, recognized form would be placed on the sure foundations of undoubted sight and recognition.
After tho curtains had been drawn down Mr.
Hull started, “Nearer, Mr. God to Thee!” to
make conditions less positive; and, subsequently, he led off with “Make us prayerful just
now,” etc., to put us in a proper spirit of
reverence for such sacred revelations as were
on

Tho Bangor Opera House.
The following description of the new opera
house, an account of tho dedication of which
appeared in yesterday’s Press, may prove in-

aiso

officers were chosen for the ensuing year:
President—Enrique Fox.
Vide President—If S. Osgood.
Secretary and Treasurer—D. Page Perkins.
Executive Committee—J. H. Davis, Ernesto
Ponce, Enrique Collado.
It was voted to omoower the executive committee to engage a new room for the meetings

passed

Common

Weld.
Trustee of State College of Agriculture and
Mechanic Arts—Lyndon Oak, Garland.
Trial Justices—Wm. H. Miller, Waldoboro;
M. G. Page, Harmony; Albion Q. Rogers,
Pembroke; Edgar Whidden, Calais.

to see

cease

officers.

of

Tarletan and a Five Cent Mask to

Brooksville.
Fish and Game Warden—Lafore3t Phillips,

surroundings.

Spanish Literary Club.
the Spanish
At the annual meeting of
Literary "Club held last evening the following

of the Club.
A vote of thanks was

How She Utilized a Piece

thecurtainsso wecould all see at the same time
the form of what was supposed to be Mrs
Hull, in the deep, dead trauce. Mr. Hull,
who sat next to the curtain, said; "There! see
my wife, iD deep trance on the lounge!”
To be brief, five forms had appeared; several were called up to the curtain; several times
the forms would be fully six to eight feet from
the curtains into the circle; almost directly
under the light; but they all had the self same
white stockings, the same white skirt, with the
same marked crease down the front; the same
bared arm on each and every one. They were
all so tangible, so material, so much of substance about all of the forms that tho circle,
excepting a few, were very shortly of the
imopinion the gnise waa too transparent, the
position was too apparent—that the whole thing
a
fraud.
w'fts
After five forms had appeared Dr. Collins
waa called up by a form standing just inside
the curtain, and between them Dr. Collins approached and asked the form some questions;
the reply being indistinct, he stooped apd bent
forward, urging it to speak more plainly or
something of that kind; while so engaged he
that the form
saw through the diBgnise, and
was none other than Mrs. Hull herself. While
thus inclined forward to catch the words of
whispered speech he gradually extended his
arm until it encircled the waist, when, suddenly clasping the form tightly he whirled it
around quickly into the main room, the form
at the ii stant, utteriDg a scream of alarm as it
was seized.
Quick as a panther, aud wiili the
ferocity of a tiger, the man Hull dropped his
prayerful mood and sprang at Dr. Colima,
which
grappling at his throat. During this,
I sprang
w.-.s the work of an instant almost,
forward, aud had just go’t in front of the curtains when the form succeeded in getting away
from Dr. Collins while the latter was struga dart togling with Hull, and rising np made
ward the curtains, when I seized it and held it
until the lights were turned up, when, the picture of despair and woe, trembling and forlorn,
in scanty attire, not any "spirit,” but the veritable living, breathing Mrs. Hull herself, was
exposed and detected.
Whila this was going on a lady rushed behind the curtains and found, on feeling on the
lounge, that there was no Mrs. Hall there; but
in her place a false face resting on pillows surmounting a form composed of blankets nicely
covered with comfortables, &c., which had
been provided for the occasion, as it was said
that when in the deep trance the draught upon
the medium’s vitality was so great that she required much covering to keep tho necessary
This false face and the
warmth in her body.
other things the lady threw off the lounge in
the excitement of the moment into another
room, where they were afterwards taken possession of by myself.
As Mrs. Hull was exposed, Mr. Hull exclaimed, "X acknowledge that is my wife; but you
You don’t understand
don’t understand this.
the laws governing this thing,” and proposed
the test condiunder
seance
giving another
tions: but he was told he was a villain and we
did.u t propose to associate witli any such fraud
atier we bad found him ont.
Afterward, Mrs. Hull was assisted to dress
by some of the ladies preseut; site was trembso
ling and undone, too weak to do anything;
they assisted her to put on her dress, her shoes
her
jew
other
and
wearing apparel, including
elry, which she had taken off and placed in a
little box under her pillow.
Tlie detection was absolute; the exposure
it
perfect enough to extort an admission of
from the man Hull himself; aud now in the
Mis.
same category with Gordon, the Eddys,
Sawyer, the Crendells and others, this woman
Hull appears, aud it remains for the representative Spiritualists of today, who have the best
interests of tho cause at heart, to consider what
done to make this kind of frauds so
can be
detestable aud dangerous of attempt iu the future as to prevent further exhibitions of a
similar kina.

We should use

summer.

post office, banks and

At the First Parish church there will be a
union service of the First Parish and Park
Rev. Mr.
street societies at 11 o’clock a.m.

Middle street, near Pearl, yesterday.
At a special meeting of the Board of Mayor
and Aldermen at 12 o'clock yesterday, the following named persons were drawn to serve as
traverse jurors in the Supreme Judicial Court:

readers to
the advertisement of Chandler & Co. of Boston, which apnears in our paper. It is reported that
have the largest stock of real InWK would call attention

custom bouso,

public buildings, will be closed, as well as
nearly all places o! business.
At Free street church the Baptist and Congregational churches unite in a union service.
Kev. Mr. MoWhinnie will preaoh on the subject of the “Scriptural doctrine of marriage
and divorce." The services begin at 10.30 a.m.

o’olock.

Society.

Benevolent

Tbe

west.
noon, 38° at sunset; wind northwest and
Rev. Mr. Lowden will preach at Lincoln
Hall, Munjoy Hill. Thursday evening at 7Jt

ENTERTAINMENTS.
City Hall 61-65.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Owen, Moore & Co—2.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

POSED.

Today is Fast Day, and according to custom
all business will be suspended.

Bright and cold yesterday, with snow in the
oarly morning. Mercury 32° at sunrise, 42° at

ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.

NEW

EX-

ONE OF MRS. HULL'S SEANCES

HOLIDAY, NO TAPER WILL BE ISSVFJ)

FROM THIS OFFICE TO-MORROW.

C1TY AND VICINITY.

BOGUS SPIRITS.

FA8T DAY.

Brief Jottings.
In ACCORDANCE WITH THB GOVERNOR'S PRO-

dlw

Hats, Ribbons, Flowers, Laces,

&c.

591 CONGRESS STREET,
l> Minin.

»r3«nd2wis

Solon Chase's advice Is "Stay East, young
man," so between him aud Horace Greeley the
to locate somewhere
young man will be likely
n the vicinity of Ohio.—Lowell Citizen.
For ease,

comfort give

and

quiet

me

the

"Domestic," certainly, bought 12 Elm street.
A bolt railroad must run around the waste
places of a city.—Now Orleans Picayune.
Miss Sawyer’s Salve
the world. 25 cents.

as

how prepared heats

The Yonkers Statesman discusses "Women
Wives." The idea seems feasible.—Norristown Herald.
as

_

Don’t be Alarmed
of
at Bright’s Disease, Diabetes, 01 any disease
the kidneys, liver or urinary organs, as Hop
Bitters will certainly and lastiDgly cure you,
and it is the only thing that > ill.
The poet who asserts that life is but a dream
to help move the cookwas never called in
stove or eet a barrel of cider down cellar.—
Detroit Free Press

Druggist’s Testimony.
McCarthy, druggist, Ottawa, Ont.,
states that he was afflicted with chronic bronchitis for some years, and was completely cured
by the use of Thomas' Electric Oil.
F.

H.

It was in a Brockton school. “What is the
feminine of tailor?” «sked a teacher of a class
in grammar. "Dressmaker," was the prompt
reply of a bright-eyed little boy.
"I ow# my success in

A Portland lady said:

oooking puddings, biscuits, doughnuts, dumpings, cakes, &c., to Congress Yeast Powder.

It never fails and that is what I can’t say of
some others I have used.”
Portland Wholesale Friers Current.
Corrected tor the i’Ktart to April 13, 1882.
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years of fair dealing with its policy-holders.
IT HAS THE ENDORSEMENT Of the highest in
suranc^ authorities and the most prominent busi
u-ss and professional men all over the country, and
for all these reasons is entitled to your consideration and respect.

Richmond.

safe for

Railroad Wharf.
ap4 dtf

Wunled.
CARRY on a small farm.
Wife must he a
go >d butter maker. Address A. B„ box 1983.
18

dtf

Mutual

companies

never

distinguished, notwithstanding liis gentle, qui-

l»

HOME

A

COUP ANY.

All pollcie
POLICIES!
INCONTESTIBLE
issued after Nov. 1G, 1881 are incontestible after
three years from tho date of the policies for any
cause except fraud or mistatement of age.
ITS DEFINITE CONTRACT POLICY provides
for every contingency which can occur during its
continuance, and is so simple and clear that even a
child can un lerstand it.

with Mrs. James
manners when at home
and the children. In the bnsy years which
have elapsed since the war he has robbed more
trains, plundered more safes, and committed
more murders, than any other member of bis
profession. His occupation lias, of course,
made frequent changes of residence necessary,
but these did not seriously interfere with bis
success, and the dangers by which he was continually surrounded only served to show his
iierve and endurance. He never Bpared any
expense of life and property to provide his
family with every comfort and even luxury,
and in his little home circle or "gang” be was
much beloved. He was murdered by one of
his best friends, who in a moment of natural
weakness was led into the crime by the same
sort of motivo which had led Jesse himself to
the commission of some equally questionable,
acts—the promise of money; this being accompanied in his case with a private arrangement
Mr. James
for a pardon from the governor.
leaves a niche vacant in oar western coantry
which it will be hard to fill.

et

ITS MAINE LAW EXTENSION is tho most fust
perfect plan for protecting the interest of tho

and

policy-holder

devised.

ever

Whenever
ACCELERATED ENDOWMENTS!
the reserve upon the policy and the dividend additions thereto, amount to the sum insured, the policy becomes payable at once as a matured endow
ment.

PROMPT PAYMENT OF DEATH LOSSES.
ESTABLISHED RULE is to pay nr death
claims promptly upon their approval by the loss
committee, without waiting the customary ninety
days —and without rebate of interest!
F. DEWIT*',
JOU
F resident.
OUR

DANIEL SHARP Vice President,
HENRY D. SMITH, Secretary,
N*CHOLAS PeGR< >OT, Assistant Socretary,
THOMAS A. FOSTER, Medical Director.

Cyrus K. Ladd,
[Assessors.
Burgess, )
Blank schedules will be furnished at the room
of the Assessors.
dt Apr! 6
mar31

SCHOOL SUPPLIES
Proposals will be received by the undersigned
until April 15th, for furnishing the public schools
of the city of Portland, tor the current year, (commercing April 17th. 1882, ending March 31st,

1883.) with books, stationery aud other supplien ot
the kind usuallv provided by ihe cky for school use.
A list of the artieb-s wanted will bo furnished by
calling on the Supt. of School Buildings at the
The right
School Committee room, City Building.
as may be
is re-erved to reject all such
of
the
interests
to
the
city.
considered contrary

Superintendent School Buildings.
April 8th, 1882.aplOdlw

VfJI. A. OVII'US, licoui II, trriuierf
Kninumr Mo. Ill Bifhaniif mtrrrt-

furnished and unfurnished, 19 FREE
STREET, opposite Blanchard House.
dlw
ap7

ROOMS

To Let.
STORY of

DIRECT* >11Y

BU»INh>S

liooli iiinfiars.

LET.

of

Pattern asni Model Mater.
UtKUlja, 318 Cr«M SI., Foi-ll»»d

I.

JIf.

High
building
Commercial Sts. A desirable place for light
UPPER
furnished if
Power
business.

manufacturing
want d.

A. A.
18

mar

corner

REAL

and

March 17, »882.
dim*

MITCHELL.

WOLFE’S

ESTATE.

FOK SALE.
Vs Story House and Ell, containing 5 finished
I rooms, one unfinished room, with stable connected with ell, 2 -ere* cf e«cellent garden land, bested
70
1

Schiedam Aromatic

Mimber of acres of flats, water front; about
fruit trees in bearing: situated on the County
road, leading from Kmghtville to Turner’s island
in Cane E izabe’h. Vs n ilefrom Portland Bridge.
WatJohn
For further particulars, apply to
son, near the prerni es or N. S. GARDINER, R. E.
93
City.apr7dim
Exchange St,
Agent,
a

House For Sale!
the city.

pleasantest locality
and cellar.
bath
INrooms,
with m<xiem
the

iu

r>»om

9
H<.use in

repair,

SCHNAPPS.
a

general beverage and necessary

perfect
furnace,

or other causes,

vegetable decomposition
as

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper Sc, the

hot

CATARRH

MAINE STATE AGENCY,
J. F. Ferris, Manager.
I

W. A. MORRIS, Agent for Portland.if if

dec3

oo

__

Farm for Sale.
Cape Elizabeth, on the HanuHf-*rd road, Vi
mile from the town hou*e, consisting of twentyfive acres of lamt, good buildi gs. well watered and
cuts from twenty to twenty-five tons hay, and under
a good s:ate of cultivation.
Enquire on the premisHIRAM LIBBY,
es:
mar 2 5

IN

FARM FOR SALE.
WALTER K 4TH •€**N i£ B ttOIV Et Al.

SMEORD’S RADICAL CURE.

w A

i

©At/ItEaMJ

JOSEPH’S BONDAGE
RUTH

and

($1.00).

($l.0«>),

NAOMI

Complete Treatment One Dullar.

BELSHAZZHK ($’ 00). PRODIGALS* *N (76cts.),
or the easy DANIEL (60 cts ;, or ESTHER (50 cts.
^WiiTTI A I? Ben ett’s MAYQUEEN ($ 1),
©EiV U LrfAIl/. Root’s HAYMAKER’S, ($1),
Head Colds, Watery Discharges from tlie Nose and
or NEW FLOWER QL'EEN (76 cents).
Noises
in
the
Nervous
HeadHead,
Eyes, Ringing
BARBER OF BATH
ache and Chilis and Fever instantly relieved.
ADrPFTT
U L £j It Ei 5 1 A ©. (50 cts.), PALOMP A
($ .2 ,) HOBlNSuND \LE (50 cts.), SLEEPING
lUEE v (HOerO, OOPS AND SAUCERS (25 cts.
is
mucus
membrane
dislodged,
DIAMOND CUT DIAMOND ($1.00).
Choking, putrid
••lea ted, disinfected and healed, breath sweetened, I

SNEEZING CATARRH

CHRONIC CATARRH.

smell, ta^te and hearing
tutional ravages checked.

restored

consti

and

CATARRHAL COUGH.
Bronchitis, Droppings into the Thioat, Pains in
the Chest, Dyspepsia, Wasting of Strength and
Flesh, 1 «os8of Sleep, &c., cured.
One bottle Radical Cure, one box Catarrhal Sol-

vent and one l>r. Sanford’s Inha'er in one package,
Ask for Sanford’s Radiof all druggists for $».
cal Curk.
WEEKS & POTTER, Boston, Mass.
mi

n

x

titn «

VIIX4 tVUJUli^
VOLTAIC ELECTRIC PLAS-

TER, costing ‘^5

t*. will
relieve Pain. Weakness and Tiifl&mmaiion of the
Lungs, Liver, h idi eys. and
Urinary Organs, Rheumatism
Neuralgia and Sciatica. Sold
ce«

FOR THE YOUNG.

CULPRIT FA. (SI 00), DRESS REHEARSAL
(60 cents), G ARDIAN ANGKL (60 cent.)
HO UK IN FAIRY LAND (60 .cuts), J>SSON IN
CHARI < Y (Ho cell's), LIT'LE Bo PEKP (•'■())
cents), QUARREL A MONG FLOWERS (35 ce< t»),
SPRING HO'.ID vY (60 cts.), THREE LI TTLE
KITTENS (50 cts.), TWIN SLSTEk (5‘ > cents).

LIGHT OPERAS. STsW.®#
BIL EE TAYTRIAL BY JU Y
K
cts.)
(50 cents),
LOR (50 cents), ITTLE DUKE ($1.00), PINAFORE (50cents), PIRATES (SI.00.

OLIVER DiTSON &

Instantly

everywhere.

mch25

Lawn

Boston

ST&Th&wtf

Dressing.

Messrs. C. W.

a lift

CO.,

Belknap

& Son

Manufacture and keep constantly on hand a Lawn
Id;
Dressing which is second to none in the wo for
f which it is composed is food
every article
drives earth worms from
gr iss. It also
the lawns, and lik wise kills moss, which is often so
After applying stable
trouhlesomo in old lawns.
alsD Superphosphates and many
manures to lawn
other lawn dressings now in use, it is a loi g ?ime
before he children can be allowed to play on th^m
Not so with the
on account of the offensive odor.
composition which we offer to the public, for there
is nothing of which it is composed to prevent chil
dron using the lawn as a p]^y ground at any and all
tim's.
fl3F*Try it and you will use no other.
Put up in bags of 10, 26, 60 and 100 rouuvls.
in each bag.
It may also be fouud at Messrs. Kendall & WhitMarket
Square, W. C. sawyer & Co.’s, No. 7
ney’s
Preble -treet. Geo. Blanchard & Brothers, No. 40
Union street, and A. A. Mitchell’s, corner High and
Commercial Street.
<

MALT BTTERS
(3S® ;T. i 3

© s 11C16)

a food HI

ram,

The Purest, Safest and most Powerful Restorative
In Medicine tor Feeble and Exhausted Constitutions, Nervous and General Debility,
Consumption and Wasting Diseases
o! the Kidneys and Liver.
without fermentation from CouadianBarlev Malt ami Fresh lioP,combined
vrfth QpfinNE Bark, and warranted more Nourishing, Strengthening, Vitalizing nnd Purifying,
rati roby reason of their richness In Bone and malt or
during Material, than all other forma of
in
medicine. One bottle of Malt Bittern equals
nourishment tiftv bottle* of lager beer, aie or
porter,while free from the objections urged against
tonics,” bitters," etc.
malt liquors, alcoholic
-»
jf ALT BITTERS build up anew the nervous,
muscular system, I or
Vi osseous (bone) and sick
L'-v
headache, constifeeble digestion,
deep seated
pation, dyspepsia, bronchitis and
of the kidneys,
weakness
coughs, consumption,
menliver nnd urinnrv organ*, emaciation, dropsy,
tal, physical er nervoas debility, delicate females,
of
form
nursing mothers, and the aged, and every
decline, they arc truly marvellous.
warranted
gen.
Pat up in German quarts and
uino when signed by the Malt Bitters Company.
Sold Everywhere. Halt Bitters Co., Boston.

PREPARED

&&&&&&&£$&
rnh

2aw&woow8m

17

eLectually

versa*

ES A* CIO., Limitedy
« JT. €.
ffti Equity.
to an order issued by Hon. Joseph
W. Symonds. one of the Justices of the su.ieme
Jud'cial Court of Malue, the un*tersigned. will receive tenders for the purchase of the

J.

WINSLOW

Mi

PURSUANT

"

"rtcaxm t, Harmless and Wonderfully Efftcaeioue.
Dr. A. J. Green, Royerton, lnd.
I prescribe it as tvjfcHor to any known remedy."
Dr. II. A. Archer, fcb Portland At., Brooklyn.
Castoria is not narcotic. Mothers, Nurse?
and Doctors agree that for Sour-Stomacb,
Flatulency, Diarrhoea, and Constipation,
nothing is bo prompt as old Dr. Pitoher’s
Castoria. By assimilating the food,
Castoria gives robust health and nat-

ural sleep.

^

Wilbor’tf
od-Iii ver Oil and Limc’.-Thc
fneuds of persons who have been restored from Conu«t*of this original preparation, and
the
sumption by
rec-in
the
ra*eful parties then-selves, nave,
it
and
acknowledging its wonderful efficamending
cy, given the article a vast, popularity >n New England. The Cod-Liver Oil is in this combination robbed of its unpleasant ta?te. and rendered doubly
effcc'ive in being coup’ed with ihe Lime, which is
itself a restorative principal, supplying nature with
Just the as-i-tance required to heal ana r<»store the
diseased Lungs. A. B. WlLBOR, Boston, proprietor.
Sold by all druggists.
aplldeod&wlm

by

«

COCOA

BKE«KFA§T.
“By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws
which
govern the operations of digestion and
nutrition, and b- a careful application of the fine
properties of tvcll selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has pro
vided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavored
beverage which may save us many heavy doctors’
bills. It is by the judicious use of such articles of

For
Quechee. Vermont.

Infallible cure for Rheumatism, Sciatica, Neuralgia, Wound?, ISnrns, Sprains,
Stiff Joints, Spavin, and Lameness from
cause,

P.T.Bammn,thc great Showman,

says

“Among my vast troupe of Equestriens, Teamsters, Ilorses, Camels, and Elephants, some are
always strained, bruised, or wounded, ily Surfind Yctcrinarios all say, that for casualties to men and animals, nothing is sc
efficacious as Centaur Liniment.”
geons

«3 Fifth Av., New York, May 0th, 1675.
din TAScnuawcow)

feb28

yi>

mh20dtf

A.

W.JOR >AV

Portland,

Chicago.

(similar

1

/|

Grain,

15/ tom me rein I

8l., Portland,

..

122

CU*wVUO OKF«CK,
Futuree bought and sold

Margins. Correspondence

on

Chicago

incite

La

Salle St

Market on

mar3dtf

W. F, PHILLIPS & C0„ whc A
aug

IN

tice that 1 have sold to my s->n, Fiank
time. And be Is at
t n the remainder of hi* minor
busif»
liberty, so far as I am concerned, S. MaRSTONALVAll
f^r himself.

\raiiiict

Pownal, Me.. April 11,1882.

apl2d8t

dly

ON IMSl,

by family

*

on

every

can

bottle.

supply

you.

Any druggist

or

LARGE SAVING

S^'Co'
perfumery

doaler In

25 and 76 cent Eize*.

BUYING

73c.

Fitted complete with the

English

Duplex, Oxford
acid Harvard Burners.

Bale Wholesale and Retail.

oolii

_

CO.,
dH

Elys’ Cream Bairn

CATARRH.

MMppHMnn Effectually

cleanses
t'le naf*al passages oi
Catarrhal virus, cam**
y
IB ii,g healthy seer**!ioii0
inflammation
l ll,*.v* the
membrane
:-'<m HAv*n£.~protects
from additional colds
completely healx the
aores and restores the
% at
A9 “ense of taste and
fiSSM smell;beneficial results
SSLare realized by a few
f|
c,
applications. A thor°ugh treatment « 111
’TWffffT
Ure Catarrh. Hay Fo
-r*^
ver ***• LTnequak*d fo
|1 colds in the bead
Agreeable to use Ap
ply by the little Huger
u ccifrn
hit'*
the nostrils. On
C.
ff"
V «£, r\«
Y
receipt of 60c w ill mail a package For sale in Port
and
wholesale
retail
druggists
land by
ELYS* CttEAM BALM CO., Oweg^, N. Y.

WHT/)Cf

eod&wly

BE-

HIS i» to notify all Laborer*, that on and after
this date, ’hat the wages for Picking and
Shoveling sha'l be $1.76 per day, and Hod Carrier*
and uedgoien $2.0 J a day.
Per order of the Union.

Ljvi

/'fa'?
,/

*CTg ftggg
<&HgPI
nftj

^

uot24___jl«Xrwly48
GRAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.
TRADE

MARKUsh Remedy. An* rRADE MARK

■n^w^unfuihng

cure

Jmpotency,

and

for

all

J. G. WALSH, President.

(

v*

iuc.ig's Iflouirval aud

oehec,

m.

offices

KB-

LEA VINO PORTLAND
m.—For all stations, through toBnr
liniitnn, NwnnWe, Momreal anil Ogdtu.
burg.
4,4.) p. m.—For Fafcy&n’s and intermediate Bta

S.W5

—

a.

lions.

ARRIVING at PORTLAND:
Fnnn Faby&n’a and Bartlett.
0.00 p. i»te—From Burlington aud fcwanton.
J. HAMILTON. SnpH.
decbdtf
Portland. Dee. 3, 1881.
f I OO

u. na„—

Passage Tickets, Cabin, Second Cabin, and
Ste rage, outward and prepaid, with choice of the
fastest laigest and best line* and *teainers, cro*«ii g on the iamj routes freef»om ice and icebergs,
viz: the White Star, Anchor, Cunard, Sta e, Natioi al, American, Red Mai, Hamburg American,
Noith German Lloyd, British or lia.iau lint*, to
•♦nd from all ports in Ireland, Sc« tiaud, England,

France, Holland, Belgium, Germany, Norway,
Denmark, Sweden, hu*t»ia, Spain and Italy at
lowest rates of passage, viz: Cab*n, $60 to $1M).
second Cabin, $40 to $**,», according to berth and
steamers,
steerage $2d to $32. according to
Return tickets *ery low.
ste mer and port.
H’erliug a ml Lonunruinl ei(ha> «e In
Also agent Morri- European and
sums to t-uit.
American Express for package* at.d fre ght to all
Also agent for the celebrated
parts of the gl be.
Acidia Coal by the cargo. Apply to

J. L.FAK1TKEK,

STEAMi- K*

iUe., Calais, Be., St.
Joint, ft. B., Hatilttt, N. S„
Cliurlouetonn, P. E. 1.

Eastpori,

WINTEB AKBAAGEMENT8.
TBII’8

TWO

AFTEB

on ANB

_I ,

.£t*,

f

WEEK.

PBU

n*l,NOV.4Nih,

-a

MON*
Steam

Liao, will
Railroad Wharf,
of
every
State
Mends,},
foot
street,
for
at G p. m.,
Eastport srd
and Thursday,
St. John, with eonueetlon* for Calais, Hobbinetoi.
St,
audrews, Pembroke, Houlton, Wood.toch,
Annapolis. Yarmouth
tirand
Menan, lligby,
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, Amherst,
Pintou, Shediao, Bathurst, Iialheusie, Charlottetown, Fort, Fairfield, Grand Falls, and other
••.aliens on the New Bruns wick and Canada, inter
colonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Counties. and Prince Edward island Kail Roads,
and Stage Routes.
received up to 4 p. m. and any inp^-FreigW
formation regarding the same may be had at tbs
Office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Excursion Routes, Ticket*
information applj trl
State Rooms ami further
Company’s Office, 40 Bxehangs 8t., T. 0. HER
nov24Jtf
and
President,
Manager
SET,

v.vffii.-r-.tpRcCTt

x

tit la*

of
Leave

era

Cook’x 4*rau«J Excaniona leave New York,
April 27th, June 8th and July 1st, 1882. Full

particulars in special Pnn>pblci, sent free on application. Passage tickets by all Atlantic steameis.

Special facilities for securing good berths. Tourist
tickets for individual travelers in Europe, by all
routes at reduced rates.
C'ookN Kxciii>iouiM, with Maps, by mail 10
cents. THOS. COOK & SON, 261 Broadway, N. Y.
97 Washing on Strec, Boston, Mass.
feb4eod4m
U. A. BABATTONI, Manager.

To the Honorable <?o:ird of County €omnii*siotiers for file County of Cumberland.
undersigned, Municipal officers of the Town
of Windham, in said County, rest e ttylly represent that the railroad of the Portland an • Ogdensburg Kailroid Co., passes through he Town of
Windham, and crosses at grade the highway leading

THE

from Gorham to Giay at a point n^ar the residence
of Joseph C Larry, in said Town of Windham; that
we deem it neccessary to the public safety that gates
sh >uld be erected ac»< sa said highway wbero it
is crossed at grade by said railroad and that a pers n should be appointed to open and cloee them
when trail's pass over and across s*i' highway, and
that we have .n our capacity of Municipal officer* of
town of Windham in writing requested the
sa d
Portland and Ogden-burg Rai road Co., to erect
such gates and appoint a person to open and c ose
tht-m, but t*jey saie unreasonably and for a long
time refused so to do.
You are therefore requested after due notice to
said Rail Road (Jo., to hear the parties at a time and
decide upon
place o be appointed by you and t
the reasonableness of our said request, and to
order the erection and maiutenan-e of gatrs as
aforesaid and the appointment of a suitable person
to open and cloee them as provided by law.
Windham, March 1 Ith, A. D. 1882.
JOSEPH W. READ, ) Municipal
Officers of
E .BRIDGE L* »R D,
Windham.
O. P. CHAFFIN,

—Aim

A §1* JE I* PHI A

I* IB S

Btrfi«t 8t(iaouililp Line.

Erery Wednesday asd
Saturday.

,.#atps eacii Port

[
)

W^ariage.

Llio

From LongWharf. Boston. 3 p
From Pine 9 raet Wnftrf
at H a. m.
Insurance one-half the rated
sailing vessel
for the West by the Pena. E.R., and South
by connecting tlnes.f or warded free of commission.
i*ua»tij(4' Eight Hollar* 2i«:emd Trip Sift]
Meals and ,Roo9 included.
For Freight or Passage apply to
E. ?t. *Ai?IP -ON,
to 3.c>r«v '**-*,*itjKioi
deKtt

STATE OF MAINE.

ra.

Philadelphia,

FOR

Cumberland,

‘AjkAl.

JAPAN, CHINA,

>■»

«ar<tvr;cb
The caw

juSainln, ft
AuHiralia.

splendid

*»

Kealaod

Bar

steamers sail from

Ne*

Fork oi» the 10th, litoth and 30tb of each month
carrying passengers and freigbi for >>an Franeiscr
a?

S S.
s

8. Colon,. ..April 2£
City of Para, April 20
Panan t* only
A« ap jico, to/ Istcmus of

•*.

May

10.

eight oi paovage •ate*' and the fullest In?
apulv to the Genet ai Eastern Lgeni**.
i\ lr. « •jHTI.PTT A TO.,
lift Mu»lr Plrffi, cai Hroad St., K«m«u
or to W. D. LITTLE St CO.,
81 Exokango St.* Portland.
Ja88atf

For f
ni.icloa.

thereon.
attest,

ami
BEFORE TAHRiaCousumption
iTeinature Grave.
W l~

T!

4n

mir

a

rumnMnf

OllS
1881.

HAYFORD. Snpt,

and all stations on E. A N. A. Railway,
12.55.and tll.16 pm.;8t. Andrews, Nt. Stephen, Fredericton. Aroostook
County,
Mooseheud Lake, and all stations on ti. A
Piscataquis K R.. f 11.16 p. m., (or 12.55 p.
m., noon, and remain In Bangor over night); for
Bangor, Kucksport, Dexter, Belfast and
Nkowhegan, 12.45 p.m., 12.55 p. m.,tll.l6p.
12.4o p. m., 12.55
m. Waterville, 7.00 a. m.
p. m., 11.16 p. m. and 6.15 p. m. Saturdays only,
Augusta, Hallo well, Gardiner, 'Richmond, and Brunswick* 7.00 a. m., 12.55 p.
m., 5.16 p. m., tll.16 p. m.; Bath. 7.00 a. m.
12.65 p. m., 6.16 p. m. and 11.15 p. m. on
Saturdays only; Rockland, and Koox A
Lincoln R.
R., 7.00 a. in.,
12.56 p.
m.; Auburn and Lewiston, 12.45 p. in.,
5,06 p.m. Lewiston via Brunswick 7.00
a. ra., tll.16 p. in.;
Farmington, Phillip*,
Rangeley Lake, Monmouth
Winthrop.
Rcadfleld: West Waterville and North
Aumoci. 12.45 p. in.,
Farmington via
Brunswick. 7.00 A; m.

8.15 a. in., 2.45 p. ou, Mi.
John, 8.16 a. in., 9.00 p. m.; Elotiltou, 9.00
Hi. Stephen, 9.45 a. rakucksport.
a. m..
5.30 a. m.. 5. p. m,; Bangor, 7.15 a. ra.. t7.46
p. m.; Dexter, 7.05 a. m.t 4.40 p. ra.; Belfast.
8.35 a. m., 2.60 p. m.: 8Uoh hegan, 8 20 a. m..
2.40 p. to.; Waterville, 9.22a.m. 1.66, 110.00
p.m.; and 5.10a. m (Mondays only) Augusta,
0.00 a. ra 10.10 a. in., 2.45 p in., tl0,55 p.m.;
Gardiner* 8.17 a. in., 10.27 a. m., 8.07 p. m.,
ill. 14 p. m Bath* 8.65 a. m., 11.16 a. rn., 4.10
Brunswick, 7.25 a. m., 11.4” a. m
p.m.,
Koclilaud
4.35 p. in., tl2.36 a. m., (night.)
8.20 a. m., 1 35 p. m. Lewinion, 7.20 a. in
11.28 a. m.. 4.16 p. hi. Phillip*. 8.40 a m
Farmington, 8.20 a. in., W inthrop 10.25
as
a. in. -Ming due in Portland
follows. The
trains
from Augusta
and
morning
Bath,
8.40
The day trail *
8.86 a. in. Lewiston,
from Bangor., aad all intermediate stations and
roadfat
1.00
and
1.06
connecting
p
trains
from
The afternoon
m.
Waterville.
Augusta. Bath, Rockland and Lewiston at 5.40
p.m. Tne Nigbi PtLllma’i Expresr train at 1.5<
a. oi.

Sleeping

Cars attached, run daily,
Sundays included, between Boston and Maine Central R. R.

wo

At- .iri»

tn

free by maiLto every one. Jgf^“The Specific Medicine is
sold by all druggists at #1 per package, or six packages for
or will be scat free by muil on receipt of the money, by
U.MrrreaiJ
GRAY MEDICINE 00
No. 106 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

•f nil

LIQUORS

kintin, in the

ORIGINAL.

PACKAGES,

FOB SALK

BY —

STANLEY & SON, Importers,
j»j

SORR NT

PtlBT

I.ANDMB.

through to Bangor every nidruiug. and SfcowDoe.hegau Sunday Morning, but not Monday
run to Dexter, Ballast or Bucks port, Sunda>

oot

morning.

Liuiilnd Tickets Hi**I and second cla** fot
Johu anti Halifax on sale at reduce*

rates.

PAYSON TUCKER, Sup’t.
Portland. Doc. 5th, 1881.

_dtf

fortland anti Worcester Line.
ROCH ESTER R. R

ARRANGEMENT*
On find after Holiday, Dec. 5,
INN 1, Pawengei Trains will loav<
-Portland at 7 30 a. ns., unc
.n-n
..p. m arriving at Woreeste*
.t,3.16 p, m. and 7.80 p. m.
Returning leave
T»ion Depot, Woieester. at 7.30 a. m. and 11.16 a
n., arriving i.t Portland at 1.26 p. m. and 5.45 p

1.05 »>. in.
For Rochester,
Allred, W’ne
erboro and ^ac© River.3.30 a. m*, 1.05
0.30
and
at
p. m.
(mixed)
p, au.,
Tesvc Rochester at (mixed) 8.45 a. m., 11.24
A. m.. and 335 p.m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.35 a. m., 1.25 p. in. And 6.45 p. in.
For ^orbniM,
Naccansppn. Cnn?berluue
Westbrook
»*u*J
Woodford’s,
Mill*.
at 7.30
«m.,
1.05, 8.20 and (mixed
*6.30 p. ra.
The D03 p. m. tiain from Portland connoot* *u
4ye" Jane, with floosar Tunnel Route for
1 < West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, fot
and all rail,
< v* York via Norwich
(.^raringffeld, also with N. 4. A* N. li. R.
*>
(‘‘Steamer Maryland Rout®*') for Philadeland
the
phia, Baltimore, Washington,
south and with Boston A Albany R- R, fot
the West.
Closeconnections mad* :*t Westbrook Junetion with through trains of Me. Centra) R. R., and
at Grand Trunk
Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand trunk R. R.
tickets to all points South and West, a:
Depot otHoes and »t iJoUfiis & Adams* No. 22 Exchange Street
* Does not
stop at Woodford’s.
J. W. PETERS, Gen. Tieke Agent.

Returning

Through

GEO. P. WES

M^lINISPS

•

f, Snpt.

REACTIONARY HEALTH -LIFT
fiom prominent Professional Men.
Curolice li.Wiudow, II. D.,
Washington, D. C.
With three months’ use of the Reactionary Lifter,

I am a
regenerated woui*n. Its effect
has been magic*!
I esteem it a blessing which can
not be over-estimated.

physically

Clayton Keith, M. D.,
St. Louis.

It hardens tbe muscles, steadies the nerves, and
tones up the whole physical system, thus enabling
it to resist disease.

dtf

DOMINION LINE.
The steamers of

f+Hwir.

decodtf

this Line will

I am
fects.

run during the winter season
fortnightly between this port and
tTmarri
Liverpool. The vessels are Cl} de
bui t ful powered and have ^hperior accommodation for cabin and steerage passengers. Prepaid
*

j££]3fHiK

19th March
TORONTO,tCapt. Gibson......
ONTARIO, Capt Williams.. ..30th March.
BROOK LYN, Capt. Lindall.13th April.
DOMINION.
27th April.

Cairn.$50.0'* Gold.
Cabin return....
SOi'.OO Gold.
For passage, Ac., apply to DAVID TORRANCE
& CO., General Agents, Grand Trunk Freight Offidec5 dtmayl
ces, foot of India street.

Maine

Steamship Com pan}.

Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf.
P-n!and, every MONDAY aad THURSDAY, at 6
k.ji.. and leave Pier 37, East River, New York,
every MON DA Y and THURSDAY, at 4 P. x3.
These steamers are fitted up with fine accommodations for passengers, making this * very convenient
and comfortable route for travelers between New
York and Maine. During the summer months these
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven ov %eir passage to and from New York. Passage, tncludink
State Roan, 95, moals extra. Good*destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination it
For further information apply to
once.
HENRY FOX, General Agent. Portland.

J. F. AMES. Ag’t, Pier 33, K. R. Sew York.
Tickets and State Rooms cast ne obtained at 2"
From Dec. 1 to May 1, no pas
•Sxcnamre Streei
deruSdif
songor^ wtll be taken by this line

■

It is entirely satisfactory to me, and possesses ail
the merits claimed for it.
%
David Wooster, M. D.,
San Frat. cisco.
1 dorot beside to unqualifiedly commend the

Reactionary

Lifter to all pe

s

ns

suffering

fro

Harvard

University.

furnishes a concentrated form of exerc ire w hie
I nave found salutary, agreeable and exhi arating
The particular apparatus vou use, The Reactionary
Lifter,” is a most ingenious, convenient, compact,
and serviceable arrangement
R. C. Moffat, ff. D.,

Brooklyn.
It is the most perfect compendium of exercise imaginable. it is particulaily adapted to ladies suffering from uterine and kindred weaknesses.
LawHoa A. ljong, iff. D.,

Buffalo.
1 was astonished at the wonderful potency of cumulative exercise in reac ing and relieving chronic
it has been a new revinfirmities oi long standing
elation to me and other medical friends.

C. Peckhnm Pitch, Iff. D.,
New York.
It fs almost indispensable for the maintenance of
health: it devel- ps the entire muscular st ucture,
and imparts toue and vitality to the whole organ.no

HEALTH LIFT ROOMS
201 MIDDLE STREET.

LL1A.UC

Arrangement.

onmicacing April
The
te:

-OF-

tth, 1*3S£.

I

Siearner

rCHARLES

LEW ISTON

DEERING
Mas
Railroad Nj/hnv

will *eav«.-

■w^*wo»'7BTir***fr

Frida «
r?vr?
Portland,
•.*» *'«doch, oron the arrival of
v-*>a«*g.
Pullman train from Boston, fo. Cioti* i»a<;, ( a**
!•>•#
ctat, Oet
V.i^w ict lo \Vrni l|nr>
»or.
Bar Burbor (Ml. Desert), Ulillbridyr.
ioiif»poii nn<!
wrltistnpor*
Also leave Portland «*v« ry Tnrwdny livening same >i»ue lor IlillorniKr. touching at intei mediate Landings.
Ht'imuiiii,
Machiasport ever- vi<*
a
n> ilnrniiut.
4.30 **c!«»ch, and Mill bridge
and
fbarN ay ut fi a. M.,
every ITleuduy
-•uciiim. at intermediate landings, arriving, in Pon■‘tf.
with
Pullroa?
same eveni- g,
-on* «>«u.mg
Niglil T xin tor Boston.
with
Boston
ai
Rockland
c
•.meet*
lue liwwiatou
& Bango-- i.-amers for Kaagor and River Landings
every Saturday morning.
GEOMih L. DAY, General Ticket Agent.
E Cl'SH ING. General Manager.
dtf
Portland, April 3. >882
•«

LIFE ROOT!
THE

• »

Steamship Line,

^
■

>

will sail

JOHN HOPKINS,
W v. LA W RENOE,

ALLEGHANEY.

one

of their

first-class

steamships

WVi C <aNK,
D. H. MILLER,
BERKSHIRE.

every WEDNESDAY ami SATL’RD*Y,
irom Central V\ hart, Boston,
ai 3 o’clock, P. M
i
direct to Norfolk and Baitimors.
Freight for warden rr«>n Ni *foib to all part1* of

LOUISIANA,

TENNESSEE,

FLORIDA,
MISSISSIPPI,

CAROLINAS,
ALABAMA,

and ARKANSAS,
A </*a. Air l ine. Bills of La-

By Ya.y Tcnn
ding given by C. P. Gaitbor, Agent, No. 240 Wash-

ington st.
By Atlantic t'onnt Cine and Seaboard A»r
l.iue. Bills of Lading given by Waldo A. Pearce,
Agent, N". 22S Washington st.
By I aland A’ Nniboard I'oaxtiug to nu«J
Potomac ». H. t o to Washington, D. C., and
Alexandria. Bills of lading given at the wharf.
TICKKTW to Baltimore and Norfolk, and
Thronxli rl icketw to all parts of the South and
Southwest, for sale at the Wharf and 240 and
306 Washington St. Fare to Norfolk or Baltimore
$9 00 first class; $7.00 second class, including meals
and borths.
K. ftAMPBO.Y, («cn. Agent, 33 Central
Whnrt', BoNton
nov2-dtf

BAJWEB

A Positive Cure for Kidney & Live Complaints
and all Diseasesarising
therefrom such as
Dropsy, Uravel, Diabetes, lullammatloa
of the Bladder, Briek Bust Deposit,
Rheumatism, Dyspepsia, Female
ami all Diseases
of the Urinary Organs.

Complaints,

4

Baltimore, Norfolk & Washington

VIRGINIA,
GEORGIA,

dir

Bangor & Machius

Spring
jt*
J*»*<*••»

dys-

it

STEAMBOAT CO.

i

■»

peptic or rheumatic affections, and to every person
of sedentary employments
Oliver Wendell Holmes, IX. D.,

novt>

Portland,

ef-

its

Hamilton, iff. D.»

Sami-Weekly line to New Sork.

Steamers Eleanor* and Fr*nconi*

ami

Saratoga Springs.

...

.tATES OF PASSAGE.

Horatio f*oaiez» M. D.,
New York.
fully satisfied with your machine
Robert

tickets are issued at reduced fates to those desirous
of bringing out their friends. Dates of sailing from
Portland to Liverpool.

Runs

Line,

WINES &

—FOB—

)Steamers!

only.

Myriogyak,

Bend

B.

Halifax,

A yet
Clincors,
June.,
Fitchburg
Niitban, Lowell, Windham-, itud fip
ping at 7.30 ti. o. and 1 03 p. mu.
For Blanche*ter, C’oncord and points North

EFTER TAIuRS.

Extracts from Brief Testimonials

dec3 dtf

wwiimit.

WINTER

DENNEfT, Clerk,
law3»Tb

and Southwest.

Per

wJif.vK

BOM

FARE $1.00.

PORTLAND &

A. A:

apt!

Tho .avonto Steamer* Forest City and John
Brooks will alternately le*ve FRAN KLIN WHARF
Portland, at 7 >’clocb p.m. and INDIA WHARF,
Boston, at 7 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted}.
Passengers by this iine are rexnirded that they secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense
aud Inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night
l#'*' Ticket? and Staterooms for sale at D. P.
Y
NO’H 272 Middle Street
'i krough Tickets to Now York, via the various
Rail an.l Sound Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
J. B. DOYLE, Jr., General Agent.

deo2

ss.

At the Court of County Commissioners begun and
liolden at Portland, within and ror ibe County of
Cu berland, on *he first Tuesday of January. Anno
I’ommi 1882 to wi at an adj* urniuent thereof on
the first Tue day ot April, Anno Domini, 1882.
On the foregoing petit" n it being sathfac orily
shown to the c urt that the peti oneis a e responsible a d that a beating is e periieut ft is i ereby ordered. that the C unty C inmissi tiers will meet at
the depot of the Portland aud • 'gdeushurg Ka'lroad
Co., at South Windham on the thirteenth day of
June A. D. 1882. at 11 o’clock v M. anl thot the
petitioners give noiice to all p rsons interested by
causing attested copies of said pet'tion and this
order of eour thereon, to be served upon the town
clerk of the town of Wi' dham and upon the Portland and dgflensburg R ilr ad f o and also by
posting up copies of 'be *-ame in three pub ic places
in saio t >wn, and publishing the same once a week
three weeks succ. ssively in ihe Portland Gaily Press
and Daily has ern Argus, newspapers print-d la
Portland, tb first of said pubii ations, and each of
the other oti'*es, to beat leas
thirty days before
tb time of said meeting; at wh « h time and place,
that the abo*e
shown
it
has
m-en
satisfactorily
(after
notice has been duly given ) the Commi-sioner# will
wiin*»si*es %t
and
their
hr
a
to
parties
give bearing
'he vicinity, » hen aud
some convenie t pi«ce in
w here all persons and •» rporations interested may
a pear aud show cauJe, if any they nave why thw
prayer t sui petition should n *t be granted.
A. A. DENNETT. Clerk.
attest,
A true copy of the petition and order of Court

CALIFORNIA,

__octl7<lM

From

Agent,

22 Exchange Hired.
dtf

iSTEBNATIONAlr STEAMSHIP CO.

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICKS Snpulntendent,

in.

Diseases that follow
sequence of SelfAbuse; as Loss of
Memory, Universal
Lassitude, Pain in
the Back, Dimness
of Vision, Premature
Old Ago, and many*
other Diseases that
as a

11

aplIdSt

“■jsnf

CaaHtla, Detroit. Chica«o, Mill a aakee
CtnriattDti, Ms. Loui-,Omaha, Kvginitw, Hi. Paul, Salt Lake City,
Denver, Nun Francisco,
and all points in the

Pt^.<tFHi"®l»75M

IMPORTED

PORTLAND
LABORERS’
NEVOLENT UNION

until further notice pais»eng«r train!
will run ae follows:

_

To

W*AeM.P*2**9%s#/J*

aotfiiWdl yi
jan24

m

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND and BOSTON,

i£3=r,Sold in Portland, by Fred. A. Turner, 2B1 Congress Btn
hnaYouny tf Stone, cor. Congress and Green Sts.

SIZE.

TIHIE.

OF

CHANGE

Oaftotl after i?lo-»i«lny, Demnbfr5lli, I *IS!

17th]

For Auburn and Lewimtoti, 7.10 a. m.,
12.36 and 6.16 p. m.
For Ciorbum, 7.30 a. m., 1. 30 and 5.15 p. m,
For Goi Lfiu 4 00 p. m., (mixed )
For Montreal Quebec uu<. Chicago, 1. 3(J
p.m.*
A RKU’U.N

gent

Limoges,
Longwy,
Japanese,
Sarrcguemines
Satsumu, Kioto, &c.

GREAT SAVING BUYING DOLLAR SIZE.

Tts rich and lasting fragrance has made this
delightful perfume exceedingly popular. There
is nothing like it. Insist upon having Floreston Cologne and look for signature of

General Ocean Steamer

Agent O. R. K. of N. .1.

PACIFIC MAIL 8. S. 10

after MONDAY. OCT.
trains will run a* follows.

DlPABiCKEN:

I

hold duties try Parker's Ginger Tonic.
If you are a lawyer, minister or business man exhausted by mental strain or anxious cares, do not take
intoxicatingstimulants.butuse Parker's Ginger Tonic
If yon have Consumption, Dyspepsia, KheumaIsm, Kidney Complaints, or any disorderofthe lungs,
stomach, bowels, blood or nerves Pai Knit's Ginger
Tonic wiil cure you. It is the Greatest Blood Purifier
And the Best and Surest Cough Curs Ever Used.
If you are wasting away from age, dissipation or
any disease or weakness and requite a stimulant take
Ginger Tonic at once; it will invigorate and build
but will nev-r intoxicate.
you up trom the first dose
It has saved hundreds cf lives; it may save yours.
all
substitutes.
Parker’* Ginger Tonic is
CAUTION!—Refute
composed of the best remedial agent* In the world, and Is entirely
differentYrom preparations of ginger alone. Send for circular to
Hiscox & Co., N. Y. 60c. & $1 sizes, at dealers In dregs.

Railway of Canada.

CHANGE OF TIME.
naif

'1 li&S

aC^RRHSps'rtn
HFAIi I

are a mechanic or farmer, worn out with
overwork, or a mother run down
or house-

____

BALDWIN,

-AND-

Cnnirei.

So. 276 Middle St.,

Notice.
noconsideration of a valuable, I hereby give
H. Marii-

Grand Trunk

With fseautful Toltery

C. £. JGSE &

A Superlative Health and Strength Restorer.

Den. Pass.

o

Portland & OgdensDurg Railrnad PASSAGE TICKE1 OFFICE.

*1!

John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
and Portland & Ogdenaburg trains at Transfer Staden.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments. Fire? class Dining Rooms at
Portland
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston.
TH"ROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
Soutn may be had of M. L. William*, Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, end at
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Sv.pt.
Attest Portland.
8. H. STEVENS.
dec2
dtf

TABLE LAMPS

For

If you

Boston A Maine road aonnect with

riming ^»etween Portland and Bangor
(ioeklana. Ml. Desert, Machla? Eagtport, Calais, St.

74 EXG£LAN GE STREET

on ac-

GINGERTONIC

on

On and after Monday, Dec. 5th, Patarngtr
Train* will run as follows: Leave Portland
for 8l. John, Halifax and the Provinces,

of its superior

PARKER’S

opened an office in
Portland andean be found
at

dtf

Provisions,

Sreds,

I

mbSMSdtf

Lil

1" rough Kates und Bills Lading giv«n from any
point iii New England to Philailelphia.
For ltates and information apply to
jflINK. Agent.
I>. «*.
#
No. 3 Old State House, Boston, Ma»>
feb20d

mchlB

PaHieitser
Truiu»
P BTLANO
LEAVE
BOSTON at 8.46 a. in. 1.10
(Express.) and 8.3u p. m., arriving at Boa„ob at
1.16, 6.10, and 3.00 p. m Returning, leave Boa
ton at
8.80 a. in. (Express), 12.80, 8.30 p. m
arriving at Portland at 12.30 5.00, and 8.00
Portland for <{tcarborougt» Bench
p. in.
and P«a; Point, at 8.45 a. m. 3.30 and 6.30
p.m. (See Note.) Far Old Orchard Beach,
Maco, Hiddrfori) and Kenaebank, at 8.45
a. rn. 1.10, 3.30 and 6.80 p.m. For Well**, at 8.46
a. m. and 3.30 p. m. (See note.) For North Berwick, Haltuon Fails, Oircai EalU, Dover,
Exeier, Haverhill, Lawrence and Lowell,
at 8.46 a. m., 1.10 and 3.30 p.m. For New
For
Market, at 8.46 a. m. and 3.30 p. m.
Rochester. and Farmington, N. II., at 8.45
For 4ltoo Bay,
a. ra., 1.10 and 8.30 p. ra.
at 8.45 a. m. and 3.30 p.m. For Banche.stcr
and Concord, N. II., (via Lawrence,) at 8.46
a. oi,;
(via New Market .Junction) at 3.30 p. m.
Morning Train will leave Xieunebnnk for
Portland at 7 25.
gp“IVOTE-'The 1.10 p. m. train from Portland will not atop at Scarborough Beach, Fire
Point or Wells, except to take passengers for
Boston.
Parlor C’or* on trains leaving Boston, at 8.30
a. m. 12.30 p. m. and Portland at 8.45 a. in. and
1.10 p. m.
Parlor Car Neat* ftccnred in advance at
Depot Ticket Office.
iT ’be 1.10 p. m. traiu from Portland eonntr f
with Nound Lioc MivHwm for Niw
Verb
and all rai' lines for the West. The 3.30 j>. m*
connects with nil Rail
Line* Jfoi
.•.role
Nvv>
\ork and the Month »*u»i West.
iUL'NllAV TRAIN** Leave Portland for
HoMtoa and Way Stations at 1.00 p. m.
Bo*too
for Portland at 8.00'p. m.

MAINE

»

gj

Wnsbington Street, Boston.
H. 1*.

after Monday, April

^2^®^9will
—““l OR

Portland, Dec., 6th.

any

cleanliness and purity,
It contains materials
only that are beneficial
to the scalp and hair
and always

a«d
i N -jt,

_On

Leave Canton for Portland
and
4.00 and 9.20 a. in.
Leave Portland for Canton, at i .30
—"““Leave Lewiston at 1.67 p. m.
Stage ooimociions with Byron, Mexico, DlxFeld,
Peru, Livermore, West Stunner and Turner.

|

Restores the Yoimuui color 10 trey or e aaea Hair ■
Parker's Hair Balsam is finely perfumed and is I
warranted to prevent falling of the liair and to re- I
move dandruff aiid itching. Hiscox & Co
N.Y. I
50c. end $1 sizas, at dealers In drugs and medicines.
I

Portland,

V 'i over Edwards A Walker’s
from
<£. Hardware s«ore,
April Mh lo 44tb*

I?Irrchanl»e

article,

*.ftv

JEN«,.AWI» A«KNC1T,

NT W

Freight received and forwarded dally to FALL
there connectini? with the Clyde «iea«tsailing every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY
direct to
to
Untf
Com ecting tuere »i*h "'' rtf
C’hm Itaion, ft. €!., Wa.hi ugloo, D-D., and

*

319

BOAD.

UAH

Plaii adlolpliin.

ieoui£.

imotm

i’OLONV

RIVER

SBRING ARRANGEMENT.

.-fw’:!u**??5SLewii»tou,

j. :11s

count.

vteax

BOSTON
onnectlan with

No.

ILAILgiOAI?.

■

to

dtf

dec 5

or

Jtf iU JtU 3EE3 ?
Hew York and Philadelphia j
S^K*,

BOSTON & HAIMS RAILROAD

__-

is preferred by those

yt>ae
&

LUCIUS TUTTLE,
General Passenger and T cnet Agent
D. W. SANBORN, Master Transportation

Rumford Falls & Bucklield

msr21dtf

who have used it,

uovlb_djfcwly46
DR F. II. REMISO*

S. H. EAKMIJilE & CO.,
C'ommiftsioii

n

Train* leave Ho»ton.
At N.ttO a. a>. and arrive in Portland at 12 30 p.
m. At 12.30. p. m. and arrive in Portland at 6.00
p. m. At 7.00 p. m. (daily), and arrive in Portland
at 11.00 p. in.
Pullmau Parlor ('Hr*.
On trains leaving Boston, at 8.30 a. m. 12.30 and
7.00 p.m and trail s leaving Portland. 8.46 a.
ni.andl.10p.ru. (Through Pullman Sleeping
Cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. in. and
Portland at 2.00 a. m).
Throu^b ikkrtR lo all pomt* We*i an
Moult may be bad of J. M E'r> nch. Ticket Master
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office
40 Exchange street.
Pullmau Car Ticket* for Meat* and
SeritiB »oid at Depot Ticket Oliire.

Northwest, West

first-class

....

bound

IVkHs Hold at Reduced Rains I

4EW YORK.

I HAIR BALSAM. I

Treat-

effect
HAY A CO., Druggists, only agents
Me. at Junction Middle and Free $ta.

Berwick. Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport.
Salem. Gloucester, Kockport, Lynn, Chmsea and
Boston, arriving at 6.10 p in. ••onnecting with
Sound ano Kail Lines for all Southern and Western points.

ELEGANT

f™™TAEKER^S^

*iur* 1.9

la

OEPOT AT FOOT JF INDIA ST.

BREWER, Jr.,

on
p-riiculars,
Exchange street, city.

Guaranteed

Cure

Newburyport,

pahsfnuFr

of

a

t’uy tfelitiR(ftt any railroad
boat office tu New England) Tin

ittc

Boston

for Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saco,
Ke- Debunk Wells North and South
Berwick. Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
Salem
Gloucester,
Uockport
Lynn, Chelsea and Boston, arriving at 1.15 pm.
rboro, Saco,
At I.IO p ui. for Cape Elizabeth
Bi deford, Keuuebunk, W«lls. North and South

Fro

AOBBILL.

of

STEAMSHIP LINE

FROM
OLD

Express Trains, Ooubls Track,. Stone Balias

untill 11

a. m.

12.30 p.

ALL
restaurant, located in htisinesn part of the city.
No. 49Vb
For
J.
call

DEBILITY.

Dtt. E. C. Wehi’8 Nerve and Brain
ment: a specific for Hysteria, Dizziness, Convulsions Nervous Headache, Mental Depression, Dibs
of Memors Spcrn atorrhoea, lmyotency, Involuntaoverrv Em’ssions. Premature Old .Age, caused
ertion, self-abui-e. or over-induigence, which leads
will
ox
cure
One
to misery, decay and death
outh’s treatrecent ca^es Each bo* contains one
for nve dolment. fine dollar a b x, or six boxo
The
lars; sent by mail prepaid on receip. of price. boxes
proprietors, John C. West A Co., guarantee six
for
to mire any case. With each order received
six boxes, accom anied <itb five dollars, the prothe poichaser their written guar
send
will
prietors
does not
antce to return the money if the treatment
Guarantees issued through II H.
a cure.

Ale

Enquire

III RN HAITI A-

FOR SALE.
the fixtures and good will

fu.s&wlyr4y

.•

S. II. L.UtMlMP,

ap3dlm

Corn Cans for sale.
SCIiEW

JAPPIKW VC PPM Si
CIO., VVouueopMChic
(Jheaui«fc», Loniiou, FugDmd.

by

An

occupied by the
Possessiou given Sept. 1st,
A. G. DEWEY,

is attached to thin train for
this car will not be ready

Biddeford,

p.

Corn Packers !

(Yfe-fb

A

p. m.
At W 45

Emer-

address

ano

ui

p

(Sunday nights

From l-rwiiioB unci Auburn, 8.30 a. m
12.30 8,15 and 8.00 p. m.
From Gvrfenni, 8.80, 9.40 a. m., and 12.3(1

18 LEAVER STREET,

AND

—

Y EW ENGLAND

Philadelphia,

AND «KK*SN STHKJBTN,
THIRD AND BERKS STS.

NINTH
Portland.
At
* «. KU.
Daily tNigh. Pullman) for Saco,
Biddeford, Keuuebunk, Kittery, Portsmouth,
Nowbdryport, S't.em, Lynn <*u0 Boston arriving
\ special
at H.30a.m.
Sleeping Car «vili '*♦*
readv for 'Muropanc* *» Portlam station, *t w.OO
Train* leave

THE SCYTHE SHOP
1882.

-BETWEEN-

New York, Trenton &

Host i'ontrul Station in Philadelphia
Philadelphia <Sc Reading K. R.

FOR SALE.

diet that a c nslitution may be gradually built up
until strong enough to resist every tendency to
d'sense. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating
around us ready to attack wherever t* ere is a weak
point We may *sc*pe many a fatal shaf’- by keep-a
ing ourselve- well fortified with pure blood and
properly nou ished fr*-me.”—• Civil Service Gazette.In
Made simply w tb boiling water or milk. Sold
and lb), labeled.
tins ou'-y

NERVOUS

Healing •Remedy.

md Drwer*.

FOR SALK

dtf

PURE COD LIVER
k OIL AND LIME. J

nov2B

The Great

claimed for it. For sale by all Druggists

THE

of

EPPS’S
Y

insured for it the reputation of salubrity

PRESSES and DieS for the manufacture
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FARTl FOK KALE.
Farm belonging to the late I). O. Small, very
pleasantly located on road leading from Souih
Windham to Windham Hill, one mile from Garnbo
P O. R. R. Station, will be sold at a bargain. Small
p: yin* nt required, baisnce cau stand with mortgage
on time.
Said farm contains about 90 acres land,
divided into Wood, Timber, Pasturing and Mowing
lands; th»- buildings are a go*.d two story house wi*b
ell, wood and carriage house with large barn, all in
Will be Pold with farm, a good
good condition.
stock of Farming Tools. For further particulars,
of
JOHN
31.
inquire
ALLEN, Saccarappa, Me.
d&wtf
aprl

GRATHFCL-IOllFORTING.

"Especially adapted to children."
Dr. Alex. Robertson, 1067 3d At., N.

tbe medical faculty and

rpHE

now
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country of Udolpbo Wolfe’s

AND

STATION IN NEW YORK itftSiS&i.

Schnapps, Us unsolicited endorsement by

undersigned offers his farm for sale, pleas1 antly situate 1 in Deering on the Gray road,
about 4Vh miles or thirty minutes ride from Portland. The tarm is supposed to contain about one
hundred acres. The building'* consist of a good farmhonse, three barns, one stable, a new ben house
and yard, hogpens and sheds. Cu;s abouf fifty ;>n
of hay and has a good pasture. A fine orchard newly grafted. Thes 11 in >oam with clay bottom, and
the farm is in a very high state of cult vation. it
also has a vaiuabie lot of pine umber on it, which
will be reserved if desired by the pm chaser. Terms
of payment made easy. Apply to ELBKIDQE GERRY, JOHN C. GERRY, 167 High St.
inarlfi d&wtfll
Porclaud, March 14th, 1882.
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FARM FOR feALE.

Vt.,
C.W.BELKNAP&SON, AT Tattsville,
Edge Tool Co.
particulars
PORTLAND,

over

section of

(*C'dtob au<i Roberts ► arm,”
Bridge
so-called, situate ! in Deering. near Pridt’s into
tilcontaining 92 acres, more oj less, divided
cum g about 7b
and
and
woodland,
luge, mowing
tons of hay.
There bns been much attention given
to bringing the laud into a high *iaie of c J iv^tion
by dressing of various kin is ai d under-draining.
The bui dings, c Minting of House with ten finished
rooms, Barn and >heds, and a small tenement
House with She-i, are in good condition.
Terms cash.
Title good
CHARLES* B. MERRILL, Receiver.
diawSwF
mli24

Jg^Directions
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Now wind up the musical season with the performance of one of our popular Cantatas Specimen
copies promptly mailed for the price here mentioned

Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every

0

Bound Brook Route.
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Winter Arrangement will go into effect
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fail.
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IT IS A PURELY MUTUAL COMPANY, having
stockholders to take the lion’s share oi the pro-

IT HAS OVER THIRTEEN THOUSAND POLI
CIE’i in force, and is therefore sure of a fair aver
age mor* ality, and cannot be seriously affected by

personal,

F. E.

Lost.
KNIGHT TEMPLAR watch chain charm. The
finder will be suitably rewarded by leaving the
same with E. S. K1DJLON, 5J Vs Kxhauge St.
dlw*
apll

no

fits.

Assessors of the City of Portland hereby
all pert>on« liable to taxation
in session overy
city
they will
from
the
tiret to tho fifteenth day of
secular day
April next, inclusive, at t'teir room in City Hall,
from ton to twelve o’clock in the forenoon, and
from three to five o’clock in the afternoon, for
the purpose of receiving lists of the polls and
estates taxable in said city.
And all such persons are hereby notified to
make and bring to said Assessors true and perfect lists of all their polls and estates, real and
or held by them as guardian, executor,
administrator, trustee, or otherwise, on the first
day of April, 1882, and be prepared to make oath
to the truth of the same.
And when es'ates of persons deceased have
been divided during the past \ear, or have changed
hands from any cause the executor, aomimsmitor,
or other person interested, is
hereby warned to
give notice of such change, and in default of
such no ice will be held under the law to pay
the ta* assessed although such estate has been
whody distributed and p id over.
And any person who neglects to comply with this
notice will be doomed to a tax according to the
la as of the State, and be barred of the right to
make application to the Asse-sors or the County
Commissioners for any abatement, of his taxes,
unless he shows that lio w as unable to oiler such
list* within th« time hereby appointed.
I u no use where the Assessors have been
a
put to the disagreeable necessity of making
doom will the possession ot Government bonds
or deposits in the Savings Banks be allowed as a
plea in mitigation of such doom.
\
Stephen viarsh,

—aer~

Eastern Jtailroad.
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perfectly

MUST

mar

IF HAS PASSED THROUGH EVERY GREAT
PANIC since its organization, paying every honest
loss without dispute or delay.
IT IS A POPULAR COMPANY, having gained
an established character for liberaliiy by many

He
business man.
had, however, what Emerson calls “power in
repose;” for as an outlaw his career was very

any

Portland

WAATED.

be with 'Ut tricks and
.mall children. Apply to

IT IS AN OLD COMPANY, having been estab-

telligent, straightforward

6%@7

Houitor.. ..i oo** i er»
Maine Central.1 *90 a\ 05
Grand Trunk.1 00 a 1 05
Prolific*. Eastern .£#0

\ N AGENT, for sale of our gas governors. Machines of superior and Acknowledged merit.
capital require.!. Address, LEES #AS COV\OR
aplO diw
ER
CO., Providence, R. 1.
Small

POI^Y

Assessors’

George C.

Wunlcd.

Joiners Wanted.

PORTLAND, MAINE.
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ON Steamer City

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

Tlia biographies of Jesse James published
since his melancholy death at the hands of his
friend and companion, Robert Ford, show him
He
to have been a very remarkable man.
was a quiet, unassuming outlaw, and in appearance is said to have had the air of an in-

Lars.

jObolce

Lemon*.

Office.

Press

day noon, April 14ih.
April lllh, 188a.
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UNION MUTUAL

A Vacant JSicne.
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80
Pea..8
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French Prunes. 12%@14
.'W....aes
i Mediums.8 6588 75
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Yellow
4
Eye..
50(86
10@3
Palermo# **'■«
Butter.
Messina,49box.4 6085 <(01
...33*35
Valencia pease ?10@12 Dreamery.
lOllt EdgeYerment83@36
8
Extra large”

GROCER,

At the Alois House, an assistant matron who must oe a good seamstress.
Kefercuccs and recommendations required.
No application, received after Fri-

-IN TIIE-

[Now York Evening Post.]

ExMe#,*..12 25(al2 60
wovi. 18*20
Plate.14 60*14 75
Eggs. 18@19
Plate i6 00@16 26
Ex
76
onions.49 bbl.*2 60@2
PortOrn berries, 49 bbl
Backs..
00
..23 00@23 50
9
00(810
Maine
Clear.22 008.2 5o
Cape Cod.1200@15 0<’
6i @20 00
Mess
.....19
augur.
Granulated.10% Hams.12%@18
@9
Extra C. 9% (Round Hogs....
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wholesome.

..

Prni>

Pure*

Absolutely

of baking, and no residue of poisonous ingredients remains to undermine the health, no
heavy biscuits, no sour bread, hut if directions
with the
are followed, every article prepared
Royal Baking Powder will be found sweet aud

..

6 2

Store

WAITED.

alluded to; aud these ingredients are so pure
and so perfectly fitted, tested aud adapted to
each other, that the action is mild and permanent, and is continued during the whole time

...

Sporting...

Retail

ence

-.

...

or

or as

process of baking.
The Royal is made from pure grape acid aud
it is the action of this acid upon highly carbonized bicarbonate of soda that generates the gag

...

..

Wholesale

Grocery
Have had experiTrat cling Sale-man.
SITUATON
Best of references. Address
in

headache, Johnny may lose his appetite, Susie
may look pale; if so, the true cause is rarely
suspected. The weather, the lack of out-door;
air, or some other cause, is given, and the un.
wholesome, poisonous system of adulterated
food goes on. Next to the flour, which should
be made of good, sound wheat and not ground
too fine, the yeast or baking powder, which furnishes.the rising properties, is of the greatest
importance, and of the two we prefer baking
powder, aud always wse the Royal, as we
thereby retain the original properties of the
wheat, ne fermeutation taking place. The action of the Royal Baking Powder upon the
dough is simply to swell it and form little cells
through every part. These cells are tilled with
carbonic acid gas, which passes off during the

Sulphur.3%@

8.810
Bean.12 00@16 001 Clover, tb
Red Top, bag. 2 75*8 00
!H. Grass bu.. 2 no@3 00
Duck.
No.
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No. 3.
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No.
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|
#0@ 1 00
10 ox.
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Cod, per qtl.,
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@
Laundry
6%@ 9
L’ge Bank....
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@
25
PolloC".3 60*4
Drop
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Herring
SO
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Shore, »bbl..0 00@0 OOlOolong.
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Seal
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Ko.
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Maekt cl, i>bbi.
85@ 60
Tin.
Bay No. 1.
|
26
Strait
@27
@
Bay No. 2..
0 00;d 0 OOlEnglisb .25%826G
Large 3
Shore No. 1 19 00@21 00 Char. I.C.. 7 25® 7 76
No. 2.1060® 1200 Char.I.X... 900® 975
I Term .6 76® 8 75
No. 8.
@
Coke. 6 76@ 6 25
Small.
@
(Antimony... 18* 27
Clam bait...
@
Zinc. 8 00® 9 00
Gunpowder.
Tobacco.
Blasting.... 412'""

voting

ness

Pair of Homs Wanted

have been saved, or it may have been more
convenient to obtain the articles used, and the
housekeeper takes the responsibility and possibly will never know the mischief that has been
wrought. Pater familias may have spells of

..

....

man a gradu *te of the DirJgo BusiCol ege of Augusta, a situation whore a
oe obthorough knowledge of Bookkeeping can
tained. Reference may bo made to R. B. Capen,
* bom principal of the Dir»go Dustman College, .*ugusta, or to Geo. L. Kimball, Esq., Portland, or to.
apl2d3t*
Rev. Geo. 1). Lindsay, Portland.
a

BY

their livos, and the healths and lives of others,
by using articles in the preparation of their
food the|purity|and beaitlifulness of which
they know nothing. Perhaps a few cents may

C...74417%

CITY OF PORTLAND.

WANTED.

have lost them, and when it is too late to repair the damage. And yot, not withstanding
these facts, thousand of persons in our own
city daily jeopardize not ouly their health, but

H.
Russia....

I

*7 00i

Praukllu.!7 60*8
Lehigh.6 i.0@7

Heavy and soar bread or biscuit have a vast
influence through the digestive organs upon the
How important
m9asnre of health we enjoy.
to our present happiness aud future usefulness
the blessing of good health and a sound constitution are, wo can only realize when we

---
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Our Tally Broad.

Wit and Wisdom.

DrugpiNt

baN Sold

ever

1,000 Bottle*

Rockland, Me., April 25,

1881.
I have sold over one thousand bottles of Elixir of
Life Root, and have never found a ease where it
failed to give satisfaction.
WM. H. K LITRE DOE.
Nearly Dead and One llwttle l ured Hina

Westfield, Mass., March 28,1 1.
J. W. KiTTREiXMC, Agent Elixir of 1 ife Root
Dear Sir— Having raftered
intensely for four years*
with disease of the Kidneys, after oaving during

that time tried various medicines without obtaining iclief, I war induced to tr> a bottle of your
EL-XEROF LIFE ROOT, and it affords me pleasure*
to .say that one bottle of it
cured me. 1
recommend it as the oul? valuable and certain cure
for kidney troubles I have ever seen
I would add
that before taking your medicine I bad become so
weak that I m us about to give up work. Hoping
that others who have suffered like
may be o
fortunate as to try your valuable medicine.
T. F. Me MAIN.
Truly yours,

completely

myself

An

a

Nl'KIM; TONIC AND APPETIZER ST HAN NO EQI'AI..

ONE DOLLAR A BOTTLE.

Elixir of Life Root Company,
J. W. KITTBEIHiE, Agent.
KOI HE.IND, HAUTE
Bff-Ai.L druggists sell it m*
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